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Abstract
The self-assembly and structure of carbonaceous particles are investigated using molecular
modelling methods. This provides a deeper understanding of molecular interactions rele-
vant to pollutant formation and growth in combustion processes and other carbon-based
applications. The existing soot particle model, a cluster containing planar pericondensed
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), is extended to include PAHs of varying sizes. The
resulting nanostructures show that the classic core-shell morphology reported experimentally
for mature soot particles is not energetically feasible if only considering physical interactions
between PAHs. It is proposed that young soot particles present the inverse molecular size
partitioning. A detailed survey of the surface properties of heterogeneous PAH clusters is
conducted, identifying composition-, size- and temperature-dependent behaviours. A novel
stochastic global optimisation method, the Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo method, is also
developed to allow minimum energy structures of large aromatic systems to be determined at
considerably less computational expense than existing methods.
The properties of curved PAH molecules are then investigated, and it is hypothesised that
their enhanced electronic interactions could play a role in soot particle nucleation. A new
intermolecular potential, curPAHIP, is developed to allow the simulation of curved PAHs.
Subsequent dynamic clustering studies show that there is a significant increase in particle
formation for systems containing curved PAHs and cations, suggesting the importance of
these interactions in combustion processes. Further work investigates the structure of clusters
containing curved PAHs, and the corresponding influence of cluster size, molecule size and
curvature, molecular ratio, and presence of ions.
This work develops computational tools useful for examining large systems of aromatic
molecules as well as those containing curved species. Detailed studies on nanoparticle
nucleation, structure, and surface properties provide valuable information on self-assembly
processes crucial to understanding the production and properties of carbonaceous nanoparti-
cles.
x
“In God’s wisdom, he determined that the world wouldn’t come to know
him through its wisdom.”
1 Corinthians 1:21
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The last half century has witnessed remarkable progress in scientific research and discoveries,
with breakthroughs in fundamental fields (for example, the mapping of the entire human
genome [195] and the detection of gravitational waves [1]) as well as engineering applica-
tions (for example, using advanced nanomaterials within electronics [73] and construction
materials [248]). The contributions of computational resources to these advancements are
difficult to exaggerate. The massive increase in computational power and capabilities has
allowed fundamental physical equations to be solved numerically and complex systems to be
tackled. Systems at very large and very small length and time scales alike are now able to be
explored, predicted, and described.
One system of great interest is carbon-based nanoparticles. Carbonaceous particles too small
to see with the naked eye are all around us. Many of these particles serve useful purposes,
for example as pigments and material enhancers, in everyday items. However a large number
of these particles also contribute to global health and environmental issues. This means
that it is desirable to know how best to produce and use these carbonaceous nanoparticles
within industrial processes as well as how to best eliminate them or reduce their harmful
effects within other environments. In both cases, an understanding of the self-assembly and
structure of these important nanoparticles is crucial. This provides information on the role of
a particle’s composition and conditions on its formation, properties, and behaviour.
This thesis focuses on exploring the self-assembly of carbonaceous nanoparticles at a molec-
ular level using computational tools. The system scope is confined to combustion-produced
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particles made up of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (PAHs). Particular attention
is spent on examining the role and effects of molecular heterogeneity on particle formation
and structure. The first part of this thesis investigates heterogeneous clusters containing
planar PAHs, while the second part explores heterogeneous clusters containing curved PAHs.
Both parts involve the development of novel computational tools to enable accurate and
efficient calculation of these carbonaceous nanoparticles. This provides valuable insight
into the properties and behaviours of young soot particles, which are difficult to measure
experimentally.
1.2 Novel contributions of this thesis
This thesis provides the following novel contributions:
• The morphologies of heterogeneous PAH clusters containing different molecule sizes
are studied to understand molecular arrangements of soot particles. Low energy clusters
show a stacked core-shell structure that suggests that young soot particles possess the
inverse morphology of mature nanoparticles.
• The detailed surface properties of heterogeneous PAH clusters are explored. The
surface composition, roughness, and reactive site densities are related to particle size
and temperature.
• A low cost stochastic global optimisation method, Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo,
is developed for aromatic systems that overcomes existing issues with ring interlocking.
This method provides a 10-fold reduction in computational time and is applied to PAH
clusters beyond the scope of existing methods.
• An intermolecular potential, curPAHIP, is developed for curved PAHs. This potential
allows accurate study of these curved aromatics by incorporating the flexoelectric
effect caused by pentagon incorporation.
• The heterogeneous nucleation of planar and curved PAHs with cations is studied,
showing that interactions between polar aromatics and ions are able to stabilise small
clusters.
• The morphologies of heterogeneous clusters containing curved PAHs, planar PAHs,
and cations are investigated. Molecule type and size strongly influence cluster self-
assembly and mesophase formation.
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1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis is organised into nine chapters, which are structured as follows. After some neces-
sary background information, Chapters 4-8 provide investigations into the self-assembly and
structure of carbonaceous nanoparticles, each containing further background and method-
ology details relevant to the research system under investigation. Chapters 4-6 focus on
systems containing planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules while Chapters 7 and
8 examine clusters containing curved polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules. The final
chapter concludes and summarises the findings of the thesis and provides suggestions for
further work.
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 provides background information on the formation
and properties of carbon nanoparticles in flames important to understanding the scope of this
thesis.
Chapter 3 outlines the theory and methods that are used in this thesis.
Chapter 4 explores the effect of molecular heterogeneity on the internal nanostructure of
clusters containing planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules.
These clusters are further characterised with a detailed survey of their surface properties in
Chapter 5.
A novel Monte Carlo method is presented in Chapter 6 that allows for the efficient computa-
tion of these large and complex systems of planar aromatics.
The development of an intermolecular potential to capture the electronic properties of curved
aromatics along with an investigation into the influence of ion-mediated interactions on
particle formation are provided in Chapter 7.
Further analysis quantifies the self-assembly of homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters
containing curved aromatics in Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 then provides the conclusions of this thesis as well as suggestions for future work.
Finally, Appendix A provides information about the scope of collaboration in this thesis and




This chapter introduces carbonaceous nanoparticles and provides general
context for this thesis with an overview of soot nanoparticles produced
within combustion processes. The formation and growth of soot particles
as understood through decades of experimental and computational re-
search are reviewed, with a focus on soot particle formation, composition,
and structural properties. Further background information and literature
reviews are provided in the introduction sections of following chapters to
provide a focused context to the research questions addressed there. A brief
description of the scope of this thesis is provided to conclude this chapter.
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2.1 Carbonaceous nanoparticles
Carbonaceous nanoparticles, defined as carbon-based material at the nanometre (10−9 m)
scale, are ubiquitous. They are an integral part of everyday life - present in rubber hoses and
tyres, plastic cutlery and bin bags, printer ink and electronics, automobile exhaust and baked
bread. Carbon nanoparticles are so popular because they possess properties that allow them
to serve many useful purposes, such as providing reinforcement, pigmentation, chemical
stability, conductivity, and strength. For example, carbon materials are incorporated into
optoelectronics, sensors, and imaging probes and used for gas storage, water filtration, drug
delivery, and corrosion inhibition. In addition, the production of carbon-based nanoparticles
occurs in combustion processes and is desirable in enhancing heat transfer by radiation within
industrial furnaces and heat generators. The value of this material is highlighted in its status
as the most extensively produced nanomaterial in the world, with demand and production
projected to continue growing [103].
Fig. 2.1 Examples of materials in everyday life that contain carbon-based particles.
However, as with any substance, carbonaceous nanoparticles can also be harmful. Their
presence in the air, water, ground, and food [173] has been linked to serious issues in human,
animal, plant, and environmental health. Due to their small size and high surface area,
carbonaceous nanoparticles present a significant challenge to public health [271, 147, 261].
They contribute to air pollution through reactions with NO2, SO2 and O3 [135, 13], and poor
air quality is one of the five leading global health risks (for example, in 2015 it contributed
to nearly 8% of all deaths worldwide [72]). These particles are very small (smaller than
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dust and less than 1/30th the diameter of a human hair) which allows them to bypass many
natural pollutant barriers, such as coughs and sneezes, and enter the lungs and bloodstream,
negatively affecting cardiovascular and pulmonary health [204, 164] and causing accelerated
aging [201]. Long-term exposure to these particles within polluted air is linked to respiratory
infections, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, stroke, heart attack, and lung cancer [164].
The harmful effects are identified within microorganisms, plants, animals, and humans [2].







Fig. 2.2 Combustion-produced carbonaceous nanoparticles, known as soot, contribute to
harmful effects to the environment, health, and industry.
In addition to their toxic and carcinogenic properties, the molecules within carbonaceous
nanoparticles are identified as environmental contaminants [2]. Carbonaceous nanoparticles
are considered the second or third major contributor to climate change after CO2, with an
effect of similar magnitude to methane [35, 238]. These dark particles are able to strongly
absorb visible light which influences solar radiation with the planet by reducing the albedo
effect, especially on large ice surfaces [156, 137, 34, 137, 198]. And, finally, from an
industrial perspective, the production of carbonaceous nanoparticles in many combustion
processes contributes to decreased efficiency and energy loss [24, 156].
Due to their prevalence and great potential for usefulness or harm, carbonaceous nanoparticles
have been studied for decades across many different fields, including materials science,
combustion, aerosol science, environmental chemistry, and astrophysics. In this thesis,
the focus is on combustion-produced carbonaceous nanoparticles known as soot. This
focus shapes the motivating hypotheses and parameters selected, but the fundamental and
detailed molecular approach used allows many of the results to be generally applicable to
carbonaceous nanoparticle systems beyond the field of combustion.
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2.2 Soot particles in flames
The production of carbonaceous particles in combustion systems and their potential for
practical use have been known for a long time, probably since humans first interacted
with fire. Soot and ash were used to create cave drawings up to 30,000 years ago (see
Figure 2.3) [253, 340], and Egyptian documents from 1500 BC describe the use of carbon
material to adsorb odours from wounds. The Old Testament itself includes instruction to use
ashes for the purification of water in a ceremonial cleansing (Numbers 19:9).
Fig. 2.3 A wooly mammoth cave drawing. This is one of hundreds of drawings left by
Paleolithic artists on the walls of the Rouffignac Cave in southern France estimated to be
17,300 years old using carbon dating. Reprinted with permission from Taylor & Francis [340].
However, a detailed understanding and the subsequent intentional manipulation of soot
formation in combustion environments has taken much longer to develop. Indeed, this is
still an area of intense research, motivated often by the desire to develop predictive soot
models to design and control clean combustion systems and efficient flame-synthesised
nanoparticle processes. The soot formation process is beautifully complex and the use of
advanced experimental and computational tools is required in its elucidation.
In order to provide accessible systems, the majority of research that studies the formation and
behaviour of soot particles examines experimental flame systems that reach up to 1600 K and
several atmospheres of pressure and that exhibit laminar flow [372]. This controlled flame
can typically be divided into several zones, moving from bottom to top: a non-luminous area
directly above the burner, the main reaction zone which is often blue/green in colour, a dark
space where oxygen is nearly completely consumed, and a final zone extending upwards in
which soot particle incandescence produces a yellow/orange glow [36]. This is depicted in
Figure 2.4.
























Fig. 2.4 Molecule and particle zones shown on a representative laminar n-heptane/toluene
diffusion flame. Flame image modified from [96] and reprinted with permission from
Elsevier.
The soot formation process has a number of key stages, highlighted in Figure 2.4: the
pyrolysis of fuel to form gas phase molecules, the nucleation of these molecules to form
nascent soot particles, and the subsequent growth and dynamics of these particles through
chemical and physical processes. This whole process takes place in a very short time span
and results in the conversion of hydrocarbon fuel molecules containing few carbon atoms
to carbonaceous agglomerates with millions of carbon atoms. For example, it only takes a
few milliseconds for gas phase molecules to progress into particles with diameters of 50 nm.
Each of the constituent steps is an intricate balance of numerous factors and addressing them
fully would (and does) take numerous textbooks and reviews. For the purpose of this thesis,
an overview of the key experimental and computational findings and conclusions of the soot
formation process will be presented, focusing on the composition and properties of soot
particles. If further details are desired, the following excellent books and reviews are worth
attention: [32, 125, 226, 76, 352, 146, 182, 270].
2.2.1 Soot precursor molecules
The first stage of soot formation involves the thermal dissociation (i.e. pyrolysis) of the long-
chain and aromatic hydrocarbon molecules found in fuel to break it into smaller hydrocarbons
(containing one to five carbon atoms each) and reactive transient species, including aliphatic
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radicals, resonantly-stabilised free radicals, and aromatic radicals [372]. Interestingly, it
appears that many petroleum-derived fuels produce the same key pyrolysis products: ethylene
(C2H4), hydrogen (H2), methane (CH4), propene (C3H6), 1-butene (1−C4H8), iso-butene
(i−C4H8), benzene (C6H6) and toluene (C7H8) [353, 364]. Acetylene (C2H2) is another key
intermediate that was identified as early as the nineteenth century to participate in flame
chemistry [200]. Acetylene is known to play a significant role in the hydrogen-abstraction-
carbon-addition (HACA) mechanism [115, 270] in which C2H2 groups replace hydrogen
atoms, which provides fast step wise growth that drives gas phase chemical reactions and
grows the pyrolysis products into larger stable cyclic molecules.
Extractive and in situ experimental methods such as electron microscopy, laser-induced
incandescence, and laser-induced fluorescence are used to identify the gas phase species
present in the flame reaction zone and investigate the reaction kinetics leading to soot particle
precursor molecules [375]. There are a large number of species present within the gas phase
of a flame. Experimental and computational work has focused on identifying the dominant
species as well as those most influential to the soot formation process. Laser analytical
techniques have found that molecules with an average C/H ratio of 1–5, mass of 450–650 Da,
and size of 1.0±0.2 nm are present in significant quantities [7, 148]. 35 years ago, Stein and
Fahr [307] analysed the stability of hydrocarbon molecules at high temperatures and identified
a class of molecules called stabilomers, comprised mostly of pericondensed polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (PAHs) containing an even number of carbon atoms, that
present the most stable bonding configurations of hydrocarbon molecules within combustion
environments. The dominance of these stable PAH molecules in the gas phase of combustion
environments was supported by experimental and computational studies [281, 39, 231, 229].
For example, gas chromatography - mass spectrometry analysis shows that the gaseous
phase before soot formation is dominated by PAHs containing four or fewer rings [235]. In
fact, PAHs are found in all sooting and hydrocarbon flames [149]. Recent work using laser
desorption ionisation, coupled with high resolution mass spectrometry and imaging analysis
identified that the majority of species observed consist of fused six-membered rings [229].
PAHs have thus been widely accepted as important intermediates in soot formation due to
their stable bonding configuration at flame temperatures [100, 149, 307, 87] and are even
proposed to contribute a significant fraction of the carbon matter present in the interstellar
medium [33].
Symmetric pericondensed PAHs, such as those shown in Figure 2.5, are used as the funda-
mental building block within chemical mechanisms and soot models, however, as discussed
further in later sections, they cannot completely explain the behaviour and properties of
soot observed. This has caused an increasing focus in recent years on other molecule types
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within the gas phase that may play a significant role in soot formation and growth. This has
focused on polycyclic molecules that are curved due to the presence of non-hexagonal rings,
PAHs bonded with covalent cross-links, and resonantly-stabilised radicals. Laser induced
fluorescence spectroscopy shows signals above 550 nm that cannot be explained only by peri-
condensed PAHs [23], suggesting that PAHs with five-membered rings or covalently linked
small PAH dimers are very likely to be present. Computational studies using density func-
tional theory, transition state theory, and kinetic modeling (0D reactor simulations) show that
the growth of five-membered rings in large PAHs is very likely [208]. Aberration-corrected
TEM and electron energy loss spectroscopy have suggested the presence of pentagonal carbon
rings [14] and recently high resolution atomic force microscopy has provided direct images
of potential soot precursor molecules, showing that molecules containing five-membered
rings and covalent cross-link bonds are also present in the flame gas phase [291]. Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations of gas phase molecule growth show a great diversity in aromatics,
with different degrees of oxygenation and aromaticity, including five-membered rings, furan,
hydroxyl, ketone groups [283]. Stochastic simulations and aerosol mass spectrometry also
find an abundance of PAHs containing five-membered rings and substituted aliphatic chains
that could contribute to the formation of young soot particles [186].
(a) pyrene 
       (C16H10)
(b) coronene (C24H12) (c) ovalene (C32H24) (d) circumcoronene (C54H18)
Fig. 2.5 Examples of symmetric pericondensed PAH molecules.
The growth of PAHs and other species in flames is controlled by kinetics [352] and significant
work has been done to develop and apply chemical kinetic mechanisms of gas phase reactions
within flame environments. These kinetic models have been increasing in size and number
over time and today contain up to 100+ species and 1000+ reactions, often built in a ground-
up approach to understanding soot particle formation [212, 115, 67, 264]. This is an area of
research that is still progressing and the detailed chemical mechanisms and the identity of all
relevant chemical species are still being developed and better understood.
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2.2.2 Gas-to-solid particle formation
Mechanistic models describing soot formation often split the process into two parts: the
gas phase chemistry and the soot particle dynamics. The intermediate step in which gas
phase species transition into solid phase soot particles is a vital part of soot formation but is
oversimplified or non-physical in existing models. This is because the gas-to-solid transition
mechanism is poorly understood, primarily due to the fact that it occurs in a very small time
frame and length scale which make experimental observations nearly impossible. Many
techniques do not capture the same sizes (for example, gas chromatography is typically
able to detect species < 300 amu while HRTEM can measure species > 1.5 nm [270]) and
conventional aerosol instruments, such as condensation particle counters, face difficulties in
characterising particles below 2 nm [30]. As the least well understood step within the soot
formation processes, soot particle formation has accordingly been a focus of intense research
for many years, with the most recent investigations centring around the role of chemical
versus physical interactions.
Chemical soot inception
Inception typically refers to the hypothesis of soot formation as a primarily chemical process
involving the formation of covalent bonds between molecules to form solid particles. Early
hypotheses proposed that soot is formed through the chemical polymerisation of acetylene
molecules [262] although these were discredited because the required chemical reaction
rates are too slow to account for the observed rate of soot production. Another suggested
mechanism involved the formation of icospirals, fullerene-like molecules, that act as a seed
for soot particle growth. This was supported by electron micrographs of soot particles where
closed and spiral fringes indicated a fullerene-like seed [332] but these have since been
attributed to overexposure to electron irradiation during experimental analysis [347, 333].
In addition, the fraction of hydrogen measured using molecular beam mass spectrometry
supports the view that PAH growth does not extend past 1000 Da in most sooting flames,
which would be required for icospiral formation. Further work suggested that polyyne
molecules, observed in significant concentrations in flames [158], may be a key precursor for
nanoparticle formation, but this is unlikely since their rigidity makes them unlikely to cyclise
and they are prone to degrade in flame environments [207]. Another polyyne mechanism
in which fullerene cage formation occurs has been proposed in recent years with the use of
reactive force field simulations [136, 368]. However this mechanism also presents significant
issues, including a requirement for very high pressures/concentrations, a slow reaction rate
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that is limited by hydrogen abstraction, a high C/H ratio, and the presence of long polyynes
not seen experimentally [214].
Further work has identified the potential influence of cross-linking covalent reactions between
PAHs [115, 77, 339], which produces particles that have hardness and strength values in
agreement with experimental results [251] and may reflect the nanostructure observed
in graphitised mature particles. Importantly, these cross-linked aromatic species possess
bonding energies that are high enough to explain their presence at flame temperatures [213].
The presence of aliphatic side chains on condensed-ring structures can strengthen interactions
between colliding molecules so they stay close enough together for reactions to occur [102].
The stabilising effect of side chains is not universal, however, with short flexible chains shown
to increase dimer stability but longer chains causing steric hindrance that reduces stability. It
appears that the presence of side chains is also not enough to compensate for destabilisation
of a four-ringed PAH dimer at 1000 K, indicating that other stabilising factors are required.
Although some cross-linking interactions may play a significant role in soot particle formation
and/or growth, there are significant issues with existing mechanisms that need to be further
explored, including the fact that model particles composed of cross-linked PAHs possess
higher quantities of carbon than expected when compared to the C/H ratio identified in soot
particles, the requirement of a large number of radicals within this mechanism, the rate of
formation of cross-links is too slow to completely explain the observed production of soot
particles in flames, and the molecules are prone to radical-induced fragmentation [115, 355].
Physical soot nucleation
The second major approach to understanding the gas-to-solid transformation step in soot
particle formation evaluates the role of physical interactions and often uses the term nucleation
to refer to soot particle creation. Following the understanding that soot precursor PAHs
interact predominantly through dispersion interactions, the general assumption is that the
PAHs grow within the gas phase to around 1–2 nm, at which size they are able to come
together through a collision interaction that allows attractive forces to form an initial solid
soot particle. This physical mechanism follows from the large attractive potential between
adjacent molecular sheets (5 kJmol−1 / C atom) which allows π-π interactions to contribute
to condensed phase structures throughout nature such as protein and DNA structure.
Mass spectra of fragments from photoionisation of very young soot particles show periodicity,
suggesting that the mass of very young particles increases discretely when growing and
therefore interactions between independent molecules to form a dimer, trimer, etc. are
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crucial to soot nucleation and growth [140]. Extractive and in situ optical measurements also
suggest that PAH molecules grow through gas phase reactions until they are sufficiently large
that they agglomerate into ordered stacks [7, 39]. This mechanism of dimerising through
physical interactions also explains the rapid formation of nuclei in low to intermediate
temperature flames with a collision factor of 10−6 to 1 and is supported by the experimental
evidence for PAH stacking in soot particles [20]. Computational calculations of these physical
interactions have shown that the binding energies of dimers containing stabilomers increases
with molecular size and dimers with reduced masses as low as 83 Da are able to exist at
1500 K [149]. Several studies have postulated that the conversion of translational energy
of colliding PAHs to rotational energy with the development of internal rotors may have a
stabilising effect and permit particle formation through physical dimerisation and subsequent
chemical growth [230, 290].
The hypothesis that PAHs assemble into particles through van der Waals attractive forces
has received significant attention and is the nucleation method assumed in most soot growth
models. In particular, following the initial use of PAH dimerisation as the nucleation step
within a soot formation model by Frenklach and Wang [120], the four-ringed PAH pyrene
(shown in Figure 2.5) has been adopted as the critical molecule size in order to provide
agreement with observed nucleation rates and particle size distributions. Pyrene dimerisation
is an attractive pathway to particle nucleation and has been widely implemented as the soot
formation mechanism within computational models of combustion ([99, 265, 17] as a few
examples). However, many experimental and computational studies have called this into
question, investigating whether the relatively weak van der Waals interactions between small
PAHs such as pyrene are sufficient to explain the formation of soot particles at the high
temperatures within flames. Kinetic and energetic information from experimental measure-
ments and theoretical calculations show that physical dimerisation of pyrene molecules via
van der Waals forces is not a likely pathway to soot nucleation since the equilibrium of the
dimerisation strongly favours dimer dissociation at the high temperatures of combustion
environments [279]. Using well-tempered metadynamic simulations, dimer stability was
found to be dependent on monomer mass, with heterogeneous dimers reflecting the stability
of the size of the smallest monomer [211]. The infeasibility of PAH condensation at high
temperatures was also concluded with independent all-atom dynamic and reactive simulations
of PAH clustering [327, 71, 214]. The reversibility of these dimer interactions is also found
to be significant when investigated with a kinetic mechanism, such that irreversible chemical
bond formation is required to reach the much higher soot nuclei concentration observed with
laser induced incandescence measurements [186]. Mass spectrometry and photoionisation
studies combined with stochastic chemical kinetics simulations suggest that the dominant
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species observed at mass 202 u using aerosol mass spectrometry are not pyrene but and
instead are other non-stabilomer (i.e. not even carbon numbered, unsubstituted) C16H10
isomers [176]. It is now generally accepted that the dispersion forces between two small
PAHs such as pyrene are not significant enough to solely account for observed soot formation.
Although it may be thermodynamically possible for larger PAHs (>20 rings) to dimerise
through physical interactions alone at combustion-relevant temperatures, these molecules are
not present in significant concentrations in the soot-forming region of flames. In addition,
the mechanical strength of particles containing PAHs only bound by physical interactions
does not match the measured hardness of soot particles [251]. As a result the exploration for
a replacement precursor molecule(s) and mechanism(s) continues.
This is an area of ongoing investigation and requires further work to elucidate the pivotal
soot particle precursors and formation mechanisms. In particular, the balance between
thermodynamics and kinetics is important. It is increasingly clear that no single mechanism
(for example, the chemical or physical interactions discussed above) can fully account for
the formation of soot particles. There is a growing body of experimental and computational
research suggesting that radicals, ions, and/or molecules containing five-membered rings may
play a role in soot formation [176]. In particular, PAHs containing embedded five-membered
rings possess curvature and polarity that may allow them to interact significantly with ions.
This will be introduced and explored further in this thesis.
2.2.3 Soot particles
There are also many unanswered questions concerning the detailed composition and structure
of freshly formed young soot particles and how these properties change as the particles
mature. Soot particles can be classified into two stages: young particles with a diameter of a
few nanometres and mature particles with a mobility diameter greater than 10 nm.
Nascent soot particles
Young soot particles, also known as nascent particles, precursor particles, or elementary
particles, are the smallest nanoparticles measured in flames. For the same reasons that
soot particle formation is not yet fully understood, namely the experimental challenges in
detecting, capturing, and analysing small particles (< 3 nm) at flame conditions as well as the
complexity of accurate numerical models, young soot particles are not well characterised.
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Although the existence of small nascent soot particles of 1.5–2 nm was observed in flames in
1973 by Wersborg et al. [358] using molecular beam sampling, experimental work continuing
the investigation of nascent soot particles did not progress significantly until nearly two
decades later when two groups independently detected particles only a few nanometers in
size using in situ [75] and ex situ [84] techniques. Since then further advances have provided
a plethora of data using many techniques including differential mobility analysis [297],
small-angle X-ray scattering measurements [83], and flame-sampling photoionization mass
spectrometry experiments [134].
It appears that the smallest soot particles contain PAH molecules and are approximately
2000 amu with an effective diameter of 1.5 nm [270, 319]. These young soot particles are
highly reactive [52], do not absorb visible light [228], have C/H ratios of 1.4-2.5 [277, 31, 75],
densities between 1.12–1.50 g/cm3 [323, 51, 85], and possess more aromatic character than
aliphatic [50, 247]. Helium ion microscopy and atomic force microscopy show nascent soot
as liquid-like transparent particles without a well-defined shape [287, 54, 3]. Transmission
electron microscopy image analysis shows that nascent soot particles typically possess an
amorphous-like internal structure with short curled fringes [16], although there appears to be
a tendency for molecules around the edge of the particle to be slightly larger and more stacked
than those in the core [41, 81]. It is important to note that these experimentally-observed
soot particles are likely kinetic products rather than thermodynamic ones.
Mature soot particles
As soot particles spend more time in the flame, their chemical and physical properties change
and they transition into mature particles. In addition to growing in particle size, the maturation
process causes constituent molecules to increase in length and decrease in intermolecular
spacing and tortuosity, and thus form more ordered stacked arrangements [16, 350, 41],
indicating carbonisation. These mature particles are solid, spheroidal, absorb in the visible
and UV range, possess densities of 1.4-2 g/cm3, and show C/H ratios between 3–20 [81, 28].
X-ray analysis indicates the presence of a regular graphitic structure throughout mature
soot particle volume and electron microscopy analysis shows that mature soot particles are
typically composed of molecule stacks, with a core-shell nanostructure in which the shell
contains larger molecules with lower tortuosity and a higher stacked percentage (i.e. a higher
degree of orientation) than the core [18, 16, 40].
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2.2.4 Soot aggregates
Mature soot particles grow via coalescence and surface reactions with gas phase species,
including pyrolysed fuel species and PAHs [270]. Upon reaching about 10-20 nm in diameter,
they also undergo coagulation and agglomeration by particle-particle collisions [188]. The
aggregation of two or more mature particles form multicore particles, followed by additional
growth and oxidation cycles [79, 270]. Through coagulation, nearly spherical primary
particles form chain-like structures with a fractal dimension of around 1.8 [86]. Other
competing events, such as further dehydrogenation, surface and internal oxidation [306, 366],
sintering, and breakages can also cause the fractal-like particle agglomerates to shrink. These
have been studied in detail using population balance modelling tools [57, 205] as well as
particulate characterisation techniques [357, 337]. All of these processes ultimately produce
large soot particle agglomerates made up of mature soot particles with a total radius of
gyration on the order of 100–400 nm [10]. These agglomerates then leave their combustion
system and are often released into the surrounding environment such as the air, soil, and
water.
The dynamics of soot particle populations are often modelled using the Smoluchowski
coagulation equation within a discrete sectional method (where particle properties are av-
eraged within each section of particle ensemble) [260] or method of moments (which uses
moments of the particle size distribution function) [117] to provide insight into the evolution
of the particle ensemble. Components of the whole soot formation process including fuel
pyrolysis, PAH formation, nucleation, surface growth reactions, oxidation, and particle
processes, have been implemented in both method of moments [114] and sectional mod-
els [356, 18]. Detailed evaluation of soot surface growth can be performed with dynamic
Monte Carlo simulations [113, 199, 359]. Computational fluid dynamics simulations also
allow larger system properties such as pressure and fluid flow to be incorporated into soot
particle modelling [9, 348].
2.3 Measurement weaknesses
Experimental methods have been crucial in shedding light on the chemical and physical
behaviours of hydrocarbon molecules and particles within combustion environments, but they
still have limitations that are worth noting. Most observations about the internal structure of
a soot particle (particularly the quantification of constituent molecule curvature) are based
on TEM images, which are determined from a two-dimensional projection of the condensed
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three-dimensional nanoparticle in which only layers parallel to the incident electron beam
can be imaged. It is not well quantified and understood to what extent the intrusive sampling
methods such as thermophoresis influence the particles being sampled. For example, it
is believed that the highly ordered carbon onion structures characterised by concentric
graphitised shells that were imaged in early studies [166, 333] were caused by the irradiation
of samples in electron microscopy which caused carbonisation [160, 347]. This is still likely
a factor in similar studies conducted since then. In addition, flame disturbance caused by
intrusive instruments and thermocouple temperature reduction due to soot deposition are
poorly defined factors. Another crucial weakness is that experiments are predominantly
focused on mature soot particles. Optical methods such as laser induced incandescence are
only sensitive to mature soot particles and cannot measure the temperature or soot volume
fraction in regions dominated by liquid-like nascent soot particles [185]. Nascent soot
particles exhibit sizes of a few nanometres and might possess electric charges, complicating
their characterisation with differential mobility analysis. X-ray diffraction, commonly
used to obtain crystal structures including interlayer and intralayer distances and crystallite
size [202], cannot provide an unequivocal identification of structure (for example, it cannot
show whether pentagonal or hexagonal rings are present). Experimental measurements need
to be more sensitive, accurate, noninvasive and able to well sample the physical and chemical
characteristics of soot during development and evolution [226] - these issues can be partially
addressed using computational studies.
2.4 Computational studies
One valuable way to further investigate and understand both the formation and characteristics
of nascent and mature soot particles is to develop and use soot particle models within a
computational framework. A number of approaches have been used to do this, varying in
their representation of soot particles as well as their computational methodology. Coarse-
grained models represent soot particles as small systems of rigid elliptical components,
each representing a constituent molecule, similar to preceding work studying liquid crystal
structures [151, 163, 153]. Other methods directly populate the particle species using the
fringe lengths identified in experimental TEM images [107] or using the composition and
mass of molecules identified using kinetic Monte Carlo simulations [338]. A dominant
soot particle model uses clusters containing pericondensed PAHs (such as those identified
as stabilomers within the range of fringe lengths observed in TEM images) at atomic
resolution [149, 323, 290, 165, 267]. Stochastic energy minimisation methods, reactive and
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non-reactive molecular dynamics, and kinetic Monte Carlo are the most common tools used
to examine these model systems. These studies have provided valuable insight into the
energetic and spatial properties of proposed soot particle systems, for example by elucidating
information about particle melting points [64, 61, 37], surface interactions [132, 60], and
molecular arrangements [267, 323, 153].
Existing soot models have largely ignored the effects of heterogeneity in soot particles and
paid little attention to the internal structure of these systems, especially for young particles.
This is a significant weakness since the nanostructure of soot particles plays a crucial role in
determining how soot primary particles form and grow and how larger aggregates form and
interact. Therefore there remain many unanswered questions, such as the role of different
molecule sizes and shapes, and other components such as cations, within young and mature
soot particles. The work presented in this thesis seeks to address many of these points
through carefully expanding a soot particle model to include other experimentally observed
components and characterising the particle nanostructure using computational techniques.
Further details on the status and limitation of soot particle studies will be provided within the
introductions of further chapters to provide the context of the research questions addressed.
2.5 Scope of thesis
There is a plethora of experimental data on the physical and chemical properties of soot
particles, however the computational models and fundamental bottom-up understanding of
these systems remain poor, especially for nascent soot particles. Detailed molecular models
investigating the nucleation and properties of soot particles remain simple, considering only
homogeneous planar PAHs. This thesis seeks to address these limitations through the detailed
analysis and investigation of heterogeneous systems, first considering the influence of varying
PAH size on the internal and surface properties of soot particles. Then the potential role and
influence of curved PAH molecules containing five-membered rings is explored within the
context of homogeneous and heterogeneous soot nucleation. Finally, the self-assembly and
structure of nanoparticles containing curved PAHs is investigated and quantified.
The scope of this thesis is to investigate the self-assembly of carbonaceous nanoparticles
relevant to combustion processes. This thesis addresses the formation of soot particles from
gas phase PAHs and the internal and surface structural properties of these nanoparticles
at an atomic level. This is done through the extension of existing molecular models of
carbonaceous particles to include molecule size heterogeneity, as well as the influence of
molecule curvature and the presence of charged species. A number of numerical techniques
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are used to produce relevant soot particle models and evaluate their structure and morphology.
These advances reflect experimental developments in the known composition of soot particles




This thesis investigates the behaviour and properties of carbonaceous soot
nanoparticles using molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations.
This chapter provides an overview of the theory behind these molecular
modelling tools, highlighting their respective strengths and weaknesses.
Some methodology and theory details which are specific to individual
chapters are omitted or only briefly included here and will be explained
later in their respective contexts.
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In order to properly model and examine molecular systems, two components are required:
a model that accurately describes the interactions between atoms and a rigorous method to
evaluate these interactions under different conditions. Interactions are typically captured by
interatomic energy potential descriptions while the stable structures and dynamic behaviours
of systems are often determined by molecular modelling techniques such as the Monte Carlo
minimisation and molecular dynamics. These crucial components will be introduced below.
3.1 Intermolecular potential
Intramolecular forces are those that hold atoms together to form molecules, characterised
by different chemical bonds. Intermolecular interactions are those between non-bonded
molecules. Both types of molecular force are involved in the self-assembly of carbonaceous
soot nanoparticles and it has been proposed that the interactions between non-reacting
soot precursor molecules play a key role in the nucleation and early formation of soot
particles. Intermolecular forces are weaker than chemical bonds, but become significant
for many condensed materials. For example, although the typical non-bonded interactions
between small hydrocarbons are weak (< 2 kJ/mol) the binding energy between two 100-
carbon graphite sheets (500 kJ/mol) is stronger than a typical single carbon-carbon bond
(400 kJ/mol) [149]. The exploration and characterisation of intermolecular interactions
has been well studied and is described in detail elsewhere [308]. A brief background and
discussion of aspects relevant to the study of soot formation are included here.
Theoretical and computational models to investigate molecular systems require an accurate
description of intermolecular interactions. This is done through the use of an intermolecular
potential, also known as a force field. A force field is used to calculate the potential energy
of a molecular system and is defined by its functional form and its associated parameters.
In contrast to ab initio calculations, which use quantum mechanics, simulations using force
fields are relatively fast and able to handle large systems, such as proteins or young soot
particles. Force fields typically consist of four energy contributions: electrostatic, repulsion,
induction and dispersion. The electrostatic interaction depends on the charge distribution and
can be accurately described, for example using distributed multipoles. The induction term
describes the response of the molecular charge distribution to external fields and requires
polarisabilities. The dispersion term includes van der Waals attraction. The basic form of an
additive force field, shown in Equation 3.1, consists of the sum of the bonded and non-bonded
contributions to the system energy.
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Utotal =Ubond +Uangle +Udihedrals +Uelectrostatic +Uvan der Waals (3.1)
Energy contributions from interatomic bond stretching (Ubond), angle bending (Uangle), and
proper and improper dihedral torsions (Udihedrals) make up the intramolecular components,
while the electrostatic (Uelectrostatic) and van der Waals (Uvan der Waals) energies comprise
the intermolecular components. Many potential forms have been used to describe these
interactions and have been parametrised for systems of interest. It has been shown that the
potential used has a significant impact on the simulation results [157, 252] and therefore
force field selection is important.
One of the simplest and most commonly used force field forms is the Lennard-Jones poten-
tial [177], given in Equation 3.2.











where εi j is the potential well depth, σi j is the distance at which the interatomic potential is
zero and Ri j is the separation distance between atom i in molecule I and atom j in molecule
J. The R−6 term describes long-range attraction, while the R−12 term describes electron
repulsion at short ranges. As seen in Figure 3.1, the repulsive energy is a steep barrier
when the distance between the atoms is small. Although there is no theoretical justification
for the repulsive term and it is known that the LJ potential generates overly repulsive
interactions at a short range, this potential remains popular due to its computationally simple
form. It has been used often in molecular modelling of PAH interactions [149, 71, 267,
266, 327, 123]. More physically motivated intermolecular potentials have been developed,
including the Buckingham potential [47], Morse potential, and Born-Mayer potential [38].
The isotropic PAH potential (isoPAHAP) developed by Totton et al. [324] is fitted to quantum
calculations of PAH interactions. Figure 3.1 shows the potential energy curve of carbon-
carbon interactions using the isoPAHAP and LJ force fields, and it is apparent that the
LJ potential has a significantly larger well depth. This results in an overestimation of the
binding capacity of PAHs and has been shown to greatly impact the modelling of PAH dimers
and clusters [327].
The isoPAHAP potential has the following form:
















where the first term describes the short-range interactions using the Born-Mayer form. The
other two terms describe the long-range interactions as the dispersion multiplied by the




, and a point charge electrostatic term. U
denotes the interaction energy between atom i and atom j, G sets the energy unit of this
term and is taken as 0.001 Hartree, α is the hardness parameter in the Born–Mayer term,
Rab is the atom-atom separation where a and b denote atomic sites within a molecule, ρ
is a shape parameter, C6,ab is the isotropic dispersion coefficient, and qi and q j denote the
partial charge on atoms i and j, respectively. The isoPAHAP parameters were fitted using
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory density functional theory calculations, and the results
are shown in Table 3.1. Further details regarding the development and parametrisation of this
force field are described by Totton et al. [324, 327].
Table 3.1 Parameters of isoPAHAP in atomic units [327].
atom pair ρ α C6
C C 6.0434 1.8783 30.282
C H 4.9562 1.7560 12.605






















Atomic separation / nm
Fig. 3.1 Comparison between the isoPAHAP and LJ potentials for carbon-carbon interactions.
The LJ potential parameters are taken from [334]. Figure from [59].
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3.2 Molecular modelling
Molecular modelling is a well-established field and there are many comprehensive resources
available that describe it in detail [196, 112]. A brief overview of important concepts related
to the stochastic energy minimisation (Monte Carlo) methods and the deterministic molecular
dynamics simulations involved in this thesis is provided.
In order to understand the energy of a chemical system, the concept of a potential energy
surface (PES) is employed. The PES is a hypersurface defined by the potential energy of a
system over all possible atomic arrangements. Using the analogy of a physical landscape,
the PES provides a complex landscape in which the valleys correspond to states of low
potential energy and the peaks correspond to states of high potential energy. Both local
and global minima are points of interest on the PES since they correspond to optimised
molecular structures. Saddle points, defined as points with no slope, downward curvature in
one direction, and upward curvature for all other directions, provide insight into transition
states since they lie on the lowest energy barriers connecting minima. Knowledge of all
of the minima and saddle points on a PES therefore provides a complete description of all
possible chemical structures and connecting isomerisation pathways for a specific system.
3.2.1 Energy minimisation
Mapping out the complete PES of a chemical system is an ideal that is, unfortunately,
unfeasible for most systems of interest because of the immense amount of computational
effort required to sample the configurational space to this extent. Many methods have
been developed to identify the points of interest (minima) as accurately and quickly as
possible. No minimisation method exists that can always find the global minimum in a
reasonable amount of time, but there are a number of iterative methods that are able find the
nearest local minimum from an initial position. The simplest of these methods are function
evaluations, where each step is made based on the results of the previous evaluations. The
simplex method is one such example. A second type of minimisation method uses derivative
information. These methods are most commonly used in molecular dynamics because the
partial derivative of the potential energy is already known. Examples include the steepest
descent method (which always moves in the direction of the most negative gradient) [56],
conjugate gradient method (which also moves down negative gradients, but uses gradient
information from previous steps) [155], and the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method
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(which is a quasi-Newtonian method that uses an approximated Hessian matrix of second
derivatives) [48].
3.2.2 Basin-hopping Monte Carlo method
In order to rigorously locate minima on a complex PES, especially when aiming to deter-
mine the global minima, further optimisation and selection methods, within which these
minimisation methods can be used, are required. The basin-hopping method is an unbiased
Monte Carlo (MC) minimisation method that simplifies the search of a complex PES by
transforming it to a series of low energy plateaus, called basins [344]. This is done by
taking the energy of each configuration as the energy of a local minimum. As seen in as a
one-dimensional representation in Figure 3.2, this essentially maps the PES into discrete
energy levels that serve as a series of plateaus around each local minimum. This hyperspace
deformation of the PES removes the energy barriers associated with transition states but
keeps all minima unchanged.
Fig. 3.2 One-dimensional schematic illustrating the energy transformation used in a basin-
hopping simulation. The solid line shows the energy of the original PES and the dashed line
shows the transformed PES. Reprinted with permission from [344].
After the calculation of each minimised system, all of the molecules are randomly rearranged
and another minimisation is conducted from the resulting geometry. This is done in order to
allow for the searching method to move between basins on the transformed PES. Implement-
ing a large enough stochastic rearrangement prevents the system from being trapped in a
local minima and promotes scanning of the entire PES. If the energy of the new minimum is
lower than the starting energy, the configuration of the new minimum is accepted as the next
initial configuration. If the energy is greater, a Monte Carlo accept-reject scheme is used to
decide the outcome. The basin-hopping method has been shown to be a very effective global
optimisation technique since it allows for the determination of the global minimum through
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exploration of a small fraction of the existing local minima, and has successfully determined
the minimum configurations of many LJ homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters [19].
Further information about the basin-hopping method and its use within PAH systems is
provided in Chapter 6, which introduces a new stochastic method to study large PAH clusters.
3.2.3 Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computer simulation method used to study the physical
movements of atoms and molecules over time. Pioneering work in the 1950s studied simple
systems of interacting hard spheres. The use of molecular dynamics to study materials began
with the work of Rahman [263], who introduced the methodology, language, and technology
for the simulation of condensed matter that is still used now. The subsequent development
and increased capability of computing machines has allowed this field to grow and it is now
used to model many systems at the nanoscale, with applications in many fields, including
material science, biology, and combustion.
The fundamental principle of MD is simple: the motion of a system of atoms is solved
iteratively through time using classical mechanics. This allows equilibrium and transport
properties to be determined for a many body system. At each time step the potential energy
is calculated from the force field. Newton’s equations of motion allow the change in the
potential energy of each atom in the system to be expressed in terms of the change in atomic
position, as shown in Equation 3.4.




where U is the potential energy of the atom, F is the force exerted on the atom, m is the mass
of the atom, a is the acceleration of the atom, and r is the atomic position. In this way, the
movements and interactions of up to tens of thousands of atoms are simulated as a function
of time.
The purpose of MD simulations is usually to determine the time evolution (also known as a
trajectory) of the molecular system after it is subjected to a perturbation caused by thermal
motion and/or external forces. Within MD simulations, this perturbation is often implemented
as a velocity distribution among the atoms. A continuous trajectory containing the atomic
positions over the duration of the simulation is generated by integrating the equations of
motion of the system. This is calculated by an integration algorithm that considers the
simulation as a finite number of discrete time steps. Several integration algorithms exist and
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one commonly used method is the velocity Verlet algorithm since it is easy to implement and
provides accurate integration with temperature coupling. Further information on the three
step procedure used to calculate the system velocities and positions are described by Verlet
[336].
A thermostat is used to modulate the system temperature in a MD simulation. There are a
variety of thermostat methods available, each working by adding and removing energy to
the system. Despite being called thermostats, these methods do not simply seek to maintain
a constant temperature through a fixed kinetic energy, instead they ensure that the desired
average system temperature is maintained. Some popular techniques include the Anderson,
Berendsen, and Nosé-Hoover thermostats. The Anderson thermostat uses uses stochastic
collisions acting on random particles to represent coupling the system to a heat bath [12].
However, since the post-collision particle momenta are randomly selected from a Boltzmann
distribution, the calculated dynamics are not physical, and therefore this thermostat is not
desirable if measuring dynamical properties. The Berendsen thermostat corrects deviations
of the actual temperature from the desired temperature by rescaling the velocities at each time
step [26]. This allows the system temperature to relax quickly but results in a suppression of
kinetic energy fluctuations, which means the Berendsen thermostat is useful for equilibration
but cannot be mapped to a specific ensemble. Constant temperature MD simulations can be
achieved through the use of an extended Langrangian; that is, a Lagrangian that contains
added artificial coordinates, potential energy, and momentum related to the real values by
scaling. A thermostat using this was developed by Nosé [242] but the most commonly used
formulation is from Hoover [159], and so it is called the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The Nosé-
Hoover thermostat successfully simulates a system with energy fluctuations at a constant
temperature. Nosé-Hoover chains are required in many cases since a single thermostat is not
able to probe a canonical ensemble if there is more than one constant of motion (indicated by
a simulation with no external field, an unfixed centre of mass or more than one conservation
law).
3.2.4 Replica exchange molecular dynamics
Complex systems are difficult to simulate since their energy landscapes contain many minima.
It is often difficult to cross energy barriers between minima at low temperatures within a
reasonable simulation time and so the results can be highly dependent on the choice of
initial conditions. Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) is an advanced form of
molecular dynamics used to improve sampling of the phase space in an MD simulation and
avoid becoming trapped in a local minimum on the PES. Also known as parallel tempering,
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this method was developed in 1986 for simulations of ’systems with quenched random
interactions’ [314] and implemented first within MC methods [161] and then adapted for
use in MD [313]. In an REMD simulation M copies of the original system, called replicas,
are run in parallel. Each replica, usually in the canonical ensemble (defined by maintaining
a constant number of atoms, system volume, and temperature), is simulated at a different
temperature. High temperature systems, which possess higher entropies, are generally able
to sample the phase space more widely, while low temperature systems may be trapped in
local energy minima for the duration of a typical simulation. REMD allows the replicas
to exchange atomic coordinates or temperatures at certain time intervals. This allows low
temperature systems to access more of the phase space. The exchange of atomic coordinates
or temperatures is dependent on the probability that the coordinates or temperature states
exchanged would have been observed in the two ensembles. This probability is dependent on
replica temperatures and potential energies and is determined using a Boltzmann-weighted
MC criterion.











where the probability of an exchange between replicas 1 and 2, P(1 ↔ 2), is a function of
the reference temperature, T , and the relevant potential energies U . kB is the Boltzmann
constant.
If an exchange is successful, the considered replicas exchange conformations and the atomic
velocities are rescaled to match the new replica temperature. The probability of an exchange
decreases rapidly with an increasing temperature difference between replicas and so no
exchanges are considered beyond neighbouring replicas. A simple schematic showing the
basic principle of REMD is shown in Figure 3.3. Four replicas are pictured as horizontal
lines, spanning from 400 to 1000 K. Over time (following the arrows, moving right in
the left-hand schematic), exchanges occur between neighbouring replicas which allows all
temperature replicas to explore the states associated with other temperatures. This allows
lower temperature replicas to travel through more of the PES than they would in a standard
MD simulation of the same length, which is shown simply in the right-hand plot.
The range and intervals between replica temperatures is an important simulation design
consideration. Typically the lowest temperature represents the desired replica for sampling
and the highest temperature is selected in order to ensure energy barriers present in the
PES will be crossed. This usually means the temperature range spans across several phases.
The number of replicas and their corresponding temperatures are often selected follow an















Fig. 3.3 Schematic showing exchanges between four temperature replicas over time in
an REMD simulation. Four replicas at 400 (green), 600, 800, and 1000 (purple) K are
represented as horizontal lines on the left, changing over time as the arrows move right.
The orange arrows show when an exchange between replicas is accepted and the atomic
coordinates of the neighbouring replicas are swapped. This prevents lower temperature
replicas from being trapped in local minima and allows them to explore more of the PES, as
illustrated in the right hand plot.
thus the resulting exchange rate, constant across all replicas. This ensures that the exchanges
between replicas have meaning since neighbouring replica states have significant overlap, as
long as the energy landscapes are similar across temperature space. If exchanging replicas
produces valid ensembles, the probability of successful exchange attempts is high enough, and
good mixing of replicas over ensembles is observed, then the resulting sampling is statistically
correct and near to the ergodic ideal. Replica mixing efficiency and exchange acceptance
probability are tools to analyse the effectiveness of an REMD simulation. Empirical and
theoretical studies of optimal temperature distributions across replicas found that an exchange
acceptance probability around 0.20 provides the best performance [268, 190].
The most significant challenge with REMD is that it is computationally expensive, due to
the need to simulate many independent copies of the system of interest. This is because
simulating M replicas of the system of interest requires on the order of M times more
computational effort than one replica. However, as long as the temperature ranges are
chosen carefully, REMD simulations are more efficient than a standard, single-temperature
simulation [244]. In particular, the low temperature replicas within REMD are able to
sample regions of the phase space that classic MD would not have been able to access
even in a simulation M times as long. In this way, REMD is most beneficial if significant
parallel computing capacity is available, although it is still not feasible to examine large
systems or large temperature ranges. Despite its weaknesses, REMD is a popular method
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to improve sampling efficiency, and is used in physics, chemistry, biology, engineering and
materials science. For example, REMD provides valuable insight into the conformational
behaviour of intrinsically disordered proteins [239, 241]. REMD has not been used to study
PAH clusters but has been shown to be useful in determining the size-dependent melting
behaviour of metallic nanoparticles, especially since it able to avoid the superheating and
undercooling phenomena often associated with simulating these phase transitions [299].
Further information about theory, set up, and analysis of REMD simulations are provided in
Chapters 4, 5, and 8.
3.2.5 Additional advanced computational methods
There have been significant advances in molecular modelling, including the development of
a number of advanced methods that are useful for studying the self-assembly and structure
of soot particles. Reactive molecular dynamics is one notable example. Built upon the
foundation of classical molecular dynamics, reactive MD provides the ability to model bond
breaking and forming and thus provides a bridge between empirical force fields possessing
rigid connectivity and quantum mechanical methods that are computationally confined to
much smaller systems. The modelling of reactive events is typically conducted using bond
order dependency calculations and supports nanosecond dynamics for systems up to 107
atoms. Non-reactive force fields enforce rigid connectivity and thus typically only calculate
Coulomb and van der Waals forces between atom pairs that do not share a bond or valence
angle. In contrast, reactive force fields calculate these non-bonded forces between all bond
pairs regardless of connectivity. Due to the fact that atomic charges and bond orders are
able to change at each time step in a reactive MD simulation, this method requires a time
step that is significantly smaller than that used in classical MD, often around 0.1 fs. Over
the two decades, reactive molecular dynamics simulations have been increasingly used in a
variety of novel research applications where reactions play an important role [296], including
combustion systems [354, 214].
Many advanced molecular modelling techniques seek to sample the phase space more ef-
ficiently or extract more information out of simulation results. The former often involves
enhanced sampling methods that speed up sampling using high temperatures, such as REMD
and parallel tempering MC, or a biasing potential, such as umbrella sampling. There also exist
a number of methods to extract relevant information from multi-ensemble molecular mod-
elling simulations. One such method is the weighted histogram analysis method [192, 108],
which allows expectations from the canonical ensemble at any temperature of interest to
be computed from configurations generated by individual canonical simulations at differ-
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ent temperatures. This method provides a powerful tool to extract density of states and
thermodynamic properties from converged multi-ensemble simulations [70].
3.2.6 Limitations of molecular modelling
Molecular modelling techniques provide insight into small scale atomic interactions, however
as with everything, these methods have limitations. It is important to understand and be
aware of these limitations when using and analysing molecular simulations.
One obvious assumption in MD is that the classical equations of motion are used to describe
atom movement instead of quantum methods. In addition, force fields are described as
a function of atomic positions only and therefore do not take into account the motion of
electrons. This is called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and it assumes that electrons
adjust their dynamics instantly when atomic positions change. This assumption is rooted
in the fact that nuclei are much heavier than electrons and provides a good approximation
for many systems studied. Electrons are always considered to be in their ground state,
which is especially important when considering chemical reactions. Thus properties that
depend on the electronic distribution in a molecule cannot be generated from MD simulations.
In addition, force fields use empirical parameters and therefore their accuracy is highly
dependent on the systems used for parametrisation. This means that an understanding of
parameter assumptions and applicability is required when using a force field not designed for
the system being investigated. Force fields are pair-additive, which means that all non-bonded
forces are approximated as the sum of non-bonded pair interactions. The use of cut-offs for
long-range interactions, such as Coulomb interactions, may cause unphysical behaviour at
boundary points. Simulation boundary conditions also impose artificial effects that may be
significant if not addressed adequately. In addition, most force fields are unable to properly
describe chemical reactions due to the aforementioned assumptions regarding electrons.
MC minimisation simulations are preferred for systems in which large energy barriers may
cause poor conformational sampling in dynamic methods. This is because the random jumps
in a MC simulation allow the sampling to easily cross barriers, since it is only dependent on
the energy before and after the jump. In addition, unlike MD simulations, MC minimisation
methods do not evaluate forces to determine incremental atomic motions, but instead impose
relatively large motions on the system and determine whether or not the new configuration is
energetically feasible. Since the MC simulation jumps from conformation to conformation,
it does not evolve smoothly through time and thus cannot provide time-dependent quantities.
In contrast, MD looks directly at the dynamic behaviour of a system through the evaluation
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of its movement as a function of time. MD simulations are often preferable for liquid
simulations, when the energy exchange caused by molecular collisions allows energy barriers
to be crossed. In these cases, MC simulations are often inefficient since there is a high
probability of a random move resulting in a rejected new configuration in which molecules
physically overlap. MD and MC minimisation methods require unique considerations and
provide different information. In modelling soot particle stability and behaviour, it is of
interest to evaluate both the temporal behaviour of the clusters at different temperatures and




Structure of particles containing
heterogeneous PAHs
The morphologies of heterogeneous clusters of polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) are investigated using molecular modelling. Clusters of
up to 100 molecules containing combinations of the different sized PAHs
circumcoronene, coronene, ovalene, or pyrene are evaluated. Replica
exchange molecular dynamics simulations using an all-atom force field
parametrised for PAHs sample many configurations at high and low tem-
peratures to determine stable low energy structures. The resulting cluster
structures are evaluated using molecular radial distances and coordination
numbers, and are found to be independent of initial configuration and the
cluster sizes studied. Stable clusters consist of stacked PAHs in a core-shell
structure, where the larger PAHs are found closer to the cluster core and
the smaller PAHs are located on the cluster surface. This chapter provides
novel insight into the molecular partitioning of heterogeneous aromatic
clusters, with particular relevance to the structure of nascent soot particles.
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Highlights:
• The morphology of heterogeneous PAH clusters are investigated using replica exchange
molecular dynamics.
• Stable heterogeneous PAH clusters consist of stacked PAHs in a core-shell structure,
with larger PAHs in the core and smaller PAHs forming the shell.


















The work presented in this chapter was published as a paper in Carbon by Bowal et al. [43].
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4.1 Introduction
In order to describe the behaviour and nature of soot particles it is necessary to understand the
interactions of their components. Electronic structure calculations, such as symmetry adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT(DFT)) and coupled cluster theory (CCSD(T)), provide accurate
intermolecular binding energies and configurations of aromatic dimers. For small aromatics
such as benzene, the T-shaped configuration (in which aromatic planes are perpendicular
to each other) is the most stable, followed closely by the parallel-displaced configuration
(aromatic planes are staggered face-to-face), while the sandwich configuration (aligned face-
to-face) is the least favoured [157, 197, 304, 258]. This is because the hydrogen termination
and π-aromatic network of these molecules creates a strong quadrupolar charge distribution
that electrostatically stabilises the T-shaped configuration [330]. In contrast, the interactions
between larger PAH dimers are dominated by dispersion interactions and the T-shaped
configuration is substantially less stable than the parallel configurations [329, 128, 257].
Modelling aromatic clusters containing more than two molecules requires efficient parametri-
sation of the intermolecular interactions in order to achieve reasonable computational cost.
Early approaches used the 12-6 Lennard-Jones power law functional form and atom-centred
point charges fitted to the electrostatic potential [267, 149]. Improvements were made, first
with a steeper exponential repulsion term [360], and then with high accuracy SAPT(DFT)
calculations to generate an accurate force field, isoPAHAP [324, 327]. This PAH potential
has been shown to be a transferable and highly accurate potential for systems containing
planar pericondensed PAHs, for example reproducing SAPT(DFT) results of coronene dimer
interaction energies, the second virial coefficients of benzene, and theoretical and experi-
mental values of the graphite exfoliation energy [326]. Cluster stability and morphology
are sensitive to the energies and potential functional form and therefore specific potentials,
such as isoPAHAP, are better able to capture PAH system behaviour compared to generalised
hydrocarbon potentials [131, 252, 267].
The dynamics and morphologies of homogeneous PAH clusters, containing a single PAH
species, have been explored using molecular dynamics (MD) and global optimisation methods.
This has allowed cluster properties such as melting points [64, 61, 37], surface accessibil-
ity [60], and gas interactions [132, 63] to be determined for PAH clusters. The morphologies
of homogeneous PAH clusters have been found to be highly dependent on the type and
number of PAHs present [317, 22, 267]. Small PAH clusters (for example, containing 2–6
coronene molecules) favour the formation of a single stack. Once the size of the cluster is
approximately equal to the diameter of the PAH monomer (corresponding to 6 molecules for a
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coronene cluster), the stacks split into two and rearrange to form twisted stacks at 90◦ angles,
known as a handshake motif [152, 267, 22, 153]. Larger clusters (for example, 12+ coronene
molecules) adopt parallel stacks in a herringbone-like motif which match the bulk crystal
structures [184]. These stacked morphologies, predicted by global optimisation methods and
MD studies using the isoPAHAP force field [267, 327, 252], have been confirmed recently
using scanning tunnelling microscopy of coronene clusters [351].
Homogeneous clusters are often used as simple analogues of soot particles and interstellar
dust even though these particles are known to contain a distribution of PAH molecule sizes,
chiefly due to the increased complexity and computational cost of simulating systems con-
taining more than one type of PAH. Only a few studies, by Wales et al. [267, 153], have been
conducted examining heterogeneous PAH clusters. Global optimisations of heterogeneous
clusters with binary combinations of coronene, hexabenzocoronene, or circumcoronene were
performed using basin-hopping methods, first with an all-atom Lennard-Jones potential of
clusters containing up to 10 PAHs [267] and then extended to larger clusters of up to 20
PAHs using a coarse-grained method that treats each molecule as a flattened ellipsoid [153].
In both studies, stable heterogeneous clusters showed similar structural motifs to those
seen in minimised homogeneous PAH clusters, changing from single stack, handshake, and
herringbone-like motifs as the number of PAHs increased. Within these stacked configura-
tions, however, the two molecule types behaved differently, with the interactions between
larger PAH interactions dominating and the smaller PAHs often capping the ends of the
stacks. The coarse-grained results suggest that heterogeneous PAH clusters form stable
structures in which the two molecule types are separated, although the morphology of this
separation (manifesting in a core-shell or asymmetric configuration, for example) is unknown
due to the fact that the clusters studied were not large enough to form more than two stacks.
Partitioning has been observed experimentally in mature soot particles, with high resolution
transmission electron microscopy images showing a disordered particle core containing small
fringes surrounded by larger stacked fringes [168, 10, 224, 40, 265, 16, 187, 249]. This
partitioning may be physical in nature, caused by intermolecular interactions of a liquid-like
particle at high temperatures in a flame. Chemical reactions, such as the carbonisation
of the particle shell to form larger cross-linked molecules, may also be the source of this
nanostructure. The simulation of large soot sized clusters would provide information into
the contribution of intermolecular interactions in the formation of a partitioned core-shell
nanostructure.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the morphologies of heterogeneous PAH clusters,
with a focus on understanding whether the core-shell structure of soot is due to physical
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partitioning of different sized PAHs. This is done by investigating the internal structure of
heterogeneous clusters containing up to 100 PAHs to understand molecule partitioning at
a nanoparticle size relevant to nascent soot. Replica exchange molecular dynamics allows
molecular rearrangements and provides stable configurations of clusters consisting of binary
and non-binary combinations of circumcoronene, coronene, ovalene, and pyrene molecules.
The movement and stable orientation of molecules is evaluated qualitatively, as well as
by the calculation of average radial distances and molecular coordination numbers, and
related to experimentally observed soot particle nanostructures. The molecular interactions
involved in stable heterogeneous structures provide insight into molecule size distributions
and nanoparticle morphology not found in homogeneous PAH clusters.
4.2 Computational methods
Heterogeneous PAH clusters, considered here to be clusters containing two or more types
of PAHs, are examined. The following molecule combinations are considered: clusters
containing coronene (COR) and circumcoronene (CIR), clusters containing pyrene (PYR)
and ovalene (OVA), and clusters containing all four of the above PAHs. These molecules are
selected because they span the range of PAH sizes observed in nascent soot particles, from
4–19 rings (0.5–1.1 nm) [39]. Clusters containing 32 molecules in equal molecular ratios
are first assessed using several initial configurations. Large binary and non-binary clusters
containing 100 molecules are then studied. In all cases, the notation AAAxBBBx will be
used to describe the clusters studied, where AAA and BBB refer to the molecule types and
x gives the number of corresponding molecules in the cluster. For example, CIR50COR50
indicates a cluster containing 100 molecules, made up of 50 circumcoronene and 50 coronene
molecules.
Low energy systems indicate likely PAH cluster configurations which could be representative
of soot nanoparticles sampled from a flame. In this chapter, REMD simulations are used to
rapidly determine low energy configurations of PAH clusters. The simulations are initialised
in four independent cluster configurations, defined by how the two molecule types are
situated: mixed, janus, and two core-shell orientations (shown for a CIR50COR50 cluster in
Figure 4.1(a-d)). All four initial configurations are simulated for the 32 molecule clusters,
while only the mixed initial configuration is examined for the 100 molecule clusters. Clusters
are created using the PACKMOL software [222] with the cluster radii selected to generate
clusters of approximately 1.2 g/cm3, corresponding to predicted soot densities [323]. Excess
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energy is removed by an energy minimisation step using the steepest descent algorithm,

















Fig. 4.1 Initial cluster geometries are (a) mixed, (b) janus, (c) circumcoronene-core coronene-
shell, and (d) coronene-core circumcoronene-shell cluster configurations, shown in cross-
section. Circumcoronene molecules are shown as blue, coronene molecules are shown as red.
(e) Schematic showing the use of a flat-bottomed position potential to maintain a constant
cluster size. The potential does not act on molecules within the cluster, only on those that
leave the cluster radius, rpos. CIR50COR50 clusters are shown here and all other clusters are
set up in the same way.
The canonical ensemble, defined by maintaining a constant number of atoms, system volume,
and temperature, is sampled using chain of 10 Nosé-Hoover thermostats for temperature
control. A velocity Verlet integrator [336] is used to advance the configuration in time and
all simulations are conducted in vacuo without periodic boundary conditions. Intramolecular
forces are determined using the OPLS-AA force field [179] for molecular bonds, angles,
dihedral and improper dihedral angles. This potential has been parametrised for liquid
systems and used successfully in previous studies of PAH clusters [327, 71, 64, 102, 63].
The isoPAHAP intermolecular potential [324] is used to describe interactions between PAHs
and intermolecular cut-offs are set to 3.0 nm.
A 5 ns trajectory of each system is simulated using a time step of 1 fs. Replica exchange
attempts are made every 100 fs, since frequent exchanges are shown to increase efficiency
without affecting the ensemble being sampled [301, 302]. Temperature distributions are
400− 1500 K for the CIRxCORx clusters, 200− 800 K for the OVAxPYRx clusters, and
200− 1500 K for the CIRxOVAxCORxPYRx clusters, selected so that replicas span the
temperatures of solid and liquid phases. Replica temperatures were selected using an
exponential temperature distribution
Tj = T0 exp(m j) (4.1)
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where Tj refers to the temperature (in K) at replica j, T0 is the temperature (K) at replica 0,
and m is a parameter which achieves the desired temperature range. For the 32 molecule
systems studied, the replica index j spans from 0− 39 and m = 0.035 and for the binary
100 molecule systems j = 0−59 and m = 0.024. Forty replicas are used for the 32 molecule
clusters and 60 replicas for the 100 molecule clusters in order to provide an overlap in
potential energies of neighbouring replicas that ensures a reasonably consistent exchange
rate and efficient mixing.
In order to efficiently accept attempted replica exchanges, there must be adequate overlap
of potential energy distributions between neighbouring temperature replicas [189]. Figure
4.2 shows the potential energy distribution of ten neighbouring replicas in a CIR16COR16
REMD simulation. The energy curves are broader for higher temperature replicas and it is
clear that there is significant overlap between accessible energies of adjacent replica pairs,














































Fig. 4.2 Potential energy distributions of neighbouring replicas from a 5 ns REMD simulation
of CIR16COR16. Only the 10 lowest temperature replicas, corresponding to 400−543 K, are
shown, but higher temperature replicas show the same trends.
The effectiveness of an REMD simulation relies on the proper exchange of states between
replicas so that the low temperature states are able to sample the high temperature configu-
rations and vice versa. Replica exchange acceptance is a good indication of the movement
between replicas and it is found empirically and theoretically that an exchange acceptance
of approximately 0.2 provided the best accuracy for a given computational time [268, 190].
Exchange acceptances for simulations conducted in this chapter are between 0.22 and 0.43,
which indicates a good balance between equilibration within replicas and exchange between
replicas. However the exchange acceptance is not a complete metric of REMD effectiveness
since repeated exchanges between the same two replicas is treated in the same way as sequen-
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tial exchanges between the full range of replicas. To ensure replicas are sampling the entire
conformational space available, replica mixing is assessed by observing the movement of
replica ensembles across the replica/temperature space. For all REMD simulations conducted,
the replica ensembles show good sampling across replica conformations and temperatures,
which is shown in a temperature trajectory for one replica ensemble in Figure 4.3. This
shows the movement of a replica ensemble across the configurational space corresponding
to different system temperatures. All minimisation and MD simulations are conducted
using GROMACS 5.1.4 [4]. Purpose-made scripts are used to the process the output and
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Fig. 4.3 Temperature trajectory of the lowest energy replica for a CIR16COR16 cluster. This
shows the movement of a replica ensemble across the configurational space corresponding
to different system temperatures. Similar configurational movement is seen for all replicas
within each REMD system simulated.
Due to the size difference between molecule types, evaporation of the smaller PAHs from the
cluster is observed at temperatures below the melting point of the larger PAHs. To access
higher energy configurations without loss of molecules from the cluster, a position potential
is implemented. This added potential acts on evaporated molecules to restrain molecules
within a spherical volume. As shown in Figure 4.1(e), this flat-bottomed potential only
applies a force on a molecule once it leaves the cluster, allowing all molecules within the
cluster to move unaffected by the potential. The force applied acts towards the centre of
the spherical volume and is independent of PAH size. The spherical position potential is as
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where Epos is the position potential energy for a single atom i in kJ mol−1, ri is the coordinate
position of atom i, R is the geometric centre of the cluster, rpos is the position potential
radius, kpos = 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2 is the force constant, and H is the Heavyside step
function. The position potential is necessary for minimum energy configurations to be
attained since it allows the replicas to efficiently sample configurational space. Importantly,
this applied potential is negligible at temperatures below the cluster melting point and low
energy configurations are not affected by the position potential, which is shown in the
following results.
For all clusters examined, molecular configurations are assessed by evaluating the average
distance, r, of each molecule type from the geometric centre of the cluster. Additionally,
molecular coordination numbers, CN, are calculated as the cumulative radial distribution
function using molecule geometric centres, averaged over each molecule type. This provides
an indication of the number of neighbours for each molecule type within the cluster. The
maximum radial distance used in all calculations is 0.5 nm, selected to encompass the
nearest interacting molecules only and provide CN values from zero to two, with CN = 0
corresponding to an isolated molecule, CN = 1 corresponding to a molecule interacting
with a single other molecule, and CN = 2 corresponding to a molecule sandwiched between
two others.
4.3 Results
Before considering the low energy configurations provided by REMD, standard MD simula-
tions are conducted to evaluate the impact of the position potential. These simulations allow
the dynamics of individual temperature systems to be assessed and provide a confirmation
that sufficient configurational sampling is achieved for the REMD simulations. In particular,
it is important to assess whether high energy replicas are able to rigorously sample the
configuration space and low energy replicas are unaffected by the position potential. Clusters
are initialised in the four different configurations discussed previously and simulated at a
high temperature (1600 K for CIRxCORx clusters and 800 K for OVAxPYRx clusters) for
5 ns.
Figure 4.4(a)-(d) shows initial and final snapshots for the four starting configurations of
CIR50COR50 clusters. It can be seen that regardless of initial configuration, the final clusters
exhibit a well mixed configuration, which is expected of liquid clusters for which the kinetic
energy of the molecules is higher than their intermolecular energy. This indicates that these
high energy replicas are able to provide the configurational sampling required for REMD
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Fig. 4.4 Initial and final configurations of CIR50COR50 clusters from high energy MD
simulations. As in Figure 4.1, initial geometries are (a) mixed, (b) janus, and (c), (d) core-
shell cluster configurations. Larger molecules (CIR, OVA) are coloured blue, and smaller
molecules (COR, PYR) are red. (e) shows the energies of a CIR16COR16 cluster across a
range of temperatures. Eint (circles) indicates the cluster intermolecular energy and Epos
(squares) indicates the energy contribution of the applied position potential. Red arrows
indicate approximate melting point locations of the two cluster components. All energies
shown are the average cluster energies for the second half of the simulation.
due to the stochastic nature of molecule movement. These results are important because they
show that at high energies, the position potential keeps the cluster intact but allows mixing to
occur so that a particular structured morphology is not favoured due to the potential.
Figure 4.4(e) shows the average intermolecular energy (Eint) and position potential energy
(Epos) over a wide range of temperatures for a CIR16COR16 cluster. The sharper slopes of the
change in the intermolecular energy between 1400–1500 K and 400–600 K (shown by red
arrows) indicate the approximate melting point locations of the circumcoronene and coronene
components, respectively. These are shifted to higher temperatures than expected based
on results from analogous homogeneous clusters [64, 61], due to a pseudo-pressure effect
caused by the external forces applied on the cluster by the position potential. Importantly,
however, the energy contribution of the position potential is negligible at low energy replicas.
This is crucial in allowing stable cluster configurations to be determined by the low energy
simulations without influence from the position potential. These results show that REMD
can use a position potential to sample the cluster configuration space at higher energy states
and provide accurate low energy configurations that are not affected by the position potential.
REMD is applied to clusters initialised in four different configurations and the molecule
size separation within the resulting structures is examined. Larger clusters containing 100
molecules, corresponding to the size of young soot particles, are then simulated. The
resulting clusters are evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively in order to provide an
understanding of the interactions and structures of heterogeneous clusters.
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Figure 4.5 shows the movement of the two molecule types over the duration of the REMD
simulations for CIR16COR16 clusters, measured as the radial distance from the cluster centre
over time. The low energy replicas show a distinct separation of the molecule types, with the
larger molecules residing closer to the cluster centre and the smaller molecules situated farther
away. This molecule type partitioning is not dependent on the initial cluster configurations,
shown by dashed lines. The high energy replicas, shown as insets, do not show the same
molecule type partitioning behaviour over time. Instead, the significant overlap between
radial distance values of both molecule types throughout the simulation suggests good mixing
for all molecules. The high energy replicas possess higher entropy and have radial distance
values with a larger spread than those seen in the low energy replicas, indicating that the
molecules are much more mobile at high energy. Again, the behaviour of these replicas is





































Fig. 4.5 Radial distance of each molecule type over time for CIR16COR16 clusters at the
lowest energy replica, initialised with different configurations: (a) mixed, (b) janus, (c) CIR-
core COR-shell, and (d) COR-core CIR-shell. Dashed lines indicate the initial configuration
radii. The inset figures show the corresponding high temperature replicas using the same
axes scales. The behaviour in larger CIRxCORx clusters, all OVAxPYRx clusters, and
CIRxOVAxCORxPYRx clusters follow the same trends.
Initial and final cluster morphologies are shown in Figure 4.6. These cluster snapshots
show clearly that the arrangement of molecule types in the final cluster configurations are
similar, regardless of initial geometry or molecule types. In addition, the stable structures
(shown on the right of the arrows) present a stacked morphology, indicating that dispersion
interactions dominate. This stacked structure is expected due to the highly anisotropic nature
of the molecule interaction strengths [104] and has been observed experimentally in PAH
clusters [351]. As predicted by quantum calculations of PAH dimers, the slipped-parallel
and sandwich molecule arrangements are dominant. As observed in previous work on PAH










Fig. 4.6 Initial and final configurations of CIR16COR16 and OVA16PYR16 clusters from
the lowest energy replicas. The final stable configurations are similar regardless of initial
configuration. As in Figure 4.1, initial geometries are (a) mixed, (b) janus, and (c), (d)
core-shell cluster configurations, shown in cross-section. Larger molecules (CIR, OVA) are
coloured blue, and smaller molecules (COR, PYR) are red.
clusters [153], the slipped-parallel interactions are not dominant enough to produce the
helical morphologies seen in theoretical discoid studies [105, 58]. Parallel stacks show the
tilted behaviour characteristic of a herringbone-like motif, which is the motif found in bulk
crystal structures [184]. Some T-shaped interactions are seen between the two molecule
types, highlighting that the electrostatic interactions of these aromatics do contribute [246].
A partitioning of the molecule types is evident, with the larger molecules forming parallel
stacks in the core of the cluster and the smaller molecules capping the ends of these stacks
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and interacting more weakly in outer stacks or as individual molecules. The stacks formed
by the larger PAHs contain more molecules than those consisting of the smaller PAHs,
although none are larger than the limit due to the dissociation energy observed in analogous
homogeneous clusters [267]. This suggests that the molecules in the core behave similarly to
homogeneous clusters of the same size studied previously. The interactions of the smaller
molecules around the outside of these parallel stacks indicate a clear priority to maximise
carbon-carbon interactions, as observed in previous studies on homogeneous clusters [153],
leading to configurations in which the larger molecules are located closer to the cluster
centre. This strong molecule size partitioning was not seen in previous work where only
small clusters consisting of two molecule pairs were considered [267].
Cluster snapshots provide visual results of the simulations but do not provide a complete
analysis. In order to further understand the molecular distributions of these clusters, the
radial distributions and coordination numbers are calculated to quantify partitioning and
surface composition, respectively.
Figure 4.7 shows the distributions of the radial distance, measured from the centre of cluster
to the centre of each molecule, for the two molecule types for all CIR16COR16 clusters
over the final 3 ns of the simulations. The average radial distances, ⟨r⟩, from Table 4.1 are
shown as dashed vertical lines. These figures provide an indication of the overall partitioning
of the two molecule sizes over time and allow the penetration of a given molecule type
within the cluster centre to be quantified. All clusters show a similar structure in which the
larger molecules are found at lower radial distances from the cluster centre than the smaller
molecules. The spread of the histograms show movement of the molecules with time, but
the two molecule types remain in distinct regions without significant overlap. This indicates
that the larger molecules stay within the cluster core while smaller molecules are unable to
penetrate into the cluster centre and are instead favoured in an outer shell. Table 4.1 provides
the radial distances for all clusters studied and it is seen that in all cases, the larger molecules
have a smaller radial distance than the smaller molecules in the cluster, indicating a core-shell
structure. In addition, the difference between the molecule type radii corresponds to a single
surrounding layer of smaller molecules.
Evaluation of the mixing between molecule types and the surface composition is provided by
atomic distributions of the radial distances and coordination numbers for a single point in
time, shown in Figure 4.9. An overall partitioning of the two molecule types is again seen,
with the atoms within the smaller molecules occupying regions of larger radial distances than
the atoms within the larger molecules. There is an overlap of these atomic radial distances,
not seen in the equilibrium distributions, which indicates that the two molecule types do


























Fig. 4.7 Molecular equilibrium radial distance distributions of CIR16COR16 configurations,
considering the different initial geometries: (a) mixed, (b) janus, (c) CIR-core COR-shell,
and (d) COR-core CIR-shell. Dashed vertical lines correspond to average radii and show




are found closer to the cluster centre than smaller COR
molecules ⟨rsmall⟩.
interact with each other within the clusters, although not to the extent that interdigited
stacks are formed. When comparing to the normalised atomic radial distance distributions
corresponding to the initial starting geometries, shown in Figure 4.8, it is apparent that























Fig. 4.8 Normalised atomic radial distance distributions of initial CIR16COR16 configurations,
initialised in different configurations: (a) mixed, (b) janus, (c) CIR-core COR-shell, and (d)
COR-core CIR-shell.
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The shape of the peaks supports a core-shell structure since the sharp peaks corresponding
to the smaller molecule atoms suggest that these molecules are found in a layer around the
larger molecules. The bimodal distribution seen for both molecule types in Figure 4.9(c),
with a larger and broader peak at lower radii and a small sharp peak at high radii, can be
explained by considering the stacked structures formed. As seen in Figure 4.6(c) this cluster
contains a longer stack in the core compared to two smaller parallel stacks found in other
configurations. This produces a cluster that is slightly more elongated than the other mostly
spherical clusters and thus the smaller peaks found at the larger radii values correspond to































Fig. 4.9 Normalised atomic radial distance distributions of final CIR16COR16 configurations,
initialised in different configurations: (a) mixed, (b) janus, (c) CIR-core COR-shell, and
(d) COR-core CIR-shell. (e) displays the bulk and surface molecule distributions for all
CIR16COR16 clusters, determined by coordination numbers.
The extent of stacking of each molecule type can be expressed as a coordination number
(CN), calculated as the average number of neighbouring molecules for each molecule within
a PAH type. This value is also able to provide an assignment of surface and bulk molecules
in the cluster, since molecules interacting closely with only one other molecule (CN ≤ 1)
are found on the cluster surface while molecules surrounded by more than one molecule
(CN > 1) are indicative of bulk cluster molecules. The pie charts in Figure 4.9(e) highlight
the proportion of molecules within each molecule type that are situated in the bulk or surface
of the clusters. The darker colours for both CIR and COR molecules refer to proportion of
molecules in the bulk and lighter colours show surface molecules. Nearly all of the larger
CIR molecules interact with several near neighbours and are found within the cluster, while
smaller COR molecules make up most of the surface molecules and display some bulk-like
characteristics due to the formation of outer stacks. Table 4.1 provides the average CN values
for all clusters studied at their final configuration. The CN values for the large molecules are
near two in all cases, corresponding to each molecule experiencing close interaction with
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two other molecules, indicating a stacked structure. The smaller molecules have CN values
around one, corresponding to surface molecules only located near one other molecule. Larger
molecules are thus more stacked and less likely to be found on the surface of the cluster since
they have higher CN values than the corresponding smaller molecules.
Large clusters containing 100 molecules are simulated to provide insight into soot sized
nanoparticle behaviour. Final configurations of the 32 molecule clusters show that the stable
configurations are not dependent on the initial structure, and thus these larger clusters are
simulated only with mixed initial configurations. The resulting final configurations are shown
in Figure 4.10(a) and (b). The morphologies of CIR50COR50 and OVA50PYR50 clusters are
similar to those found for the smaller clusters: tilted parallel stacks, with some T-shaped
interactions between molecules around the surface. Molecular stacks dominate and the
average molecular radial distances ⟨r⟩ and CN values indicate that the larger molecules are
found closer to the cluster centre than the smaller molecules. This suggests that unlike the
changing stable morphologies found for small cluster sizes [236, 94, 267], clusters containing
between 32 and 100 molecules form similar morphologies. The large cluster size allows the
herringbone-like motif and partitioning between molecule sizes in a core-shell structure to be
more clearly seen.
a b c
Fig. 4.10 Final configurations of large heterogeneous PAH clusters, (a) CIR50COR50, (b)
OVA50PYR50, and (c) CIR25OVA25COR25PYR25. The colour assignments are as follows:
CIR is blue, OVA is cyan, COR is red, PYR is pink.
The PAH clusters considered so far are somewhat ideal since they contain only two molecule
types. This allows for rigorous modelling but perhaps could lead to results indicative of a
binary cluster only. To address this, a further REMD simulation of a large non-binary PAH
cluster containing 25 molecules of circumcoronene, ovalene, coronene, and pyrene (100
molecules total) was simulated, initialised in a mixed configuration. The simulation set up
follows the same procedure as the previous clusters, using j = 0−74 and m = 0.0275 (within
Equation 4.1 for the replica temperature distribution). The resulting cluster configuration,
shown in Figure 4.10(c), shows molecule size partitioning similar to that seen in the binary
clusters. The largest CIR molecules are found within the cluster core along with the large
OVA molecules, while the small COR molecules and smallest PYR molecules are located
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on the ends of the stacks containing the larger molecules as well as in a perpendicular
arrangement around the outside of the cluster. Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the
radial distance for the four molecules within the CIR25OVA25COR25PYR25 cluster over the
final 3 ns of the simulation. The average radial distances, ⟨r⟩, are shown as dashed vertical
lines and show a partitioning of molecule types within the cluster. The CN values are also
provided. These values indicate that the larger the molecule, the closer it is to the cluster
core (lower ⟨r⟩ value) and the more highly stacked it is (higher CN value). In contrast to the
binary clusters there is overlap between the molecule types, likely due to their similar sizes.
However, a distinct core-shell structure is still observed in which the larger molecules form
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Fig. 4.11 Molecular equilibrium radial distance distributions of CIR25OVA25COR25PYR25
configurations, initialised in a mixed configuration. Average radii values are provided and
shown as vertical dashed lines. Molecular CN values are also shown in bold italics.
Table 4.1 provides the binary cluster intermolecular energies, and it can be seen that this
energy increases with component molecule size. The interaction energies of the large binary
heterogeneous PAH clusters are between those of analogous clusters containing one type of
PAH. For example, a cluster containing 50 coronene and 50 circumcoronene molecules has
an approximate average intermolecular energy of −14,000 kJ/mol, while the energy of a
cluster containing 100 coronene molecules is around −9,400 kJ/mol [64] and a cluster of
100 circumcoronene molecules is −21,000 kJ/mol [61]. Similarly, at −13,442 kJ/mol, the
intermolecular energy of the CIR25OVA25COR25PYR25 cluster is approximately equal to
that predicted by the mean of the four homogeneous 100 molecule cluster values.
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Table 4.1 Average radial distances (⟨r⟩, nm), coordination numbers (CN), and intermolecular
energies (⟨ Eint⟩, kJ mol−1) of heterogeneous PAH clusters from REMD simulations for
different initial configurations and sizes. Subscripts refer to the large and small molecule
types within each cluster. Properties are empirical equilibrium values, as indicated by angled





⟨rsmall⟩ CNlarge CNsmall ⟨Eint⟩
CIR16COR16 CIR-core COR-shell 1.02 1.41 2.00 1.56 -4590
CIR16COR16 COR-core CIR-shell 1.02 1.42 1.94 1.19 -4599
CIR16COR16 janus 1.02 1.41 2.00 0.88 -4601
CIR16COR16 mixed 1.03 1.39 2.00 1.25 -4602
OVA16PYR16 OVA-core PYR-shell 0.95 1.25 2.00 0.75 -2901
OVA16PYR16 PYR-core OVA-shell 0.95 1.19 1.94 0.94 -2901
OVA16PYR16 janus 0.87 1.21 2.00 0.88 -2907
OVA16PYR16 mixed 0.90 1.19 1.94 0.69 -2902
COR100 [64] – – – – – -9400
CIR50COR50 mixed 1.61 2.07 1.92 1.24 -14236
CIR100 [61] – – – – – -21000
PYR100 [64] – – – – – -6800
OVA50PYR50 mixed 1.40 1.73 1.78 0.82 -10244
OVA100 [61] – – – – – -12000
4.4 Discussion
The shape and interaction strength of anisotropic molecules govern the stable cluster mor-
phologies they form [104]. In this way, the partitioning of molecule types within heteroge-
neous PAH clusters to form a core-shell structure may be caused by the different molecule
sizes or molecule interaction strengths. It is difficult to assess their individual contributions
since these two factors are coupled. Clusters of spherical Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles pro-
vide simple systems for which these components have been assessed independently and can
provide insight into the PAH clusters studied here. LJ clusters made up of two different sized
particles with the same interaction potential are known to configure in a core-shell structure,
with larger particles on the surface and smaller particles in the core, in order to equalise
surface and bulk interactions [95, 94, 276, 74]. In contrast, LJ clusters containing two particle
types of the same size but different attractions partition in the opposite core-shell structure, in
which the more strongly attractive particles make up the core and the more weakly attractive
particles compose the shell [236]. Heterogeneous PAH clusters show a structure similar
to the latter case, suggesting that the strength of intermolecular interactions plays a more
dominant role in determining cluster structure than the molecular size differences.
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A detailed examination of the average intermolecular interactions over the entire simulation
period finds that the contribution from repulsion-dispersion dominates, with electrostatics
contributing to less than 3% of the intermolecular interaction energy, for all clusters stud-
ied. The influential role of dispersion in these systems provides further understanding into
the cluster structures and partitioning observed. The stacked configurations seen serve to
maximise π-π interactions in contrast to electrostatics-dominated structures, which favour
an edge-on structure such as a T-shaped configuration [129]. As an additive force, disper-
sion increases with increasing molecular weight due to the increased number of pair-wise
interactions. Thus large PAHs interact strongly with each other, while interactions between
a large PAH and small PAH or between two small PAHs are less energetically favoured.
This leads to an arrangement in which larger PAHs prefer to occupy interior sites in order
to maximise the number of nearest neighbours between carbon atoms, and smaller PAHs
are located on the surface of the cluster. The heterogeneous clusters examined have a large
disparity between the molecule attraction strengths due to their different sizes. The results
shown, in particular the molecule type partitioning at low energies, are more pronounced than
would likely be the case between PAHs with similar interaction strengths. Therefore a cluster
containing PAHs with similar sizes, for example the pericondensed PAHs circumpyrene and
hexabenzocoronene with 14 and 13 aromatic rings respectively, would likely exhibit more
mixing at lower energies. Evidence of this increased molecular mixing is seen visually in the
CIR25OVA25COR25PYR25 cluster configuration shown in Figure 4.10(c).
The minimum energy cluster configurations determined in this chapter indicate expected
quenched soot structures, such as those obtained through experimental sampling methods
in which soot is thermophoretically condensed onto a sampling grid for analysis. These
heterogeneous clusters have diameters of 3−5 nm and C/H ratios of 2−2.6, a size and com-
position representative of nascent soot particles [277, 85]. In addition, stable configurations
contain molecular planes perpendicular to the cluster surface, a morphology that has been
identified as typical of nascent soot [187]. This is distinct from the more graphitic structure
of mature soot particles where the molecular planes are parallel to the particle surface.
Cluster structures show a core-shell structure in which stacked larger molecules dominate
the core of the cluster. These simulations results prompted and guided colleagues to perform
the first experimental work analysing molecule size with respect to soot particle radius at
different soot maturities [41]. Using high resolution transmission electron microscopy, this
study showed that the molecules are slightly larger and more stacked at the core than at the
surface within the youngest particles able to be sampled. This provides experimental support
for the unexpected molecule size distributions of heterogeneous PAH cluster configurations
determined in this chapter. The inverse morphology, where smaller fringes are found in the
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particle centre and larger fringes make up the surface layers, is reported qualitatively for
mature soot particles using high resolution transmission electron microscopy [40, 168, 16]. It
is known that soot particles form a graphitic shell as they mature and the results in this chapter
indicate that intermolecular interactions within a liquid-like particle are not responsible for the
core-shell partitioning seen in mature particles. As only non-reactive molecular interactions
are considered here, it is likely that chemical reactions such as carbonisation play a crucial
role in determining mature soot particle structure. The identification of this inverse core-shell
structure for nascent soot particles suggests their surface interactions are dominated by small
PAHs. This provides a possible contributing factor for the enhanced reactivity of these young
particles compared to mature soot [52].
Further work to better understand the transition from nascent to mature soot particles, likely
dominated by carbonisation, and its impact on the core-shell structure is required. Curved
PAH molecules have been very recently shown to form a significant component of soot
particles [217] and further work (described in Chapters 7 and 8) will explore the nature
of curved molecule cluster morphologies. It is expected that similar stacked motifs will
be observed, although molecule type partitioning in heterogeneous clusters may be less
distinct since the interaction between molecules of different sizes is enhanced for these polar
systems [221]. In addition, the stericity of these curved molecules may allow heterogeneity
to further stabilise clusters, for example if smaller molecules are able to pack well into the
concave surface of larger molecules. While REMD is able to provide stable configurations, it
comes at a very high computational cost. There is therefore still a need for efficient methods
for sampling large heterogeneous aromatic clusters. This is explored further in Chapter 6.
4.5 Conclusions
The morphology of large heterogeneous PAH clusters is explored using advanced molecular
modelling. Replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations across a wide temperature
range are able to show that clusters initialised with different geometries produce stable
configurations independent of the initial cluster structure and size. Stable clusters present
a parallel stacks motif, similar to the herringbone-like motif seen in bulk PAHs. The
maximisation of carbon-carbon interactions dominates the arrangements formed, leading to
smaller PAHs capping the ends of otherwise homogeneous stacks of larger PAHs. This agrees
with previous work looking at interactions between PAH dimers and small heterogeneous
clusters. For all systems studied, it is seen that heterogeneous PAH clusters favour a core-
shell structure in which the larger molecules are located closer to the cluster centre. These
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results present the first simulations of soot sized heterogeneous PAH clusters and provide
insight into the internal structure of non-carbonised nascent soot particles, useful for further
understanding of soot formation and other similar systems.

Chapter 5
Surface properties of particles
containing heterogeneous PAHs
The impact of molecular inhomogeneity on the surface properties of soot
particles is investigated using replica exchange molecular dynamics and
solvent-excluded surface analysis. The temperature-dependent behaviour
of surface roughness and number densities of reactive sites are evaluated
for particles from 1–5 nm in diameter. The percentage of carbon atoms and
zig-zag sites on the particle surface are found to be independent of molec-
ular composition, while molecule heterogeneity influences the accessible
hydrogen atoms and free-edge sites. These relationships allow the pre-
diction of surface composition for a given particle diameter. The surface
densities of carbon and hydrogen atoms are explained by the morphologi-
cal changes and molecule size contributions for solid-like and liquid-like
configurations. Small molecules contribute significantly to the particle
surface properties at low temperatures, regardless of the proportion of
molecule sizes, which results in an increased density of accessible carbon
atoms for heterogeneous particles. Interestingly, the surface density of
edge carbon atoms and free-edge sites can be predicted from the aver-
age molecule size alone. The density of hydrogen atoms on the surface
follows the average expected values from the constituent molecule sizes,
suggesting that for particles containing many different molecule sizes the
α parameter corresponding to the HACA mechanism converges to a linear
temperature-dependent trend. This quantitative evaluation of the acces-
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sibility of reactive sites for heterogeneous particles provides important
information for understanding soot particle growth and oxidation.
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Highlights:
• Surface composition, roughness, and site densities are explained in the context of
cluster morphology.
• Surface densities of hydrogen, internal carbon, and zig-zag sites are dependent on
temperature, while edge carbon and free-edge site surface densities can be predicted
from average molecule size.
• Small molecules contribute more to cluster surface properties than large molecules.
• The surface area contribution from hydrogen shows a linear temperature-dependent
trend with increasing molecular heterogeneity.
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The work presented in this chapter was published as a paper in the Proceedings of the
Combustion Institute by Bowal et al. [45].
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5.1 Introduction
The size and nature of soot particles produced in combustion processes are dependent on their
mass growth and oxidation, which are governed by chemical interactions between the soot
particle surface and gaseous species such as acetylene and oxygen [115, 52]. These surface
reactions have been investigated in numerous experimental and theoretical studies and it is
well-established that the nanostructures of soot particles, defined by the size, orientation, and
organisation of constituent polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), play a significant role
in reactivity [237, 118]. This is due to the influence of nanostructure on the accessibility of
reactive sites on the particle surface. Edge carbon (EC) atoms on the rim of PAH molecules
have significantly higher reactivities (10-100 fold difference) than internal carbon (IC) atoms
on the basal plane [11]. Smaller PAHs possess higher proportions of EC atoms and lower
C-to-H ratios, leading to an inverse relationship between molecule size in soot particles and
the apparent oxidation rate constant [365].
To capture the dynamic reactivity of soot particles in combustion processes the description of
surface reactions involves an empirical parameter α , which captures the fraction of the soot
surface available for surface reactions. The parameter α was first introduced by Frenklach
and Wang to reproduce soot volume fractions for both high and low temperature flames [120].
The parameter α is often understood to capture the changing morphology of soot particles as
a function of temperature and particle size, in particular the presence of reactive graphitic
edges or unreactive basal aromatic planes on the particle surface [17]. Due to the difficulty of
probing atomic properties with experimental methods, the parameter α is selected to provide
the best fit between model predictions and experimental results. As a consequence, this
steric parameter is not derived from soot nanostructures, leading to a variety of α values
across models without a clear convergence with temperature or over time [62]. Over the last
three decades significant attention has been spent to develop improved formulations of the
parameter α , including explicit dependencies on temperature [181], particle size [17], and
age [303]. Recently, Frenklach presented a new form of α that moves away from variable
empiricism and captures instantaneous surface site concentration [116].
Developing a deeper understanding of particle reactivity requires detailed investigation of
soot surface properties. Recent modelling work used atomic simulations to characterise the
surface properties of PAH clusters and their interactions with gaseous molecules [60, 62, 132].
This provides a numerical basis to connect molecular arrangement with the surface roughness,
number density of reactive site i on the surface (χi), and a formulation of α that includes the
effects of temperature, particle size, and chemical composition. These studies are valuable
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but are limited to homogeneous particles in which there is only one constituent molecule type.
Soot particles contain molecules of many sizes which are known to partition in a core-shell
structure where the larger molecules make up the particle core (nascent soot) or where larger
molecules dominate the outer particle shell (mature soot), as discussed in Chapter 4. These
nanostructural differences are expected to influence particle surface composition but their
detailed effect on χi values and the parameter α have yet to be determined.
In this chapter a detailed numerical evaluation of the surface properties of heterogeneous
clusters containing PAHs of different sizes and ratios is performed. It is important to note
that (as with all molecular models) these clusters do not capture all possible features of a
soot particle, but serve as a valuable model to vigorously assess the influence of different
molecule sizes and ratios on cluster surface properties, thereby revealing how heterogeneity
may influence the properties of a PAH cluster. In particular, this chapter provides insight into
the reactive surface of PAH clusters and allows refinement of model parameters especially
important in understanding soot surface growth. The proportion of atom and site types on the
particle surface is explored as a function of diameter to highlight the impact of inhomogeneity.
Surface roughness and site surface densities are explored, and the contributions of different
molecule sizes are highlighted.
5.2 Methodology
The particle systems investigated are made up of pyrene (PYR), coronene (COR), ovalene
(OVA), and circumcoronene (CIR) molecules. These molecules were selected because
they have been identified to play a role in soot formation [229], they span the molecular
sizes observed experimentally in soot particles [15, 41] with some variety in oval/circular
molecular shape, and importantly, data for homogeneous clusters containing these PAHs are
available in the literature, allowing for a direct comparison of the impact of heterogeneity on
surface properties. Binary and quaternary particles of various sizes, containing two and four
molecule types respectively, are considered (listed in Table 5.1). Two types of binary clusters,
containing CIR and COR or OVA and PYR, are examined. Two types of quaternary clusters
are also considered, one containing a uniform distribution of molecule types and the other
with a nonuniform distribution in which the larger molecules are found in higher proportions.
This latter distribution is selected as a conservative case for surface property analysis, since
smaller molecules are expected to contribute more significantly due to core-shell partitioning.
The molecule types are shown in Figure 5.1 along with snapshots of representative quaternary
and binary particles at low and high temperatures.
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Table 5.1 Heterogeneous particles considered in this chapter. Systems labelled by an asterisk
were taken from the simulations presented in Chapter 4.
Cluster type Number ofmolecules
Particle
diameter (nm) m j
Binary
50% OVA, 50% PYR
4 1.34 0.107 0−13
32* 2.80 0.035 0−39
100* 4.15 0.024 0−59
Binary
50% CIR, 50% COR
4 1.54 0.093 0−15
32* 3.20 0.035 0−39
100* 4.78 0.024 0−59
Quaternary (uniform)
25% CIR, 25% OVA,
25% COR, 25% PYR
4 1.45 0.091 0−23
32 3.02 0.036 0−59
100* 4.48 0.028 0−74
Quaternary (nonuniform)
40% CIR, 30% OVA,
20% COR, 10% PYR
10 2.11 0.054 0−39
24 2.87 0.036 0−59
100 4.70 0.024 0−87
Heterogeneous particles are produced following the same procedure as the previous study
detailed in Chapter 4. PAH clusters are generated by randomly placing molecules in a
spherical volume using the PACKMOL software [222]. A two-step minimisation process
using the steepest descent and low-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithms
removes excess energy prior to the equilibration and production simulations. Replica ex-
change molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations, each sampling the NVT ensemble, defined
by maintaining a constant number of atoms, system volume, and temperature, are performed
using GROMACS 5.1.4 [4]. REMD simulations use a large number of interacting parallel
simulations to rapidly determine stable structures across a large range of temperatures. A
timestep of 1 fs is used and 1 ns simulations are sufficient for particles < 3 nm while larger
clusters (up to 5 nm) require 2 ns simulations to produce structurally equilibrated particles
with energy drifts less than that of experimental error. The temperature ranges are selected to
encompass both solid- and liquid-like configurations. In these heterogeneous clusters the
temperature ranges differ with the molecular composition of the cluster, since constituent
molecule sizes determine the temperature at which a cluster is liquid- or solid-like. The
smallest molecule present determines the lower temperature bound, with pyrene at 200 K and
coronene at 400 K. Similarly the largest molecule present determines the upper temperature
bound, with ovalene at ≥ 800 K and circumcoronene at ≥ 1600 K. Replica temperatures were
selected using an exponential temperature distribution as described in Chapter 4. The j and
m parameters, corresponding to Equation 4.1, were selected for each cluster system to allow
satisfactory exchange between replicas (discussed further below) using these temperature
ranges and are reported in Table 5.1. This requires between 14 and 88 REMD replicas to
maintain an acceptable replica exchange acceptance with attempted exchanges every 100 fs.
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Exchange acceptances for simulations are approximately 0.2−0.4, which indicates a good
balance between equilibration within each replica and exchange between replicas.
A chain of 10 Nosé-Hoover thermostats is used for temperature control, a velocity Verlet
integrator is used to advance the configurations in time, intermolecular cut-offs are set to
3.0 nm, and simulations are conducted in vacuo without periodic boundary conditions. A
spherical position potential is applied using a flat-bottomed potential described in Chapter 4.
This potential allows the replicas to efficiently sample configurational space and, importantly,
it is negligible at temperatures below the cluster melting point and low energy configurations
are not affected by the position potential. Intermolecular interactions are described using
the isoPAHAP potential [324], parametrised specifically for PAH interactions. The previous
detailed assessment described in Chapter 4 showed that the initial cluster arrangement and








Quaternary (uniform) - 3 nm
Quaternary (nonuniform) - 2 nm
Low temperature High temperature
Binary - 5 nm
Fig. 5.1 Pyrene (red), coronene (green), ovalene (grey), and circumcoronene (blue) molecules
are considered. Example free-edge and zig-zag sites are highlighted. Snapshots of repre-
sentative heterogeneous particles are shown at low and high temperatures (solid-like and
liquid-like configurations, respectively).
The detailed surface properties of the simulated particles are determined using solvent-
excluded surface (SES) analysis, which uses a ‘rolling ball’ algorithm to describe the three-
dimensional surface. This provides the surface area and quantitative contributions from
reactive sites of interest: hydrogen (H) and carbon (C) atoms, the latter of which can be
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split into IC atoms and EC atoms. EC atoms can be further defined as free-edge (FE)
sites containing two carbon atoms or zig-zag (ZZ) sites made up of three carbon atoms,
shown in Figure 5.1. Statistics for the detailed surface properties are collected from 6
equilibrated configurations, each extracted at 20 temperatures. Following a previous work on
homogeneous particles [62], the SES analysis uses the MSMS 6.2.1 program [284] with a
probe radius of 2.0 Å, corresponding to an interacting acetylene molecule.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Percent on surface
A key feature of soot surface analysis involves understanding the proportion of potential reac-
tive sites in the particle that are accessible to a species interacting with the surface. Figure 5.2
shows the percentage of each atom or site type present on the particle surface as a function
of the particle diameter. This allows the prediction of the number of reactive surface sites
based on particle size, given the total number of atoms or sites in the system. These results
are shown for solid-like configurations, and similar trends are seen for higher temperatures,
with percent values increasing by 3−4% from solid-like to liquid-like morphologies.
All particles follow a size-dependent trend for surface C atoms and ZZ sites, decreasing from
around 55 to 12% and 35 to 5%, respectively. These curves follow a reciprocal diameter
trend, indicating that the surface area to volume ratio captured in these values is a controlling
factor. This shows that these values are independent of molecular composition, and thus
‘real’ soot particles can be simplified as homogeneous models. The percent values of H
atoms on the surface are significantly higher than C atoms since the solid-like configuration
of PAH clusters promotes π-stacking where the molecule edges face outwards, seen for a
small heterogeneous particle in Figure 5.3. The proportion of H atoms on the surface shows
an added dependence on molecule type, with larger constituent molecules providing larger
percentages of surface H values, indicated by an arrow in Figure 5.2(b). This spread can
be attributed to differences in stack sizes for the different molecule types. The dissociation
energy required to split a PAH stack into two stacks increases with the increasing molecule
size, so that stacks are favoured until a length approximately equal to the constituent molecule
length [267]. Therefore a particle containing smaller molecules contains a larger number of
short stacks, corresponding to increased disorder and more hydrogen atoms hidden in the
bulk, than a particle of the same diameter containing larger molecules. The percentage of FE
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Fig. 5.2 Percentage of (a) carbon atoms, (b) hydrogen atoms, (c) ZZ sites, and (d) FE sites
present on the particle surface for homogeneous and heterogeneous particles at solid-like
configurations. Shaded areas indicate the standard deviation. The arrow in (b) indicates the
effect of increasing molecule size. Homogeneous particle values are taken from Chen et al.
[60].
heterogeneous particles presenting significantly higher values (33−96% for the particle sizes
studied here) than homogeneous systems (5−19%). This can be largely attributed to the
molecule stacking behaviour. In homogeneous particles the PAHs form aligned stacks and
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(a) Side view (b) Top view
Fig. 5.3 Snapshots of the probe-accessible surface of a 1.45 nm quaternary (uniform) particle
in its solid-like state. FE sites, internal ZZ carbon atoms, hydrogen atoms, and IC atoms are
coloured green, blue, white, and orange, respectively. This particle has 100% of the H atoms,
54% of the carbon atoms (72% of the edge, 19% of the non-edge), 95% of the FE sites, and
36% of the ZZ sites on the particle surface.
therefore the carbon contributions come predominantly from the molecules capping the ends
of the stacks. Heterogeneous particles also form π stacks but the different molecule sizes
allow greater accessibility of FE sites for heterogeneous particles compared to homogeneous
stacking. For example, the top view of the small heterogeneous particle in Figure 5.3 shows
how FE sites on the larger molecules contribute to the particle surface so that 95% of the FE
sites are found on the surface. In contrast, the ZZ sites on the surface show the same trends
for both homogeneous and heterogeneous particles, again with a typical surface area/volume
curve. This is because the molecule size differences are not large enough to reveal the central
carbon atoms required for the 3-atom ZZ sites. For example, Figure 5.3 shows that the only
inner EC atoms (shown in blue) accessible to the surface probe for the smallest uniform
quaternary particle are within the top and bottom molecules in the stack. It is also worth
noting that since each molecule contains six FE sites, the percentage of FE sites is dependent
on the total number of molecules rather than the particle diameter, seen by the grouping of
heterogeneous particles FE site percentages across diameters.
5.3.2 Particle roughness
Particle roughness is calculated as the ratio of the SES surface area to the spherical-equivalent
surface area, shown for all heterogeneous particles in Figure 5.4. In all cases roughness
increases consistently with temperature. This is unsurprising because increasing thermal
energy causes molecules to be more mobile and change from their low temperature config-
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Fig. 5.4 Surface roughness of binary and quaternary particles with increasing temperature.
The smallest particles (diameter < 2 nm) are shown with black circles, intermediate particles
(diameter ≈ 3 nm) are blue triangles, and the largest particles (diameter > 4 nm) are red
squares. Filled and open symbols refer to OVAPYR and CIRCOR particles, respectively, for
the binary cases and uniform and nonuniform molecule ratios, respectively, for the quaternary
particles. Lines are provided to guide the eye.
Although no single relationship can describe the surface roughness of all particles across
temperatures, it is clear that the particle size is an important factor: as the particle diameter
increases, its roughness increases. In other words, the larger the particle, the less spherical it
is. The proportion of molecules is less important, and the roughness of binary or quaternary
particles (either in uniform or nonuniform molecular ratios) is similar. It is interesting to note
that at smaller particle sizes, the constituent molecule type provides some contribution as
well. This is seen in the increased roughness of the ≤ 3 nm OVAPYR particles compared
to their CIRCOR counterparts despite their smaller particle size. This is likely due to the
higher rim-to-plane area and elliptical shape of OVA and PYR molecules. All heterogeneous
particles follow the same trends and the molecular composition does not play a significant
role. This suggests that at low temperatures ‘real’ soot particles would have a surface area
that is 10-30% higher than a spherical approximation would provide, and may be closer to
160% higher for particles > 4 nm at high temperatures.
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5.3.3 Surface composition
Temperature has a direct effect on soot particle morphology and therefore influences surface
reactivity. Figure 5.5 shows χi values (calculated as the number of i reactive sites on
the surface over the total SES area) for all particle types and sizes studied here. Scatter
points show individual heterogeneous particles, with lines indicating the overall trends. The
behaviour of homogeneous particles are provided with dashed trend lines. All systems show
the same surface density trends with increasing temperature: χC and χZZ increase, while
χH and χFE decrease. These temperature-dependent behaviours can be explained by the
change from solid-like to liquid-like particle morphology and the consequential contribution







Fig. 5.5 Surface densities of atom types and reactive sites across a range of temperatures for
all heterogeneous particles. Surface densities of homogeneous particles, taken from Chen
et al. [60], are shown with dashed lines. All lines are provided to guide the eye.
The decrease of χH with increased temperature, and the corresponding increase in χC, are
expected consequences of the morphology changes. Low temperature particles consist of
stacked PAHs with molecule edges aligned with the particle surface, so that hydrogen atoms
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make up a significant portion of the surface. At increased temperatures, the stacks break up
and the molecule planar surfaces are exposed to the surface, providing a significant increase
in particle surface area of which the majority is contributed from IC atoms. This is visible in
the snapshots of solid-like and liquid-like particles in Figure 5.1. The χC and χH are primarily
dependent on temperature, with consistent values across particle diameters, molecule sizes,
and component ratios. For homogeneous particles, separate trend lines are present for each
of the molecule types as a consequence of their temperature-dependent behaviour. These
homogeneous particle χi value differences are a result of reporting as a function of the
absolute temperature, since molecule mobility at a given temperature is dependent on the
molecule size. Describing these properties with reduced temperature values would produce
aligned χi values, but this is unfeasible at the moment since heterogeneous melting points for
comparison are not known. Mixing molecule sizes in the heterogeneous particles provides
single moderate trends.
χC shows a relatively large variance and so the contributions from carbon types are inves-
tigated further. Isolating the surface density contributions shows that the increase in χC
with temperature is driven by the IC atoms, while χEC does not change significantly with
temperature. To be clear, the number of sites on the surface increases for all site types as
temperature increases (except when the percent of surface H atoms is already at 100% for
some of the < 2 nm particles). However, their magnitude increase compared to the increase
in particle surface area with temperature determines the density temperature response. In this
way, χEC remains consistent with temperature since the increase in EC atoms corresponds to
the increase in surface area.
Interestingly, χEC is not affected by temperature or particle size, and can therefore be de-
scribed by the molecular composition alone. As seen in Figure 5.6(a), the contribution of EC
atoms to the surface decreases as the constituent molecule size increases, with homogeneous
circumcoronene, ovalene, coronene, and pyrene particles presenting values of approximately
3.5× 1018, 4.6× 1018, 5.2× 1018, and 6.7× 1018, respectively. A weighted average of
these values provides a good prediction of heterogeneous particles examined in this chapter
(for example, a CIRCOR particle is an average of CIR and COR values), leading to the
simple linear trend χEC =−4.9L+10 shown in Figure 5.6(b). This relationship allows the
estimation of the density of edge carbons on the particle surface from an average molecule
length value, L, such as that determined by fringe analysis of high resolution transmission
electron microscopy images. As an example, Alfè et al. [10] gives an average fringe length
value of 0.80 nm for young soot produced in a benzene flame. From this, it can be estimated
that these particles have a surface density of 6.1×1018 atoms of edge carbon per m2.








EC = -4.9L + 10
(b)
Fig. 5.6 Edge carbon atom density on the particle surface, χEC, as a function of the tempera-
ture (a) and average molecule length, L (b) for particles with a diameter of 3 nm.
The different temperature-independent densities corresponding to the FE sites for the four
homogeneous particle compositions in Figure 5.5 suggests that χFE would show similar
behaviour. This is indeed true, as seen in Figure 5.7, although there is a slight decrease in
χFE with increasing temperature due to the increasing contribution of large molecules to the
surface. The resulting linear trend χEC =−2.5L+5 relates the surface density of FE sites
with the average molecule length.
5.3.4 Molecule type contributions
Taking a closer look at the individual molecule types, the same increasing and decreasing
atom and site trends seen in Figure 5.5 are observed with increasing molecule size. This
suggests that there is an increasing surface contribution from larger molecules on the surface
as temperature increases. Figure 5.8 shows the contributions of different molecule types to
the total carbon and hydrogen atoms present on the surface for particles with a diameter of
approximately 3 nm, at low and high temperatures corresponding to solid-like and liquid-like
particles, respectively. These percent values are normalised by the expected contributions
taking into account the proportion provided by each molecule.
At solid-like configurations, the surface carbon atoms experience higher contributions from
the small molecules than expected from the molecular proportions. This can be explained
by the core-shell configuration at low temperatures seen previously. The two types of bi-
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Fig. 5.7 Free-edge site density on the particle surface, χFE, as a function of the temperature
(a) and average molecule length, L (b) for particles with a diameter of 3 nm.
nary particles (CIRCOR and OVAPYR) show half of the expected contribution from the
larger molecules (CIR or OVA) and double the expected contribution from the smaller
molecules (COR or PYR). The quaternary particles show the same behaviour, with increas-
ing contributions from decreasing molecule sizes. The difference between uniform and
nonuniform quaternary particles highlights the presence of small molecules on the parti-
cle surface. Nonuniform particles have higher normalised values for the small molecules
since the lower proportion of small molecules in these systems would be expected to play a
smaller role in the surface composition. These results show that small molecules are present
on the particle surface regardless of the distribution of molecules sizes in the particle. At
high temperatures the molecule size differences decrease towards their expected molecular
contributions, corresponding to a mixed arrangement in which all of the molecule types
contribute proportionately to the surface properties. In contrast, all molecule types contribute
proportionately to the surface H atoms in both solid-like and liquid-like configurations.
5.3.5 Alpha
The parameter α provides a reactivity factor that accounts for temperature-dependent sterics,
due to the increasing entropy and molecule mobility with increasing temperature, which
causes molecules to break the stacked structure that exposes hydrogen atoms to the surface
and introduces more unreactive basal planes, as well as the increasing contribution of larger
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(b)
Fig. 5.8 Molecule type contributions to the carbon and hydrogen atoms on the surface of
3 nm particles. Low temperature values provide solid-like particles, and the corresponding
liquid-like particles at high temperatures are shown with inset narrow red bars. All values
are normalised by the expected values considering molecule type proportions.
molecules. The parameter α is defined as the area of hydrogen atoms over the total SES area.
Figure 5.9(a) shows α values for a series of homogeneous and heterogeneous 3 nm particles
containing different molecule types. As with the χH values, there are distinct downward trends
for each homogeneous particle type with temperature. Interestingly, increasing heterogeneity
converges the α parameter to a similar temperature dependence, which can be approximated
by a simple linear temperature-dependent relationship. The heterogeneous particles show
α values consistent with a weighted average of the molecular components, suggesting that
the increasing heterogeneity of ‘real’ soot particles produces a consistent trend. The same
behaviour is seen for particles > 4 nm, shown in Figure 5.9(b).
The work presented in this chapter forms a foundation for understanding how heterogeneity
in molecule size influences the surface properties of soot particles. The site composition of
molecules, size differences between constituent molecules, molecular partitioning within the
cluster, and tendency to form molecular stacks all play a role in the corresponding cluster
surface properties, and thus it is expected that molecule types that enhance or disrupt these
features would see corresponding changes in cluster surface properties. For example, per-
haps the presence of crosslinked molecules will cause a larger disparity amongst molecule













Fig. 5.9 Parameter α for particles with approximate diameters of (a) 3 nm and (b) 5 nm as a
function of temperature. Shaded areas show the standard deviation of heterogeneous particle
values. Homogeneous particle values, taken from Chen et al. [60], are shown as dashed lines.
A single trend line is shown for all of the heterogeneous cases.
bility and degree of core-shell partitioning; these features may be competing factors that
influence cluster structure and influence surface properties. Further work should build on
these heterogeneous cluster findings to explore the influence of complex molecule types
proposed to play a role in soot, such as PAHs with crosslinks, aliphatic chains, asymmetry,
or curvature [101, 217], in surface properties. For example, increasing curvature is seen
to substantially increase oxidative reactivity but it is unknown to what extent this is due to
the individual molecule reactivity or a consequence of an altered nanostructure of particles
containing curved aromatic molecules [335].
5.4 Conclusions
PAH particles containing two or four molecule types are studied to provide insight into the
effect of molecular heterogeneity on soot particle surface properties. A thorough analysis
is conducted across particle sizes (1–5 nm) and temperatures (200–1600 K). Relationships
between particle diameter and the percentage of reactive sites on the particle surface are
identified, showing that C atom and ZZ site percentages do not change with heterogeneity.
Molecule size differences in heterogeneous particles increase the FE sites available for
reactions, while H atom percentages increase with constituent molecule size. Particle
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roughness increases with temperature and particle size, with particle composition playing
a secondary role. The controlling parameters for surface densities of reactive sites are also
identified, showing that χH, χIC, and χZZ are dependent on temperature while χEC and χFE
can be predicted from the average molecule length. These trends are influenced by enhanced
surface contributions from small molecules at low temperatures. Finally, the temperature-
dependent behaviour of the parameter α shows a correlation to constituent molecule size,
suggesting that the α parameter for heterogeneous particles converges to an average value of
the constituent molecules.
Chapter 6
Optimisation method for large aromatic
systems
A simple global optimization approach is introduced that is able to find
minimum energy configurations of clusters containing aromatic molecules.
The translational and rotational perturbations required in Monte Carlo-
based methods often lead to unrealistic configurations within which two or
more molecular rings intersect, causing many of the computational steps
to be rejected and the optimization process to be inefficient. A modification
of the basin-hopping global optimization procedure tailored to tackle
problems with intersecting molecular rings is developed. Termed the
Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo (SEMC) method, this method introduces
sphere-based rearrangement and minimization steps at each iteration,
and its performance is shown through the exploration of potential energy
landscapes of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) clusters, systems
of interest in combustion and astrophysics research. The SEMC method
provides clusters that are accurate to 5% mean difference of the minimum
energy at a 10-fold speed up compared to previous work using advanced
molecular dynamics simulations. Importantly, the SEMC method captures
key structural characteristics and molecular size partitioning trends as
measured by the molecular radial distances and coordination numbers. The
advantages of the SEMC method are further highlighted in its application
to previously unstudied heterogeneous PAH clusters.
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Highlights:
• Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo method is developed to overcome ring interlocking
• Minimum energy configurations are determined at low computational expense
• Applied to clusters beyond the scope of existing methods
Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo
preventing ring interlocking
using sphere encapsulation
The work presented in this chapter was published as a paper in the Journal of Physical
Chemistry A by Bowal et al. [42].
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6.1 Introduction
Stable arrangements of nanoclusters may provide structural and thermodynamic properties
and their determination is an area of great interest in the physical sciences. For example,
stable arrangements can help to identify native states of a protein [289], the experimental
structure of an atomic cluster [8], or the density of a molecular cluster [323]. The geometric
ground state of a system represents the global minimum of its corresponding potential energy
surface (PES). Global minimum determination is not a trivial task and strongly depends on
the properties of the PES function, which are usually unknown. In addition, for any case of
interest there will always be more than one stable configuration, which results in an energy
that is a non-convex function of the nuclear coordinates. Scanning across the entire PES
to ensure the global minimum is reached is a challenging task at best, and computationally
unfeasible for most systems of interest. For example, a cluster containing 13 atoms has at
least 1510 minima [91, 273], a cluster containing 75 atoms has 8×106 minima [342], and a
cluster containing 147 atoms possesses something on the order of 1060−10259 minima [328].
Many global optimisation methods have been developed to tackle this problem for a variety
of systems. One popular method uses consecutive stochastic displacements and local minimi-
sation steps to efficiently sample a complex PES. This Monte Carlo minimisation method
was first used to examine protein folding by Li and Scheraga [203] in 1987 and subsequently
generalised and popularised by Wales and Doye [344] as the basin-hopping method. The
basin-hopping minimisation method simplifies the search of a complex PES by transforming
it to a series of low energy plateaus, called basins [344]. This is done by taking the energy
of each sampled configuration as the energy of its nearest local minimum, consequently
removing all downhill barriers from the energy landscape while retaining all minima. In
order for the searching method to move between basins, all components within the system
studied are randomly translated and rotated between each minimisation step. Implementing
this large stochastic rearrangement prevents the system from being trapped in a local minima
and promotes scanning of the entire PES. The basin-hopping method has been shown to be
an effective global optimisation technique that allows for the determination of energy minima
through exploration of a small fraction of the existing local minima, and has successfully
determined the minimum energy configurations of many atomic clusters [19, 92, 90, 89, 227].
Due to its simple implementation and low computational cost, the basin-hopping method has
been applied to many fields [346].
Since its development several decades ago there have been many tools implemented with
the basin-hopping algorithm to improve the efficiency of global optimisation for specific
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systems, including parallel tempering [243], path memory to avoid revisiting sites [127],
order parameters [138, 275], trial operators [274], additional jump moves [169], reseeding,
symmetrising, and taboo lists [341]. More details can be found in a recent review on the
developments in basin-hopping global optimisation by Wales [343]. The basin-hopping
method is well-suited to atomic systems or those in which molecules can be represented
as spherical or lumped superatomic components [150, 93, 312, 193] but is less efficient
when evaluating complex molecular systems, such as clusters containing aromatic molecules,
due to the required stochastic rearrangement steps. This means that the choice of moves
to perform the random perturbation steps is critical. For example, molecular clusters and
biomolecules have been studied successfully using local rigidification and group translation
and rotation moves within the basin-hopping optimisation framework [305, 245].
Clusters of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are systems of intense interest within
the fields of combustion [39, 265], aerosols [78], and astrophysics [33]. However they
present a challenging system for global optimisation methods due to their strong molecular
anisotropy. The large random rotation and translation steps required for stochastic basin-
hopping sampling cause frequent intersections and ring interlocking between aromatics,
leading to many unrealistic overlapping geometries and thus causing the process to become
inefficient [267]. Minimum energy structures of PAH clusters have been explored using
basin-hopping methods [323, 267], evolutionary algorithms [22], and other algorithms
involving iterative random movements and local minimisations [131, 317], however due
to computational inefficiency these studies are limited to small PAH clusters. Recently, a
coarse-grained potential was developed that represents each PAH as an ellipsoid [153]. This
approach smooths the PES and avoids this sampling problem, although at the expense of
interaction accuracy and transferable parameters. This coarse-grained potential was used
with the basin-hopping method to evaluate low energy structures of clusters containing up
to 20 molecules [153] and provide thermodynamic and aggregation behaviour of clusters
containing up to eight PAHs using dynamic modelling methods [152, 151].
PAH clusters containing pyrene, coronene, ovalene, hexabenzocoronene, or circumcoronene
have been studied previously using molecular dynamics methods [64, 63, 61, 60, 132]. Previ-
ous work exploring heterogeneous PAH clusters described in Chapter 4 used replica exchange
molecular dynamics and found that this method was able to provide minimum energy stable
configurations for clusters containing up to 100 PAHs, but at a high computational cost
due to the large number of parallel simulations required. Interestingly, a partitioning of
PAHs was observed within these heterogeneous clusters, with larger PAHs residing near
the cluster centre and smaller PAHs remaining around the cluster surface. These REMD
simulations required a radial position potential to pull evaporated PAHs back to the cluster.
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Although this was shown to play a role in the high temperature replicas without significantly
impacting the low temperature replicas of interest, it is valuable to verify the molecule-size
partitioning using an independent Monte Carlo approach which requires no such position
potential. In addition, an improved sampling method would allow for the arrangements of
aromatic clusters to be robustly sampled with significantly less computational expense than
REMD, allowing for larger and more complex systems to be explored.
This chapter presents a novel method of implementing the basin-hopping minimisation
method for clusters containing molecules with highly anisotropic geometries, the Sphere En-
capsulated Monte Carlo (SEMC) method. Using the basin-hopping Monte Carlo framework,
the SEMC method incorporates additional sphere-based rearrangement and minimisation
steps to provide efficient sampling of complex systems that have previously presented
challenges. The usefulness of this method is displayed through its application to clusters
composed of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The low energy configurations of homoge-
neous and heterogeneous PAH clusters are identified and compared with recent work using
advanced and costly molecular dynamics simulations.
6.2 Methods
The SEMC method provides a computationally efficient means to explore the complex PES
of PAH clusters in order to evaluate their stable molecular arrangements. Following the
basin-hopping framework, the SEMC method consists of a series of random perturbations
and minimisations in order to locate minimum energy structures. The key novelty of the
SEMC method lies in the use of spheres to represent PAH molecules in order to improve the
efficiency of the rearrangement steps.
The procedure of the SEMC method is as follows, also shown as a flow chart in Figure 6.1.
An initial cluster with an energy of Einitial is generated (more details provided below). Each
PAH is then represented by a sphere with a diameter corresponding to the diameter of the
largest PAH in the cluster (the importance of having spheres of equal size is discussed later).
The position of each sphere is randomly translated by a three-dimensional vector generated
from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 2.5 Å. This re-
arranged system is minimised using a computationally efficient Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
to provide a minimum energy configuration of spheres. Following the description of the LJ
potential provided in Equation 3.2, σ is the distance in Åbetween the molecule centre to the
most distant hydrogen centre and the van der Waals radius of hydrogen and ε is an arbitrary
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value in eV that provides a sufficiently deep potential energy well. This potential does not
provide the detailed PAH interactions of the isoPAHAP potential but allows for a computa-
tionally efficient determination of the minimum energy configuration of a cluster containing
spheres, suitable for the rearrangement steps. Minimisation is conducted using the conjugate
gradient method for a maximum of 104 iterations or until the convergence criterion is fulfilled.
This step adjusts the randomly positioned spheres so that they form a compact cluster in
which the spheres do not overlap and plays a role in reducing the configurational space being
searched by this Monte Carlo global optimisation algorithm. The use of spheres for the
encapsulating shape was selected in order to eliminate intersection or other unfavourable
interactions between component molecules during the translation and rotation steps. The
SEMC method can be easily generalised to use non-spherical encapsulation shapes, such as
ellipsoids or cubes or more complex volumes. However a random rotation of any molecule
presents a spherical volume projection if rotation is allowed in all dimensions and thus the
use of spheres allows for the most efficient use of space during the encapsulation steps.
The PAH molecules are then reinserted into their corresponding spheres and are randomly
rotated using Euler angles that produce uniformly distributed orientations [191] with a
standard deviation of 1 radian. Due to the use of spheres previously, the PAHs are allowed
to freely rotate without intersecting with neighbouring molecules. The molecular cluster
is then minimised using the isoPAHAP potential to generate a minimum energy molecular
structure. The isoPAHAP potential is a PAH-specific potential developed from high accuracy
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory calculations [324] and has been used successfully
in a number of previous studies on PAH systems [131, 326, 63]. This molecular energy
minimisation uses the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm [48]
for a maximum 105 iterations or until the maximum force acting on any atom in the system
converges to 0.01 eV/Å.
As in the basin-hopping method, the energy of this arrangement is compared with the most
recent cluster minimum energy and moves are accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis
criterion [225, 144]. Hence if the new cluster energy, Enew, is lower than the previous
cluster minimum energy, Ecurrent, then the corresponding new configuration is accepted as the
updated current reference configuration and a new iteration begins from this new system. Oth-
erwise, the new configuration is accepted with the probability exp [(Ecurrent −Enew)/(kBT )].
Here, kB refers to the Boltzmann constant and T to the simulation temperature. A temperature
of 10 K is used for the smallest clusters made up of fewer than 5 molecules, 500 K for the
larger clusters containing up to 32 molecules, and 1000 K for the largest clusters containing
100+ molecules. The selection of these temperatures will be discussed further.
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Fig. 6.1 Flow chart of the SEMC method. The cluster images show a CIR16COR16 cluster,
where CIR molecules are shown in blue and COR molecules are shown in red.
Note that the initial cluster of PAH molecules is generated using a similar process as above:
Spheres are randomly distributed within a large spherical volume with a radius of 25 Å. This
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cluster undergoes a LJ minimisation, the PAHs are inserted into their corresponding spheres
and then rotated, and the molecular cluster is minimised using the isoPAHAP potential to
produce an initial cluster with an energy of Einitial.
To implement the SEMC method, purpose-made Python scripts were written to perform
sphere encapsulation and Monte Carlo steps, which call upon the software package EON [254,
69] to execute sphere- and molecule-based energy minimisations. EON is a freely available
atomic simulation software that was modified in this case to use the LJ and isoPAHAP
intermolecular potentials.
Heterogeneous PAH clusters containing different combinations of pyrene (PYR), coronene
(COR), ovalene (OVA), and circumcoronene (CIR) are simulated. These molecules are se-
lected because they span the range of PAH sizes relevant to soot particles [39] and interstellar
media [322]. The notation AAAxBBBy will be used to describe the clusters studied, where
AAA and BBB refer to the molecule types and x and y give the number of molecules. All
clusters undergo at least three independent repetitions each with nmax = 1000 iterations.
Average radial distances and coordination numbers are calculated to provide insight into
molecular arrangements and cluster structure. The average radial distance of molecule type







where Nk is the number of molecules within k ∈ {small, large}, referring to the small and
large molecule types, Ik is the set of molecule indices within k, and Rm is the radial distance
between the cluster geometric centre and the geometric centre of molecule m.
The coordination number of molecule type k, CNk, provides the average number of molecules
within a distance R(cutoff). This is calculated as the average of the cumulative radial distribu-
tion function integrated over the centre of the cluster (set as the origin at 0) to a maximum











δ (Dm j −R)dR (6.2)
k ∈ {small, large, total} refers to the small molecules, large molecules, and all molecules
within the cluster, respectively. Dm j is the distance between the geometric centres of
molecules m and j. R(cutoff) corresponds to the radius of the molecule type of interest,
so R(cutoff)PYR = 0.46 nm, R
(cutoff)
COR = 0.47 nm, R
(cutoff)
OVA = 0.59 nm, and R
(cutoff)
CIR = 0.71 nm.
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CNtotal values use the radius of the larger molecule in the system considered. These pro-
vide CN values from zero to two, corresponding to an isolated molecule and a molecule
sandwiched between two others, respectively.
In this chapter, homogeneous clusters containing 2−32 coronene molecules are simulated to
provide an assessment of the SEMC method in a system previously studied using several
optimisation methods, including basin-hopping minimisation [267, 153] and an evolutionary
algorithm [22]. Following this, investigations into the low energy cluster structures of
heterogeneous clusters containing up to 100 molecules are performed. Relevant results are
compared to recent simulations of PAH clusters using REMD (described in Chapter 4) and
the mean absolute differences between the methods are reported, illustrating the accuracy
and efficiency of the SEMC method.
6.3 Results and discussion
Key components of the SEMC method development, including evaluation of fundamental
interactions with benchmark tests of COR clusters, selection of the temperature parameter,
and important considerations for heterogeneous cluster systems are discussed. This is
followed by qualitative and quantitative results for heterogeneous PAH cluster systems,
presented first in detail for a representative cluster and followed by a summary of results from
all clusters. A direct comparison is made with previous molecular dynamics calculations.
Finally, the results from several other systems are given, illustrating the capability of the
SEMC method to predict the properties of larger and more complex clusters than was
previously feasible using other computational methods.
6.3.1 SEMC method development
Coronene cluster benchmark
Coronene is a seven-ringed PAH often studied as a model representation of graphene, since
it is the smallest PAH that presents a central carbon ring chemically bound only to other
carbons [257, 278, 373]. COR clusters also provide benchmark systems for studying PAH
interactions and are useful for testing the reliability of novel optimisation methods. The
SEMC method is applied to homogeneous COR clusters containing 2–32 molecules. This
allows the minimum structures produced using this novel method to be compared with
those determined by other established global minimisation methods: the basin-hopping
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method [344] using all-atom [267] or coarse-grained potentials [153] and an unbiased
hybrid evolutionary algorithm method [209] using an all-atom potential [22], as shown
in Figure 6.2. All four methods show similar energy trends as a function of the size of
the COR cluster and present similar minimum energy structures. However, since each
method uses a different intermolecular potential to describe the atomic interactions, detailed
comparisons of each cluster energy cannot simply be ascribed to the global optimisation
method used. In particular, the lower energies presented by the two studies using the basin-
hopping method [267, 153] are not due to the optimisation method but are a consequence of
the use of generic LJ parameters, which are known to overestimate the stacking energy of
PAHs and influence cluster morphology [252]. This has been corrected by potentials such as
the isoPAHAP potential [324] and the improved LJ potential [22] which are parametrised for
PAH interactions. The energy shift caused by an accurate PAH potential is highlighted with
a purple arrow in Figure 6.2.
A more detailed evaluation of the minimum energy values determined by the evolutionary
algorithm with an improved LJ potential compared to calculations using the SEMC method
with the isoPAHAP potential also highlights the strength of the latter in capturing all PAH
interactions. Good agreement between the two methods for small clusters (dimer, trimer,
etc.) suggests that sandwich-like interactions in which the molecules interact through π - π
bonding are well captured by both methods. In both cases, for a cluster containing six or
more molecules, the structural motif changes from a single stack to several smaller stacks, as
explained in detail by Bartolomei et al. [22]. In these larger cluster configurations T-shaped
interactions play a more significant role and thus the slight energy differences between
the evolutionary algorithm with an improved LJ potential and the SEMC method with the
isoPAHAP potential are likely due to the description of CH - π interactions. The lower
energies found by the SEMC method are unsurprising since the development of the isoPA-
HAP potential included careful parametrisation of T-shaped interactions to high accuracy
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory based on density functional theory calculations [324].
For example, the minimum energy cluster containing ten COR molecules presents the same
structure using both the evolutionary algorithm with an improved LJ potential and the SEMC
method with the isoPAHAP potential: two equal-sized curved stacks in a handshake arrange-
ment, shown in Figure 2. T-shaped interactions are significant in this structure and differences
in how they are described by the two intermolecular potentials is the cause of the energy
difference between the two methods. Thus the SEMC method is able to determine COR
cluster structures in good agreement with literature results, and the use of the isoPAHAP
potential provides accurate energies for clusters containing T-shaped interactions.




Fig. 6.2 Energies of homogeneous PAH clusters containing 2–32 coronene molecules obtained
with the SEMC method using the isoPAHAP potential and published global optimisation
methods. The values obtained by the evolutionary algorithm method using an improved
Lennard-Jones potential come from Bartolomei et al. [22], the basin-hopping method using
a Lennard-Jones potential come from Rapacioli et al. [267], and the coarse-grained basin-
hopping method using a Lennard-Jones potential from Hernández-Rojas et al. [153]. The
purple arrow highlights the energy shift caused by using PAH-specific interaction parameters
compared to generic LJ parameters which are known to cause enhanced binding. Cluster
snapshots shown are from the SEMC method.
Temperature parameter selection
Temperature is a key free parameter in the SEMC method, controlling the degree to which
higher energy configurations are accepted and thus determining the movement between
minimum energy basins as the simulation progresses. For relatively small values of the
temperature parameter, the system may exhibit the tendency to remain stuck in a current
local minimum. On the other hand, too high values of the temperature parameter are known
to promote many higher energy configurations to be accepted, thus promoting significant
movement across energy basins without searching within minimum energy wells. Selection
of the temperature parameter is dependent on system size, and therefore an assessment is
conducted to evaluate appropriate values for the clusters of interest. The number of steps
required to obtain the minimum energy for different cluster sizes is assessed for at least
three independent simulations starting from different initial configurations and the minimum
energy results for each case are shown in Table 6.1. It is seen that for a small homogeneous
cluster, a low temperature of 10 K is favourable, while the higher temperatures of 500 K
and 1000 K are able to locate the minimum energy values more quickly in the 32 molecule
and 100 molecule clusters, respectively. Therefore a temperature of 1000 K is used for the
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largest clusters, 10 K is used for the smallest clusters, and 500 K is used for the intermediate
clusters containing more than 5 but fewer than 100 molecules. These selected temperatures
provide satisfactory movement across the PES and convergence toward a minimum energy
configuration for the clusters investigated. In most cases, the minimum energy is determined
within 1000 iterations at all temperatures considered. While a more rigorous temperature
selection process is possible and may result in a more efficient programme for specific
systems of interest, this is out of the scope of this thesis.
Table 6.1 Number of iterations of the SEMC method required to obtain minimum energies
(kJ/mol) using different values of the temperature parameter (K). Energies and iterations are
provided as ranges, taken from at least three independent simulations conducted for each
case. The average iteration value is provided in parentheses.
Cluster Temperature Minimumenergy Iterations
COR4
10 -217 to -218 317 to 959 (580)
500 -201 to -202 969 to 999 (989)
CIR16COR16
10 -4630 to -4660 154 to 293 (224)
500 -4640 to -4710 277 to 866 (573)
OVA50PYR50
500 -9890 to -9910 530 to 769 (631)
1000 -9860 to -9910 6 to 447 (197)
Process development for heterogeneous clusters
Initial SEMC simulations used spheres with diameters corresponding to the size of the
molecule they were replacing. For heterogeneous PAH clusters containing more than one
type of PAH, this caused the LJ minimisation step to act on a cluster containing spheres of two
different sizes. It was observed that these heterogeneous LJ clusters favoured an arrangement
in which the smaller spheres were located in the cluster centre in order to equalise surface and
bulk bonds. The favouring of a core-shell configuration was reported in other heterogeneous
cluster studies containing spherical components of different sizes [236, 90]. In the SEMC
process, a size-dependent partitioning of spheres is undesired since the purpose of the sphere
encapsulated steps is to randomly rearrange the PAH cluster. Thus the SEMC method uses
equally sized spheres, corresponding to the size of the largest PAH in the cluster, eliminating
any partitioning behaviour within the rearrangement steps. This modification promotes
lower energy cluster configurations, as shown in Figure 6.3 for a CIR16COR16 cluster. This
indicates that a cluster containing smaller PAHs in the core is less energetically favoured, in
contrast to the results seen for binary LJ sphere systems.


























Fig. 6.3 Accepted energies as a function of iteration for the CIR16COR16 cluster. Three
cases initialised with different configurations are given for both simulations using spheres of
different sizes in the rearrangement step (shown with dashed lines) and simulations using a
uniform sphere size (shown by solid lines).
6.3.2 Heterogeneous PAH clusters
The SEMC method is used to determine the low energy structures of a number of heteroge-
neous PAH clusters: CIR8COR8, OVA8PYR8, CIR16COR16, OVA16PYR16, CIR50COR50,
and OVA50PYR50.
The minimum energy arrangements of these molecular clusters is of interest, in particular to
evaluate if the SEMC method is able to capture the interactions between planar aromatics and
the effect of two molecule types within a single cluster. To do this, the cluster configurations
were assessed qualitatively and using several quantitative measures. To aid in understanding
this analysis, the results are first reported and discussed in detail for an intermediate-sized
representative PAH cluster, CIR8COR8, followed by results from all clusters studied.
Detailed analysis of representative heterogeneous cluster
Figure 6.4 shows the accepted cluster energies over the course of an SEMC simulation
evaluating a CIR8COR8 cluster, as well as images of the cluster configurations at low
energy points. In this case, the accepted cluster energies decrease steadily as the simulation
progresses and the lowest energy configuration is found near to the end, providing a clear
example of progressive cluster arrangements at decreasing energies. At iteration 1, the
cluster has a potential energy of -1841 kJ/mol and the cluster shows some stacking of the
molecules although it is not compact and the two molecule types are mixed. As the simulation
progresses through iterations 49 (-2137 kJ/mol) and 575 (-2142 kJ/mol), these lower energy
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clusters show increasingly well-stacked structures with molecules interacting more strongly
with other molecules of the same type such that the two molecule types separate. The
final lowest energy cluster at iteration 926 (-2189 kJ/mol) contains a single central stack of
CIR molecules surrounded by smaller stacks of COR molecules. This is the expected low
energy cluster arrangement since the strength of intermolecular interactions increases with
the number of carbon nearest neighbours [267].

















































Fig. 6.4 Accepted energies and molecular radial distances as a function of iteration for the
CIR8COR8 cluster. Cluster snapshots and corresponding molecular coordination numbers
are shown for key minimum energy configurations. CIR molecules are shown in blue and
COR molecules are shown in red.
A partitioning of molecule types with the cluster is also seen quantitatively in the movement
of the two molecule types, expressed as radial distances in Figure 6.4. Radial distances,
measured as the average distance to the cluster centre for each molecule type during the
course of the simulation, provide an indication of the separation of different molecule sizes
within the cluster. The translational and rotational rearrangement steps in the optimisation
procedure allow the molecule radial distances to vary considerably, but since the current
lowest energy state is always used as the starting configuration for the rearrangement and
minimisation of the next iteration, the divergence of the molecule radial distances highlights
that the low energy structures have a configuration in which the larger molecules are closer
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to the cluster centre than the smaller molecules. This molecule size partitioning agrees with
recent experimental work on the molecule size distribution within carbonaceous soot particles
collected from a flame [41].
To provide an indication of the extent of stacking within each cluster, coordination numbers
(CN) are calculated for the total system and each molecule type. The CN provides a simple
indication of the number of nearest neighbours for each molecule type within the cluster.
For the CIR8COR8 cluster, the degree of ordering of the cluster, as measured by CNtotal,
increases as the energy decreases. This is dominated by an increase of the close interactions
and stacking by the CIR molecules, seen by an increase in CNCIR. This is clearly indicated
by the formation of a CIR column, moving from stacks mixed with COR at higher energies
to CIR dimers and trimers to a central homogeneous CIR stack at the lowest energy. The
interactions of the smaller COR molecules are secondary, showing an increase in stacking to
form dimers and trimers as the energy decreases but only around the dominant CIR stack.
In all simulations leading to the lowest energy configurations, low energy clusters are well
stacked and a partitioning of the molecules is observed as the iterations progress, with the
larger molecules found closer to the cluster centre than the smaller molecules, as seen here.
In this way, a decrease in energy is seen to increase the stacking order of the molecules by
causing more compact stacks to form and the two molecule types to partition. These trends
are also seen within the OVA8PYR8 and larger heterogeneous clusters, and the results are
recorded in Table 6.2.
Large PAH clusters compared to REMD
Minimum energy configurations of the CIR16COR16, OVA16PYR16, CIR50COR50, and
OVA50PYR50 clusters are evaluated since they can be directly compared to previous REMD
simulation results (in Chapter 4). Figure 6.5 shows the lowest energy structures for these large
heterogeneous clusters, alongside the clusters determined by REMD. As with the 16 molecule
system described above, the SEMC method finds low energy clusters in which the PAHs
form stacks with the larger molecules within the cluster core. The smaller molecules are
predominantly situated on the ends and sides of these stacks, although there is some mixing
within the larger stacks. The clusters exhibit parallel stacks in a herringbone-like motif, which
has been identified as the most stable configuration for large homogeneous clusters [267] and
is similar to the bulk PAH crystal structure [184]. A parallel molecular columnar structure
has also been observed experimentally in similarly sized PAH clusters [351].





Fig. 6.5 Snapshots of final cluster configurations from SEMC simulations (shown on the
left for each cluster pair) compared with REMD simulation results (shown on the right) for
heterogeneous PAH clusters of different sizes. Larger molecules (CIR, OVA) are coloured
blue and smaller molecules (COR, PYR) are red.
Compared to the CIRxCORx clusters, the OVAxPYRx clusters present less structured motifs
in which smaller stacks cause a weaker partitioning between the molecule types. This
may be due to the smaller size and more elongated shape of the OVA and PYR molecules
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compared to the CIR and COR molecules, which promotes electrostatically-stabilised T-
shaped molecular configurations over the sandwich-like π-π interactions that form stacks.
This is in agreement with previous work on homogeneous clusters that found large PAHs
tend to adopt a herringbone-like structure more readily than small or linear PAHs [323, 317].
The smaller degree of stacking seen in clusters determined using the SEMC method may also
be in part due to the use of a spherical volume in the encapsulating step required to prevent
molecular overlap in the SEMC method. Sphere-containing clusters do not form stacked
structures and thus this rearrangement step may introduce a bias unfavourable for planar
molecules due to a misalignment between molecules. It is also seen that large 100 molecule
clusters are less well-stacked than smaller clusters using both the SEMC and REMD methods,
which suggests that the simulation length scales are not able to determine the global minimum
energy configurations. However these results are still useful since the same cluster size trends
are seen in experimental images of combustion-produced particles [107], indicating that
processes creating these PAH clusters may not produce particles in a global minimum energy
arrangement. It is well-known that many systems are strongly influenced by local minima
and other features of the PES beyond the global minimum itself [345]. Thus low energy
arrangements determined by the SEMC method for clusters containing a large number of
PAHs may not correspond to the global minimum configuration but still provide useful
information to relevant low energy systems.
A quantitative evaluation of these clusters, including the energies, radial distances, and
CN values of the minimum energy configurations, shows good agreement between the
SEMC and REMD methods, as recorded in Table 6.2. The SEMC method obtains minimum
energy clusters with a 5% mean difference in intermolecular energy compared to REMD
results for all clusters considered. Note that the intermolecular energies of heterogeneous
PAH clusters are determined from an energy minimisation after the simulations in order
to allow comparison between the two modelling methods. Similarly, the radial distances
determined by the SEMC method are generally accurate to within 10% of the REMD results,
ranging from 3–15% for the different cluster compositions and sizes. The molecular CN
values and system CNtotal values determined by the SEMC method present 20% and 10%
mean differences, respectively. The largest differences, found in the CNsmall values, can
be identified by the tendency for the REMD produced clusters to form outer stacks made
up of the smaller molecule type compared to the positioning of smaller molecules more
independently around the cluster surface by the SEMC method. CN values provide an
indication of molecular interactions and therefore the relative magnitudes of molecule types
are more useful than a direct comparison. The high percent differences of the CNsmall values
are considered to be reasonable due to the large variation within this metric; an assessment
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of the 10 lowest energy configurations determined by the SEMC method showed the percent
standard deviation of CNsmall values to be 25% averaged over all cluster types, in comparison
to 2% for Eint, 3% for rlarge, 4% for rsmall, 6% for CNlarge, and 7% for CNtotal values.
Most importantly, the key structural motifs and molecule size partitioning trends observed
from REMD results are evident in the minimum energy configurations determined by the
SEMC method. Both the SEMC and REMD methods produce minimum energy clusters in
which the molecules are well-stacked, as indicated by the high (> 1) CNtotal values consistent
across all cluster sizes and compositions. In all cases, the larger molecules (CIR and OVA)
have higher CN values than the corresponding smaller molecules (COR and PYR), suggesting
that they are less likely to be found on the surface of the cluster. The CNlarge values are above
one, corresponding to each molecule experiencing close interaction with two other molecules,
indicating a stacked structure. The CNsmall values are smaller, corresponding to surface
molecules only located near one other molecule. Likewise, the rsmall values are nearly always
larger than the rlarge values, describing clusters in which the smaller molecules are found
further away from the cluster centre than large molecules. This agreement between the two
methods provides an independent confirmation of the REMD-derived conclusion that low
energy heterogeneous PAH clusters favour a partitioning of molecule sizes with the larger
PAHs in the cluster centre and thus also confirms that the position potential implemented in
the REMD simulations to prevent evaporation in the high energy replicas did not considerably
affect the results observed in the low energy replicas.
Computational expense is reported in Table 6.2 to provide an approximate cost comparison
between the SEMC and REMD simulation methods. This highlights the chief strength of
the SEMC method since it is able to produce low energy structures using significantly less
computational power than REMD, requiring only 8–13% of the computer time for the clusters
studied. The SEMC method provides a means of determining the low energy configurations
of homogeneous and heterogeneous aromatic clusters using significantly fewer computational
resources than previous methods. This allows the simulation of aromatic clusters without the
use of extensive supercomputing facilities, as required with REMD.
6.3.3 Evaluation of complex PAH clusters
Two additional systems are considered to further illustrate the potential of the SEMC method:
clusters containing nine different molecule types and a cluster containing 150 molecules of
three different molecule types.
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Table 6.2 Final intermolecular energy (Eint , kJ/mol), average radial distance (r, nm), coordi-
nation number (CN), and computation run time (CPU kilohours) of heterogeneous cluster
systems from SEMC and REMD simulations. Values are obtained from post-simulation
minimised clusters to allow comparison between the SEMC and REMD methods. The
subscripts refer to the large (CIR, OVA) and small (COR, PYR) molecule types within each


















SEMC -2220 -4650 -16100 -1320 -2920 -9420
REMD – -4870 -15800 – -2900 -10900
% difference – 5 2 – 1 15
rlarge
SEMC 0.82 1.05 1.76 0.79 0.97 1.55
REMD – 1.02 1.57 – 0.89 1.38
% difference – 3 11 – 9 12
rsmall
SEMC 1.02 1.35 1.86 0.86 1.07 1.49
REMD – 1.42 2.11 – 1.23 1.74
% difference – 5 13 – 14 15
CNlarge
SEMC 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.4
REMD – 2.0 2.0 – 2.0 1.8
% difference – 5 16 – 22 25
CNsmall
SEMC 1.0 0.81 0.68 0.88 0.56 0.52
REMD – 1.1 1.1 – 0.56 0.68
% difference – 30 47 – 0 27
CNtotal
SEMC 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.2
REMD – 1.7 1.8 – 1.5 1.4
% difference – 13 18 – 7 15
CPU khours
SEMC 0.12 0.43 4.48 0.04 0.24 2.10
REMD – 5.32 56.2 – 1.80 23.0
% difference – 170 170 – 153 167
REMD requires significant computational resources, especially when considering heteroge-
neous clusters containing molecules of dissimilar sizes. This is because the difference in
melting point of the constituent molecules demands a larger temperature range and thus an
increase in the number of replicas required within the REMD method. SEMC simulations
have no such dependency on the molecular melting points, allowing this method to consider
a diverse set of heterogeneous clusters at a significantly lower cost than REMD. Thus there
is great potential to use the SEMC method for highly inhomogeneous systems, which are
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believed to be representative of particles found in real environments [320, 292]. As an
example, Figure 6.6(a-c) shows the minimum energy arrangements of clusters containing
9 molecule types at three different cluster sizes. These results show similar behaviour to
the binary heterogeneous clusters discussed previously, with stacked columnar structures
dominating. The larger molecules also reside in the centre of these stacks and the smaller
molecules reside around the outside, engaging in T-shaped interactions.
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 6.6 Complex PAH clusters evaluated by the SEMC method. Minimimum en-
ergy clusters containing 9 aromatic molecules of varying sizes: benzene (dark green),
naphthalene (cyan), anthracene (purple), tetracene (pink), pentacene (light green),
pyrene (red), coronene (orange), ovalene (blue), circumcoronene (silver), denoted as
BENxNAPxANTxTETxPENxPYRxCORxOVAxCIRx, are shown containing (a) one of each
molecule type, x = 1; (b) three of each molecule type, x = 3; and (c) five of each molecule
type, x = 5. The large OVA50COR50PYR50 cluster is shown in (d).
A large cluster containing 150 molecules of OVA, COR, and PYR is evaluated to show the
potential of the SEMC method to study systems above the reasonable size limit using the
REMD method. The minimum energy structure of this heterogeneous cluster is shown in
Figure 6.6(d). The molecular CN values, CNOVA = 1.22, CNCOR = 0.92, and CNPYR = 0.54,
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indicate that the larger molecules more readily form stacks within the centre of the cluster
than the smaller molecules, a result consistent with previous cluster structures.
Further work should be done to benchmark and improve the SEMC method. For example,
the degree of stacking of the molecules may be tuned using the convergence criteria, defined
as the maximum force less than a specified limit, however this may increase the required
simulation time and one can also expect convergence problems due to accumulation of
numerical errors. In addition, the molecular isoPAHAP minimisation is the slowest step
in the SEMC process and it is observed that a significant amount of computational time is
spent at the end for a small decrease in system energy, as an outcome of relatively negligible
modification of the molecular configuration. There is therefore potential to increase the
overall speed of the SEMC process by implementing a less strict convergence criteria for the
molecular minimisation.
6.4 Conclusions
The Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo method is developed in order to efficiently determine
minimum energy configurations of clusters containing aromatic molecules. The SEMC
method builds on the framework of the basin-hopping method, in which a system is evaluated
through a series of random perturbations and minimisations, through the addition of an
intermediate sphere encapsulation of the molecules. The SEMC method is able to provide
low energy cluster configurations of homogeneous coronene clusters in agreement with
existing global minimisation methods.
The arrangements of PAHs in heterogeneous clusters are explored using the SEMC method.
Binary PAH clusters containing up to 100 molecules present a parallel stacks motif, similar to
the herringbone structure seen in bulk PAHs. The maximisation of carbon-carbon interactions
dominates the arrangements formed, leading to smaller PAHs capping the ends of otherwise
homogeneous stacks of larger PAHs. This agrees with previous work on small heterogeneous
clusters and replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations. Minimum cluster energies
are accurate to within 5% of REMD results using only a tenth of the computing resources.
The SEMC method is also used to explore several complex PAH clusters beyond the scope of
existing computational methods. In addition to its ability to determine good system minima
with a fraction of the computational expense used previously, the SEMC method does not re-
quire additional constraints or large temperature ranges as required within REMD, and could
be useful for generating minima to determine further system information such as transition
state paths. The SEMC method provides a novel method of implementing a stochastic method
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to determine low energy arrangements of aromatic clusters with significantly fewer resources
than existing methods, useful for evaluating nanostructures present in PAH environments
such as combustion particulates and interstellar dust.
Chapter 7
A new potential for curved PAHs and its
application to particle self-assembly
A potential able to capture the properties and interactions of curved poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAHs) was developed and used to inves-
tigate the nucleation behaviour and structure of nascent soot particles.
The flexoelectric charge polarisation of cPAHs caused by pentagon inte-
gration was included through the introduction of off-site virtual atoms,
and enhanced dispersion interaction parameters were fitted. The electric
polarisation and intermolecular interactions of cPAHs were accurately
reproduced compared to ab initio calculations. This potential was used
within molecular dynamics simulations to examine the homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation behaviour of the cPAH corannulene and pla-
nar PAH coronene across a range of temperatures relevant to combustion.
The enhanced interactions between cPAHs and potassium ions resulted in
significant and rapid nucleation of stable clusters compared to all other
systems, highlighting their importance in soot nucleation. In addition, the
resulting cPAH clusters present morphologies distinct from the stacked
planar PAH clusters.
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Highlights:
• A new intermolecular potential, curPAHIP, is developed for curved polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons.
• Molecular dynamics simulations show the clustering behaviour of corannulene and
coronene with and without potassium ions across a range of temperatures.
• Systems containing corannulene and ions show significant clustering compared to all
others, highlighting the importance of interactions between polar curved aromatics and
ions.
• The morphologies of clusters containing curved PAHs show a "flower” motif in contrast
to the "propeller” and stacked motifs of planar PAHs.
The work presented in this chapter was published as a paper in Combustion Science and
Technology by Bowal et al. [44].
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7.1 Introduction
The formation of soot particles is a complex chemical and physical process that involves
gas phase chemistry of reactive precursor species and subsequent particle processes. The
transition between gas phase molecules to solid particles is the least well understood aspect
of soot formation. Proposed physical nucleation mechanisms suggest that dimerisation of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) plays a pivotal role, but the reversibility of this
process, the high concentration of PAHs required, and the weak intermolecular interactions
at high temperatures present difficulties [98, 352, 71]. Similarly, posited chemical inception
mechanisms, which suggest stabilisation of nucleating particles by the formation of aliphatic
links between aromatic molecules, do not fully describe all of the observed systems since
they require a significant amount of hydrogen radicals and the predicted nascent particles
have a much lower C/H ratio than is found in flames [352].
It was proposed that interactions between curved PAHs (cPAHs) and ions may play a
significant role in soot formation [217, 216]. Curved aromatics, which differ from their
planar counterparts through the integration of non-hexagonal rings into their predominately
hexagonal arrangement, are found to comprise a significant portion of young soot parti-
cles [40, 350, 216]. This non-planar structure has been shown to produce significant polarity
in otherwise non-polar molecules. For example, coronene and corannulene are both PAHs
consisting of a single concentric arrangement of aromatic rings, although in contrast to the
planar coronene molecule corannulene is curved due to a central pentagonal ring. Coronene
is non-polar while corannulene has a dipole moment of 2.07 Debye [210], which is similar
to that of water at 1.85 Debye [298] (although a better comparison is made with the local
dipole moment at the pentagonal site of corannulene which is ≈1.63 Debye given in pre-
vious analysis [221]). This charge polarisation is primarily due to the strain-induced shift
of the electron density from the concave to convex side of the curved molecule, known as
the flexoelectric effect [221]. Experimental and computational work has determined that a
representative nucleating soot molecule contains 15 rings, two of which are pentagons, and
has a dipole moment of 5.32 Debye [216].
The unique electrical properties of curved aromatics allow them to interact strongly with ions,
which has been recently explored for its potential in supramolecular and materials chemistry
applications [109, 367]. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that the
binding energy between a typical curved soot molecule and the chemi-ion C3H
+
3 is 150–
170 kJ/mol, suggesting that these interactions are strong enough to stabilise a small cluster of
1–1.5 nm at flame nucleating temperatures (1300–1500 K) [216, 124]. Experimental evidence
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showing increased physical clustering with cations also supports an ionic mechanism of soot
particle formation [53, 54]. Ion-dipole, dipole-dipole, and dipole-induced-dipole interactions
between cPAHs and ions are long-ranged, with the former scaling with the reciprocal of the
separation distance squared, and the other two as the inverse separation cubed and to the
sixth power respectively. These long-range interactions are likely to be especially significant
in combustion systems where species are present in low concentrations. Previous work has
provided insight into these molecules and their interactions using electron microscopy and
electronic structure calculations [216], but it remains unknown what effect these enhanced
interactions have in a large system containing many cPAHs and ions. In order to develop more
detailed understanding of the role of cPAHs and ions in the formation and structure of nascent
soot particles, the simulation of dynamic systems is required to investigate the temperature
dependent behaviour of cPAHs and ions and the morphology of resulting nanoparticles.
Molecular dynamics uses classical mechanics to study the movement and behaviour of
molecular systems over time and provides valuable information about molecular interactions
and arrangements of nascent soot particles [327, 64, 63, 165, 132, 71, 102]. These simulations
require an accurate description of the interactions between constituent components, typically
provided by an atom-atom potential in which the interaction energy at each point in time
is calculated as a sum of pairwise interactions between atoms. An isotropic PAH potential
(isoPAHAP) was developed using high accuracy intermolecular interaction energies from
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory based on density functional theory (SAPT(DFT)) [232,
154, 259] to provide an accurate description of intermolecular interactions of PAHs [324, 327].
This potential was an improvement from previous general hydrocarbon potentials, such as the
Lennard-Jones [334] and Williams’ [361, 362] (W99) potentials, particularly at the T-shaped
dimer geometries [324, 252].
The isoPAHAP potential uses atom-centred, molecule-specific point charge models derived
from a transferable distributed multipole model involving both charges and quadrupoles to
describe the electrostatic properties of PAHs [325]. This atom-centred charge-only repre-
sentation is suitable for moderately sized planar PAH molecules for which the electrostatic
interaction dominantly arises from the terminal groups where it can be modelled using
atom-centred charges. In such systems there are no substantial local dipole terms within the
PAH and the contributions from the quadrupolar terms are relatively minor compared to the
dispersion and exchange-repulsion contributions. Consequently this model has been used
successfully in a number of studies of PAH systems [64, 63, 132, 252]. However in cPAH
molecules, strain at the carbon sites results in charge polarisation through the flexoelectric
effect, and this leads to the formation of local dipole moments at the carbon atoms in the
interior of the molecule. These dipole moments cannot be captured by the atom-centred
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charge models used in the isoPAHAP model. For example, the isoPAHAP charge model
incorrectly models the electrostatic potential around the curved corannulene molecule, as
shown in Figure 7.2a. The dipole moment is found to be 1.73 Debye, significantly reduced
from the calculated and experimentally determined values of 2.07 Debye [221]. An improved
description of the electrostatic potential is provided by the distributed multipole expan-
sion, which describes the charge distribution of a molecule using atom-centred multipole
functions [310, 309], but this is computationally expensive to use and not widely imple-
mented in molecular dynamics software. In order to examine systems containing curved
aromatics, a new potential needs to be developed that describes the flexoelectric effects in a
computationally efficient and readily usable implementation.
This chapter aims to study the role of cPAHs and ions in stabilising nascent soot particles
by investigating their clustering behaviour using an accurate intermolecular potential. In
Section 7.2 an intermolecular potential (curPAHIP) is developed that is able to capture the
flexoelectric effect and enhanced interactions of cPAHs and ions. Simple interaction energies
for the small cPAH corannulene are compared with ab initio calculations. In Section 7.3, the
curPAHIP potential is used within molecular dynamics simulations to provide information
on homogeneous and ion-induced heterogeneous nucleation of corannulene, in comparison
to analogous systems containing the planar coronene molecule. Clustering behaviour and
resulting morphologies are explored across a range of temperatures relevant to soot formation.
These results provide insight into how the interactions between cPAHs and ions affect the
formation and structure of soot nanoparticles and provide valuable information towards
expanding current soot models.
7.2 Developing a potential for curved PAHs
7.2.1 Determining the electrostatic potential
The isotropic all-atom isoPAHAP potential is used as the foundation for developing a potential
able to describe curved PAHs. The form of the isoPAHAP potential, and also corresponding
to the curPAHIP potential, is described in Equation 3.3.
In this chapter the cPAH corannulene (C20H10), consisting of five hexagonal rings surround-
ing a pentagonal ring, is used as a representative cPAH. Although it is likely too small to
contribute significantly to soot nucleation at flame temperatures [216], it provides a good
starting point for the development of a cPAH potential with a distinct benefit of having
been studied in previous ab initio studies. To incorporate the charge distribution created
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by curving a PAH, off-site point charges are added to the molecule description in a method
similar to the multiple site models of water [27, 178]. These mass-less virtual sites are
fixed at a distance of 0.047 nm directly above each of the pentagonal carbons on the convex
surface of the cPAH, as seen in Figure 7.1. This distance and the corresponding point charge
values, found in Appendix B, were optimised to match DFT calculations which provide a
good description of the electric potential around corannulene [221]. This was done using
the MULFIT programme, which fits atomic charges through a systematic reduction of the
distributed multipole expansion [106].
(a) Side view (b) Top view
Fig. 7.1 Geometry of the curved PAH corannulene (C20H10) with added off-site charges fixed
above the pentagonal carbons. Carbon atoms are shown in grey, hydrogen atoms are shown
in white, and off-site charges are shown in red.
This modified molecule description allows the dipole moment of corannulene to increase
from 1.73 Debye (using fitted atom-centred charges [221]) to a value of 2.14 Debye, in
reasonable agreement (< 4% difference) with the known dipole moment of corannulene.
Figure 7.2b shows that the electrostatic potential around corannulene after including the
off-site point charge description is in good agreement with DFT results.
The use of the OPLS-AA forcefield for the intramolecular forces produces a geometry in
good agreement to the corannulene structure determined by X-ray crystallography [255]
and DFT calculations [221]. Corannulene is known to invert at room temperature [295],
however molecules are considered rigid in these simulations since an inversion would require
a coupling of the atomic charges with the geometry change. This inversion barrier rapidly
increases as rings are added and therefore this model is appropriate for studying the interaction
of ions and large curved arenes, which are observed in the flame [216].
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Fig. 7.2 Comparison of the electrostatic potential of corannulene calculated using DFT (red)
and a potential description for implementation in molecular simulations (black). (a) shows
the isoPAHAP potential using atom-centred charges. (b) shows the curPAHIP potential in
which the electrostatic potential more closely matches the DFT results by using off-site
charges.
7.2.2 Dimer binding energies
The binding energy of a corannulene dimer was assessed as a function of the dimer separation
distance using several potential descriptions and the results are shown in Figure 7.3. The
bowl-to-bowl “sandwich” configuration was considered since this is likely to be a low energy
dimer configuration and SAPT(DFT) interaction energies are available [49]. All evaluations
of the intermolecular potentials were performed using the ORIENT programme [311].
From Figure 7.3 it is evident that the interaction energy is significantly underestimated
using the isoPAHAP potential. Some disagreement could be expected because, as discussed
previously, the atom-centred charges used in the isoPAHAP potential underestimate the
flexoelectric effect. However changing the electrostatic model in the isoPAHAP potential to
a full multipole model derived specifically for corannulene or adding off-site charges do not
cause a significant improvement in the interaction energies and the error remains large at the
energy minimum separation. This is because the presence of pentagonal rings increases the
dispersion interaction of the molecule by about 20%. This increase is known to occur for
curved carbon nanostructures [126].
We have addressed this difference through a re-optimisation of the relevant isoPAHAP
parameters, specifically the dispersion coefficients (C6,ab) and shape function (ρab), to result
in the curPAHIP model. The parameters were simultaneously refitted using SAPT(DFT)
energies, which were weighted as in Totton et al. [324] in order to favour more negative
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Fig. 7.3 Interaction energy versus separation distance for a corannulene dimer determined
from SAPT(DFT) calculations [49], the isoPAHAP potential, the PAHAP potential with full
multipoles, the isoPAHAP potential with off-site charges, and the isoPAHAP potential with
off-site charges and re-fitted dispersion parameters (curPAHIP).
energies and thus ensure an accurate potential well. Harmonic constraints were used to
prevent the parameters of curPAHIP from deviating too far from the corresponding isoPAHAP
values. The resulting parameters are shown in Table 7.1 (SI units provided in Appendix B),
and provide a weighted root mean square residual energy of 1.30 kJ/mol. Following Misquitta
and Stone [233] the dispersion damping term β is not fitted but is defined through the
molecular vertical ionisation energy I as β = 2(2I)1/2. β = 1.50 a.u. is obtained using the
value of I for corannulene [288].
Table 7.1 Parameters of curPAHIP in a.u.
Atom pair ρ α C6
C C 5.6563 1.8783 30.282
C H 4.9320 1.7560 12.604
H H 4.1187 1.4043 5.2179
As can be seen in Figure 7.3, the curPAHIP potential is able to capture the interaction
behaviour of corannulene using off-site point charges and optimised dispersion parameters.
7.2.3 K+ binding energies
SAPT(DFT) results of corannulene dimers show that induction energy, defined as the attrac-
tive energy due to the electron density of a molecule distorting in response to the electric
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field of another nearby molecule, is a very small component of the interaction, contributing
to only 4% of the attractive energy [49]. The curPAHIP potential, like isoPAHAP, does not
model the induction energy (a combination of the classical polarisation and charge-transfer
energies) as separate term, but instead absorbs the effects of the second-order induction
into the dispersion and exchange-repulsion parameters. This is reasonable when the in-
duction energy is a relatively small component of the total interaction energy, as it is in
the interactions of both planar and curved PAH molecules. However the induction plays a
significant role when ion interactions are involved, with energy contributions equal to or
greater than those from the electrostatic component [331, 215, 293]. Incorporating a physical
term that includes dynamic polarisation and charge-transfer into atomic models comes at a
very high computational cost due to the need for local coordinate systems for each atomic
multipole, iterative solving of mutually induced dipoles, and the increased complexity of
intra- and intermolecular terms. Instead it is sometimes possible to include polarisation
effects indirectly within non-polarisable potentials with fixed charges by computing a set
of polarised point charges obtained by treating the surrounding molecules in an average
manner, typically via the introduction of a dielectric with suitable dielectric constant. Models
obtained in this manner can be expected to be limited in that they are only applicable to the
system they are designed for and the effective charge model is valid only for large-scale
homogeneous systems.
A similar strategy was employed here and an effective interaction model was developed for
a system containing potassium ions, K+, and corannulene molecules. An effective charge
model may not be appropriate for a heterogeneous system such as this since the molecular
environment, and thus the polarisation, is not fixed but varies in space. Therefore an effective
interaction model was developed by altering the exchange-repulsion and dispersion terms
in a Lennard-Jones potential form. This was done in a fitting procedure initialised from
the OPLS-AA parameters for K+ [172]. Ensuring accurate binding energies was prioritised
and so the K+ parameters were fit to the maximum binding energy of corannulene and K+
determined from hybrid DFT with an empirical dispersion correction (B97D/cc-pVTZ),
which has been found to accurately describe binding energies of Na+-benzene interaction to
within 1.3 kJ/mol compared with CCSD(T)/CBS calculations [240]. The resulting parameters,
σ = 9.64 and ε = 3.43×10−8 a.u. (SI units provided in Appendix B), provide an interaction
energy of −87.7 kJ/mol. This agrees well with the binding energy of −88 kJ/mol determined
from B97D. However the model results in a reduced equilibrium separation distance of 0.25
nm compared to 0.29 nm from DFT calculations. The underestimation of the separation
provided by this fit is considered acceptable for the work discussed here since its potential
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consequences, such as increasing steric effects and corannulene-corannulene repulsion within
clusters, result in a conservative estimate of K+-corannulene interactions and clustering.
7.3 Nucleation simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the homogeneous and ion-induced
heterogeneous nucleation of the small curved aromatic molecule corannulene (C20H10, 250
g/mol) and its planar counterpart coronene (C24H12, 300 g/mol). The clustering behaviour
and resulting morphologies were explored over a range of flame relevant temperatures. As
the smallest curved PAH, corannulene is often used as a model molecule for fullerene-like
species [29]. Thus its molecular properties, such as boiling and melting points, are established
and it provides a useful system for assessing the behaviour of cPAHs in flames. Corannulene
has been found to be present in flames [194], however its clustering effectiveness is expected
to be less significant than those for larger curved molecules prevalent in sooting environments
due to its weaker interaction energy. Potassium is readily ionised in a flame and has been
shown to impact soot nucleation through the production of higher particle numbers and
smaller particle sizes [145, 82, 300]. Due to this known influence and the straightforward
incorporation of the spherical potassium cation within an atomic model, K+ provides a
representative cation useful for exploring the interactions of cPAHs and ions in a large
dynamic system. This system thus presents an exploratory study comparing the interactions
of small curved and planar PAHs with and without cations.
7.3.1 Molecular dynamics methods
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the software GROMACS 5.1.4 [4]
according to a similar methodology detailed in previous work [327]. One thousand PAH
molecules (coronene or corannulene) with and without the same number of potassium ions
were randomly placed in a periodic box. This ratio and large number of molecules en-
sured proper statistics of molecular interactions and cluster stability. A concentration of
2×1018 cm−3 allowed experimentally relevant processes to be observed in the simulation
timescale, as described in Totton et al. [327]. A two-step minimisation process using the
steepest descent and low-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno approaches removed
any excess energy caused by the initial arrangement. Canonical simulations, defined by main-
taining a constant number of atoms, system volume, and temperature, were then conducted
for 1 ns with a timestep of 1 fs using a velocity Verlet integrator. A chain of 10 Nosé-Hoover
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thermostats was used for temperature control and intermolecular cut-offs were set to 3.0 nm.
Electrostatic interactions were calculated at long range using particle-mesh Ewald summation.
Intramolecular forces were determined using the OPLS-AA force field for molecule bonds,
angles, dihedral and improper dihedral angles [179]. The isoPAHAP potential was used
to describe the coronene interactions while the newly developed curPAHIP intermolecu-
lar potential was used to describe corannulene interactions and enhanced Lennard-Jones
parameters defined the interactions between K+ and corannulene.
The clustering behaviour and resulting morphologies were explored at 500, 750, 1000, and
1500 K. Clusters were identified using a previous methodology that was shown to provide a
suitable measure of stable clusters for PAHs ranging from 4 to 19 rings in size [327]. This
means that PAH molecules must be within 1.2 nm of each other for at least 20 ps to be
considered bound in a cluster. Collision efficiencies and lifetimes were calculated to provide
an assessment of nucleation propensity and stability of formed clusters. It is important to note
that in this analysis a cluster must contain at least two PAHs, i.e. a single PAH interacting
with an ion is not considered to be a cluster. Finally, cluster sizes and morphologies were
also discussed.
7.3.2 Clustering over time
Figure 7.4 shows the extent of clustering for each system over time. The degree of clustering
decreases with increasing temperature such that for all systems clusters are formed at 500 K
but no lasting clusters are formed at 1500 K. At 500, 750, and 1000 K the coronene, coronene
with K+, and corannulene systems all experience a similar extent of clustering. This similarity
between homogeneous corannulene and coronene systems is unsurprising since they have
very similar binding energies (−65.7 kJ/mol for a coronene dimer [257] and −65.9 kJ/mol
for a corannulene dimer [49]). The clustering propensity of coronene molecules is unaffected
by the inclusion of cations in the system, in agreement with electronic structure calculations
that suggest the π-cation interactions are not strong enough to impact clustering of planar
PAHs [65].
In contrast, corannulene molecules with K+ ions experience significantly more clustering
than all other systems, with an increase of about 50% above the other systems at 500 K, 95%
above at 750 K, and 92% above at 1000 K. The degree of corannulene clustering with K+
is in fact very similar to that of the much larger ovalene molecule (C32H14, 398 g/mol) in a
homogeneous system [327]. Of particular interest is the fact that this enhanced clustering
occurs to a significant degree even at 750 and 1000 K, which is above the sublimation point
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of corannulene at 640 K [68]. The number of clusters formed as a function of the simulation
time (not shown) shows the same trends as those seen when examining the percentage of
molecules clustered over time, indicating that the increase in clustering is primarily due to
the formation of new clusters instead of cluster growth.
(a) 500 K (b) 750 K
(c) 1000 K (d) 1500 K
Fig. 7.4 Extent of molecules clustered over time for corannulene (red) and coronene (blue)
systems at (a) 500 K, (b) 750 K, (c) 1000 K, and (d) 1500 K. Solid lines represent systems
with potassium ions present and dashed lines indicate systems containing no potassium ions.
Inset figures provide a closer look at the clustering trends at high temperatures.
7.3.3 Collision efficiency
Further cluster statistics were evaluated to understand how these ion-cPAH interactions are
able to increase the amount of clustering seen. Collision efficiency is defined as the number
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of successful collisions over the total number of collisions and thus indicates the “stickiness”
of the interacting components.
Collision efficiencies for all the systems and temperatures studied in this chapter are shown in
Figure 7.5a. Collision efficiencies decrease significantly with temperature since the increased
kinetic energy serves to both increase the total number of collisions and decrease the ability
for the molecules to bind strongly. The collision efficiency is the highest for corannulene
molecules with K+ ions, with a value above that observed for significantly larger planar
PAHs [327]. As seen in the degree of clustering over time, the inclusion of K+ ions in the
system containing coronene molecules has minimal effect on the cluster behaviour at all
temperatures studied. This is due to the weak bonding between the planar PAHs and cations
and indicates that the ions do not act as seeds around which the clusters of planar PAHs form.
In the simulation trajectories, few coronene molecules were observed to interact with the
potassium ions even at 500 K, whereas a significant portion of corannulene molecules are
bound to a cation at that temperature.
Interestingly the nature of the high collision efficiency for corannulene systems containing
K+ ions is not the same across all temperatures studied. Above 1000 K the total number
of collisions is similar between all the systems and so this high efficiency comes from a
significantly higher number of successful collisions. This highlights the importance of the
ion-cPAH interaction in promoting nucleation at high temperatures. The inverse is true at
500 K: the number of successful collisions is relatively consistent across systems but the
total number of collision events is more than 50% lower for corannulene with ions. This
may be because clustering occurs more rapidly in the corannulene and K+ system. Due
to its larger mass, the average velocity of a cluster is lower than that of a single molecule
at a given temperature, so an increase in the number of clusters reduces movement within
the system and results in fewer collision opportunities. In addition, at low temperatures
repulsive interactions between ions and polar cPAHs may play a significant role and prevent
the short-lived cluster formation seen when weak dispersive interactions dominate the system.
This is supported by the average cluster lifetimes reported in Figure 7.5b, discussed in more
detail later. At 750 K the number of successful collisions is approximately 275% higher
and the number of total collisions is about 30% lower for corannulene with K+ compared to
the other systems. These results show the ability of ions to promote clustering efficiency of
cPAHs across a wide range of temperatures.
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(c) Maximum cluster size
Fig. 7.5 Cluster properties over 1 ns simulations containing planar or curved PAHs with
and without K+ ions. (a) provides collision efficiencies, (b) reports average cluster lifetimes,
and (c) presents maximum cluster sizes. Systems containing corannulene are shown in red,
systems containing coronene are shown in blue, and the hatching indicates systems without
K+ ions present.
7.3.4 Cluster lifetimes
Cluster lifetimes show the stability of clusters after they are formed, which is crucial in the
understanding of soot formation. Average cluster lifetimes, shown in Figure 7.5b, decrease
with temperature in all cases as expected. At low temperature (500 K), cluster lifetimes are
long with some clusters lasting for nearly the entire simulation lifetime in all systems studied.
At higher temperatures (750 K, 1000 K) the cluster lifetimes of corannulene molecules with
K+ ions are significantly higher than for other systems. At 1500 K, the average lifetimes of
all systems studied are very low. Corannulene without ions exhibits slightly smaller cluster
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lifetimes compared to homogeneous coronene, as expected according to its molecular weight.
However the average cluster lifetimes are much higher for corannulene with K+ than for all
the other systems, with an increase of up to 375%. These results show that at temperatures
below 1500 K, the presence of the ion is significant in promoting long cluster stabilisation
for corannulene molecules.
7.3.5 Cluster sizes and morphologies
Figure 7.5c shows the maximum cluster size obtained over the simulations studied. The
maximum cluster sizes decrease as the simulation temperature increases such that only
occasional dimers are formed at 1500 K. Despite significantly higher collision efficiencies
for systems containing corannulene and K+ ions compared to the other systems studied, their
maximum cluster sizes are relatively similar. This indicates that for the simulation length
considered here, the presence of ions has a more significant role in nucleation compared
to cluster growth. Figure 7.6 provides snapshots of the maximum clusters formed at each
temperature within the systems containing corannulene and K+ ions.
500 K 750 K
1000 K 1500 K
Fig. 7.6 Maximum clusters and complexes formed in simulations containing corannulene
molecules and K+ ions at 500, 750, 1000, and 1500 K. At the highest temperature (1500 K)
dimers are rare and short-lived, so the more common and stable complex of K+ and corannu-
lene is shown here. Carbon atoms are shown in grey, hydrogen in white, and potassium in
purple. Off-site virtual atoms are not shown.
The morphologies of clusters formed from cPAHs are significantly different than those made
up of planar PAHs. Figure 7.7 shows cluster snapshots at 500 K for corannulene and coronene
simulations with K+ ions. These images indicate the typical and maximum cluster sizes over
time and show observed cluster motifs.





Fig. 7.7 Coronene and corannulene clusters formed at 500 K in the presence of K+ ions at
100, 500, and 1000 ps. Expected arrangements of large clusters after an extended simulation
without ions are shown for coronene [64] and corannulene molecules (bottom). Carbon
atoms are shown in grey, hydrogen in white, and potassium in purple. Off-site virtual atoms
are not shown.
Coronene molecules initially interact with K+ ions in some cases although these interactions
appear short lived and homogeneous clusters are more readily formed at 500 K. Homoge-
neous clusters primarily form single stacks, with some T-shaped interactions observed. Once
a cluster grows to about four or five molecules, an ion is usually integrated into the struc-
ture. The planar PAHs cluster around the ion in a “propeller” motif, a staggered triangular
arrangement which allows the cluster to be stabilised by cation-π and CH-π interactions.
A maximum of three coronene molecules form the first solvation shell around the ion and
dispersion interactions allow π-π stacking of further molecules.
In contrast to coronene, almost all corannulene dimers and clusters contain K+ ions from
very early in the simulation. The majority of K+-corannulene interactions occur on the
convex side of the curved molecule and only a few cases in which the K+ interacts with the
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concave surface are observed. This is in agreement with DFT results, which found that the
K+-corannulene complex is more stable when the cation is on the convex surface compared
to the concave side [55]. The alignment of corannulene molecules around K+ maximises
electrostatic interactions. The first solvation shell around the ion consists of three or four
molecules, with their convex surfaces pointing towards the ion - a “flower” motif. This
arrangement allows for further interactions with additional molecules, held together by a
combination of dispersion and electrostatic interactions, to form shifted stacks extending out
from the ion. Up to four corannulene molecules are able to bind strongly with a cation in
contrast to the three molecules found for small planar PAHs [65].
An additional simulation of corannulene without K+ ions was conducted for 10 ns at 500 K
to provide a preliminary expected morphology of a large cluster of cPAHs for comparison
with the known structure of large clusters of planar PAHs used in many previous molecular
modelling studies investigating soot properties. Due to strong dispersive interactions, a
tightly stacked structure is favoured for low energy clusters of planar PAHs, such as the
coronene cluster containing 50 molecules shown in Figure 7.7 obtained from Chen et al. [64].
In contrast, the large corannulene cluster shown here presents a more amorphous arrangement
containing many disordered stacks containing 2–4 molecules. The cPAHs are often aligned
with curved bowls slightly shifted or arranged such that neighbouring molecules alternate in
direction. These motifs are similar to those seen in studies examining the packing structure
of solid state cPAHs [110]. π-π and electrostatic interactions promote the formation of small
stacks, while the flexoelectric dipole enhances the CH-π interactions between the positively
charged rim of one molecule and the negative π-surface of its neighbour which promote
arrangements in which molecules are perpendicular to each other. The combination of these
two interaction types serves to stabilise the three-dimensional structure of the corannulene
cluster. This initial insight suggests that cPAHs promote a spherical cluster arrangement
more similar to the concentric-ringed structure observed in microscopy images of soot [10]
but further work needs to be done to characterise the structure of cPAH clusters.
7.4 Discussion
No significant clusters were formed at 1500 K, indicating that even with stronger ion-cPAH
interactions compared to planar PAHs, corannulene cannot contribute substantially to soot
particle nucleation at flame temperatures. However, corannulene molecules did cluster
around cations above their melting point, which suggests that the interactions between
cPAHs and ions promote the nucleation process at high temperatures. This effect is expected
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to be increased with larger cPAHs and smaller chemi-ions. Larger cPAHs have stronger
electrostatic and dispersion interactions due to their larger dipole moment and molecule
size, and this may provide sufficient additional binding energy to stabilise a cluster at flame
temperatures. In addition, the binding energy between a corannulene molecule and K+ ion
is weaker than with a smaller cation due to a decrease in induction, a larger distribution of
charge over the ion, and steric repulsion, particularly between the concave surface and large
K+ ion [215]. This is especially significant because for small cations the binding energy
is greater between the cation and the concave surface of a cPAH compared to the convex
surface, and this effect increases as the size of the cPAH increases [55]. The fact that a small
cation binds very readily to the concave surface of a larger cPAH is supported by the high
interaction energy (−170 kJ/mol) of a 15-ringed cPAH with C3H +3 [216]. This arrangement
would perhaps result in a nucleus structure which more closely resembles the experimentally
observed seeds of primary soot particles from which an onion-like structure forms.
The models used in this study are based on accurate ab inito data, but they have important
shortcomings: first, the present version of the curPAHIP potential does not take into account
the increased polarisation of the cPAHs in proximity with the cation. This could be accounted
for using an explicitly polarisable model, but while such models can be developed, and
indeed have been for smaller organic molecules [234], this development was not pursued here
to the increased computational cost of polarisable models. Second, while the cation-cPAH
model used here is reasonable, the use of DFT as the reference and the too-short minimum
configuration obtained with the model both lead to uncertainties; in particular, the latter error
would lead to an increased steric repulsion between the cPAHs directly interacting with the
cation. It is quite possible that a more advanced model, and one more carefully fitted to
accurate ab initio data, will lead to more binding in systems such as those studied here.
Nevertheless, this chapter clearly illustrates the importance of considering the enhanced
interactions present in curved carbon systems and provides insight into how the interactions
between curved carbon molecules and ions affect the formation and structure of particulates
in flames. Curvature has also been observed in many carbon structures such as glassy carbon,
activated carbon and carbon blacks [143, 142, 321] and it is anticipated that the curPAHIP
potential will be a valuable tool for describing the flexoelectric effect present in materials
relevant to many other applications such as gas storage, separations, and microelectronics.
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7.5 Conclusions
Curved PAHs containing five-membered rings are present in many carbon materials, including
soot. Modelling the interactions between these molecules presents a challenge due to the
flexoelectric dipole moment and enhanced dispersion interactions caused by the curvature. A
new potential, curPAHIP, was developed using the foundations of the previously developed
isoPAHAP potential. In this potential, the increased polarity of the cPAH is addressed with a
modified molecule description in which off-site point charges are added to the pentagonal
carbon atoms. This method was shown to properly describe the electrostatic potential
and flexoelectric dipole moment of the small cPAH corannulene. The dispersion and shape
function potential parameters were re-optimised to match SAPT(DFT) energies and enhanced
parameters were determined to include polarisation with K+ ion interactions.
We have demonstrated the value of the curPAHIP potential by applying it to a system relevant
to soot formation. The clustering behaviour of corannulene molecules with and without K+
ions was investigated using molecular dynamics and compared to analogous systems of the
planar coronene molecule from 500–1500 K. In comparing PAHs with similar sizes and
symmetry, the effects of curvature and cations in the nucleation of PAHs were highlighted.
The clustering behaviours of coronene, coronene with K+, and corannulene systems are
very similar for all properties examined. In comparison, enhanced interactions between
the polar corannulene molecules and K+ ions result in more rapid and abundant clustering,
higher collision efficiencies, and longer cluster lifetimes. The morphologies of corannulene
clusters present a concentric arrangement in which bowl-to-bowl and T-shaped interactions
are stabilised by dispersive and electrostatic interactions. This is different than the highly
stacked structure of planar PAHs and perhaps more representative of experimentally observed
soot particle structure. This chapter extends the current understanding of the role of planar
and curved PAHs and ions in soot particle formation and provides an intermolecular potential
valuable for the study of systems containing curved carbon.

Chapter 8
Structure of clusters containing curved
PAHs
The self-assembly and structure of nanoparticles containing curved poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (cPAHs) are investigated using
molecular modelling. These polar fullerene-like molecules are receiving in-
creased attention recently due to the steric and electronic properties caused
by the inclusion of five-membered ring(s) within their hexagonal lattice.
Here the curPAHIP potential is extended to describe the interactions be-
tween large cPAHs. It is then applied to molecular dynamics simulations
to produce equilibrated cPAH particles. Structural and energetic metrics,
including diameter, density, intermolecular spacing, coordination number,
alignment angle, radial distance, and energy values, are used to analyse
systems containing cPAHs of different sizes and ratios, and containing
flat PAHs or ions. Homogeneous cPAH particles are more tightly packed
than their flat PAH counterparts, with large cPAHs displaying stacked
columnar configurations absent in nanoparticles containing small cPAHs.
Mixing cPAHs of different sizes disrupts the ordered mesophase and forms
a core-shell structure in which the larger molecules make up the core and
the smaller molecules comprise the shell, although this partitioning is less
distinct compared to flat PAHs. In addition, the presence of flat PAHs
and ions within cPAH nanoparticles promotes distinct arrangements domi-
nated by weak dispersive interactions and strong electrostatic interactions,
respectively. This provides insight into nanoparticles containing curved
carbons relevant to applications in materials and combustion science.
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Highlights:
• Self-assembly is primarily dependent on cPAH size rather than particle size
• Different cPAH sizes disrupt mesophase formation and arrange in a core-shell particle
• Systems containing cPAHs and fPAHs self-assemble into janus particles
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The work presented in this chapter is being prepared for submission to Carbon.
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8.1 Introduction
Curved carbon structures are found in many materials including porous carbons, glassy
carbons, activated carbons [141, 218, 220], and combustion carbons [216]. For example,
high resolution transmission electron microscopy of energy-relevant carbon materials such
as coke and soot shows that a significant proportion (63% for young particles, 28-49% for
mature carbons) of the constituent molecules are curved [350, 374, 216]. This curvature is
predominantly caused by the presence of non-hexagonal rings, such as pentagons, within
a hexagonal lattice [217]. The resulting molecules, known as curved polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (cPAHs), have steric and electronic properties not present in defect-free car-
bon materials containing hexagonal structures only (flat polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
fPAHs). In particular, the curvature redistributes electronic charge in the π-cloud and causes
the molecules to possess a dipole moment due to the flexoelectric effect [221]. This al-
lows curved molecules to interact in long-range electrostatic interactions not present in
systems containing planar carbon molecules, while still retaining aromaticity and showing
considerable electron delocalisation [130, 88].
These qualities cause the presence of curved aromatic molecules to influence material
structure and properties. Curved molecules increase material porosity [141] and facilitate
stronger adsorbate-adsorbent interactions [221] which, combined with high polarisability
and high surface area, provide enhanced adsorption important for applications such as carbon
sequestration, gas storage, and separation [286]. Curved aromatics also possess a combination
of properties, including surface charge stabilisation, high charge mobility, significant dipole
moment, and small band gap [223] that make them excellent candidates for applications
such as optoelectronic devices, organic semiconductors, liquid crystals, electrodes, imaging
probes, and batteries [272]. For example, integrating corannulene inside insulating porous
scaffolds allows electronic properties to be tuned and results in a 10,000-fold conductivity
enhancement [269]. Flame-formed carbon nanoparticles show quantum dot behaviour [206];
quantum dots have shown great promise in bioimaging as well as photovoltaic and light
emitting applications due to their tunability, biocompatibility, luminosity, and solubility [371].
Accurately describing and characterising the self-assembly and nanostructure of curved
carbon materials is of interest to processes producing these desirable materials and also
more broadly since curvature is easily integrated even when unintended. Many ubiquitous
materials, such as combustion-produced pollutants [216], interstellar medium [210], and
graphite synthesised from mesophase pitch, are only fully characterised when the influence
of curvature is understood. In particular, the degree of molecular alignment to form columnar
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or stacked structures plays a significant role in the mechanical and electronic properties
of materials, such as high electron transport characteristics desirable for organic electron
devices [349] and the generation of graphisiting material. Previous work, including the
results from Chapter 4, shows that fPAHs assemble in a nanocluster with good molecular
alignment, forming an ordered mesophase [63]. In contrast, there is some evidence that
the presence of curved molecules contributes to a low degree of molecular ordering in a
material [374] and prevents graphitisation of carbonised material by disrupting the formation
of the mesophase [5].
Previous work on the structure and properties of materials containing polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons has focused on fPAHs [132, 64, 267, 152], with less attention given to cPAHs.
Electronic structure calculations show that there are significant interactions between nested
concave-to-convex homogeneous cPAH dimers [316, 49] and, as with fPAHs, cPAH in-
teractions are dominated by π-π dispersion interactions with weaker contributions from
CH-π electrostatic interactions. That being said, electrostatics are more significant for cPAH
interactions compared to non-polar fPAHs due to their permanent dipole moments [49, 171].
Different degrees of curvature result in increased or decreased cPAH dimer strengths, de-
pending on the interplay of geometry and electrostatic effects. Curvature is able to increase
interaction strength by decreasing C-C distances for increased dispersion interactions [183]
but very curved molecules can also experience increased steric hindrance [316, 217] and
increased exchange-repulsion that serve to destabilise the dimer [183, 316].
X-ray crystallography and density functional theory calculations have shown that the crystal
structure of cPAH systems are determined by an interplay of electrostatic and dispersive
forces, but predicting the packed structure of cPAHs is not straightforward. A molecule’s
dipole moment and molecule bowl depth are identified as significant factors, but do not have
clear threshold values that guarantee particular molecular arrangements [110]. In addition,
the size [363, 111], curvature [256, 46, 282], rigidity [315, 349], functionalisation [285], and
atomic composition [167] of cPAHs are known to influence their ability to form columnar
stacks in solid state. These systems often show large π-π overlap and staggered stacked
interactions to produce extended π networks enhanced by CH-π interactions.
Preliminary work on larger molecular systems, described in Chapter 7, suggests that the self-
assembly of homogeneous cPAH clusters is significantly different from similarly sized fPAH
clusters, which may be due to the ability of polar cPAHs to engage in electrostatic interactions.
Computational studies show that the binding energies between fPAHs of different sizes are
weaker than those within a homogeneous system containing one molecule size [267]. This
heterogeneity decreases the stability of a nanoparticle containing different molecule sizes
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and leads to a distinct partitioning in which the larger molecules formed the cluster core
and the smaller molecules resided in the outer shell, shown in Chapter 4. The extent to
which this nanostructure is also seen within cPAH systems has not yet been investigated,
but dimer calculations suggest that bowl complementarity may produce different behaviour
by enhancing the stability of heterogeoneous cPAHs clusters [49]. Previous work has also
characterised the first solvation shells of fPAHs around an alkali-metal ion [21, 65], but this
has not been well-explored for cPAHs, which would likely self-assemble differently due to
their polarity. It is therefore of great interest to understand how the fundamental interaction
differences in shape and binding behaviour between fPAHs and cPAHs may influence
their self-assembly in homogeneous and heterogeneous nanoparticles. To date, detailed
studies of cPAHs have primarily included electronic structure calculations or crystal structure
experiments, as described above, neither of which provide information about intermolecular
dynamics and particle nanostructure. Previous work looking at systems containing cPAHs
and fPAHs show the effect of structure on porosity and adsorption [370, 80], but do not
evaluate the system dynamics that are crucial to understand self-assembly and structural
properties. In addition, most work does not include the flexoelectric effects so long-range
dipole-dipole electrostatic interactions are not included.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the self-assembly and internal nanostructure of
clusters containing cPAHs, with the aim of answering the following questions relevant to
carbon scientists: What is the energy and structure of cPAH nanoparticle systems and how do
these differ from systems containing fPAHs? What is the influence of particle size, molecule
size and proportion, and presence of ions or fPAHs? These are addressed by extending a force
field parameterised for cPAH systems and using it within molecular dynamics simulations
to provide a detailed assessment of cPAH cluster self-assembly. This analysis provides
insight into the molecule interactions and nanoparticle structure that are important for better




To thoroughly evaluate the self-assembly of nanoparticles containing cPAHs, three different
molecule types with different sizes and degrees of curvature are considered: a small fPAH
containing seven hexagonal rings (coronene, C24H12), the smallest cPAH which contains
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one central pentagonal ring with five surrounding hexagonal rings (corannulene, C20H10),
and a larger cPAH containing two embedded pentagonal rings based on HRTEM analysis of
early soot nanoparticles [216] (C42H14), all shown in Figure 8.3. The notation Xy is used
to describe the clusters studied, where X values refer to the molecule types and y gives the
number of each type of molecule within the cluster. The molecule species considered in this
chapter are: corannulene (indicated as A), C42H14 (B), coronene (C), circumcoronene (fPAH
C54H18) (D), and potassium cation (K). For example, A50B50 indicates a cluster containing
100 molecules, made up of 50 corannulene and 50 C42H14 molecules.
The influence of particle size, molecule size, molecule curvature, molecule ratio and ion
interactions are evaluated by considering 17 different clusters. Homogeneous clusters
containing 25, 50, 100 and 200 of A and clusters containing 25, 50 and 100 of B are studied
to provide information across molecule and cluster sizes. A series of heterogeneous clusters
each containing 40 molecules of different sizes and proportions (A and B in proportions of
30:10, 20:20 and 10:30 are studied) allows evaluation of heterogeneity effects. In addition,
a heterogeneous cluster containing 50 A and 50 B addresses heterogeneous cluster size
effects. Clusters containing 20 A and 20 C provide insight into the interactions between
cPAHs and fPAHs, and clusters containing 40 A or B with one or two potassium cations
allow investigation into the self-assembly of ion-containing clusters. Snapshot images of
each cluster considered in this chapter are shown in Figure 8.3. It should be noted that the
terms (nano)particle and cluster are effectively synonymous: a nanoparticle is a cluster of
molecules.
8.2.2 Force field development
Before any simulations can be conducted, the suitability of an intermolecular potential must
be thoroughly evaluated. The isoPAHAP potential is an all-atom isotropic intermolecular
description developed for fPAHs [324]. It was developed using high accuracy benchmark
quantum calculations and has been used in dynamic and stochastic simulations of fPAH
systems [327, 132, 252]. This potential uses fixed atom-centred charges, which are suitable
for fPAHs where electrostatic interactions arise principally from the terminal groups. It is
not able to capture local dipole moments located at strained internal carbon sites within
cPAHs. Therefore, as outlined in Chapter 7, a new atomic potential for cPAHs was developed,
called the curPAHIP potential. The curPAHIP potential models the increased polarity of
cPAHs using a modified molecule description with off-site point charges located above the
pentagonal carbon atoms and optimised potential parameters parameterised to SAPT(DFT)
energies.
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Previous work introducing the curPAHIP potential included the cPAH A only. Here the
molecular description is extended to include the larger cPAH B and assess the suitability
of the curPAHIP potential for the new systems. Following the parameterisation method
developed for A in Chapter 7, the geometry of B is minimised and massless charges are
added 0.052 nm above each of the pentagonal carbon atoms to match the calculated dipole
moment of 5.28 D [216]. The resulting atomic coordinates and charges of the minimised B
monomer are provided in Appendix C.
The binding energies of cPAH dimers are calculated to assess the suitability of curPAHIP in
describing systems containing larger cPAHs. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
performed with the Gaussian 16 software [121] are used to determine the geometry of cPAH
monomers and geometries and energies of cPAH dimers in order to assess the atomic and
intermolecular descriptions employed here. The B97-D functional [133], a hybrid functional
with an empirical dispersion correction, is used following a methodology similar to that used
by Martin et al. [217]. Geometry optimisations are carried at the B97-D/6-311G(d,p) level
of theory with frequency calculations to ensure suitable minima are found, and subsequent
single point calculations use B97-D/cc-pVTZ, with basis set superposition error corrections.
These functional and basis sets were selected since they provide good agreement (within
4%) with benchmark CCSD(T) [171] and SAPT(DFT) [49] calculations of small cPAH
molecules.
Binding energies are shown for four dimers in Figure 8.1, compared with intermolecular
potential curves calculated using the software ORIENT [311]. The energy computed with
the isoPAHAP potential is included to highlight the behaviour of a potential, developed for
fPAHs, that does not include the enhanced electrostatics and dispersion due to the flexoelectric
effect and increased polarisability, respectively, and in all cases the isoPAHAP potential
significantly underestimates the binding energy and overestimates the dimer distance at
the minimum energy. The curPAHIP potential agrees well with the DFT and SAPT(DFT)
results for the A dimer, see Figure 8.1(a). This is expected since these ab initio values
were used in the parameterisation of the curPAHIP potential. Figure 8.1(b) shows that the
curPAHIP potential can be extended to cPAH molecules larger than A, since there is good
agreement (within 5% of the dispersion-corrected DFT energies) for the larger B. In contrast,
the isoPAHAP gives a minimum energy value that is 31% smaller than the DFT calculations.
The energies of heterogeneous dimers, containing one A and one B, are also well captured
by the curPAHIP potential, as seen in Figure 8.1(c) and (d). The repulsive branch of the
curPAHIP potential is slightly shifted to smaller distances than the DFT values in some cases,
which is acceptable since the repulsive branch still possesses the same mathematical form
that has been found to produce appropriate cluster morphologies [252].
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An understanding of the potential error in structural metrics calculated from molecule
arrangements caused by the use of the curPAHIP potential can be obtained by comparing
to the DFT results. As the molecules used in the parameterisation of the potential, the A
dimer shows no significant deviation. For dimers containing B, there is a slight overall
shift of around 0.02 nm between the curPAHIP potential energies and those calculated by
DFT, which provides an estimate of the error in the intermolecular spacings determined in
simulations using the cPAH intermolecular potential.
Dimer separation (nm)























Fig. 8.1 Interaction energy versus separation distance for cPAH dimers determined from
SAPT(DFT) calculations [49], DFT calculations, the curPAHIP potential and the isoPAHAP
potential. The dimers are as follows: (a) two A, (b) two B, (c) and (d) one A and one B each.
Figure 8.1 focuses on sandwich type interactions between cPAH dimers although the nested
dimer with the smaller A on the concave side of the larger B (Figure 8.1(c)) shows some T-
shaped interaction. The ability of these intermolecular potentials to capture CH-π interactions
is further explored with the T-shaped dimers of A and C in Figure 8.2. These interactions are
weaker than their sandwich counterparts but there is good agreement between the potentials
and the electronic structure calculations. The A dimer in which the molecules interact at the
convex surface (Figure 8.2(a)) shows the same behaviour as the C T-shaped dimer. In addition,
the isoPAHAP and curPAHIP potentials show similar trends (within 7% of each other) for
all T-shaped dimers. This suggests that the increased interaction strengths and decreased
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binding distances observed for the dimer in which the molecules interact at the concave
surface (Figure 8.2(b)) compared to the dimer involving interactions at the convex surface
(Figure 8.2(a)) are due to sterically-enhanced dispersion rather than enhanced electrostatic
interactions from the flexoelectric dipole. Importantly, the T-shaped A dimer at the concave
surface is stronger by 10 kJ/mol (over 30% enhancement) than the T-shaped interaction of
fPAH C. This enhanced interaction allows T-shaped interactions to be energetically favoured
over sandwich interactions when many corannulene molecules are considered, such as in a
























Fig. 8.2 Interaction energy versus separation distance for cPAH and fPAH dimers in T-
shaped configurations determined from QCISD(T) calculations [170], DFT calculations, the
curPAHIP potential and the isoPAHAP potential. Square brackets indicate the corresponding
molecule types for each calculation method. The T-shaped dimer interactions with (a) the
convex surface and (b) the concave surface of A are compared with the T-shaped C dimer,
which is pictured in the dotted inset.
Simulations considering both fPAHs and cPAHs in a single cluster used the curPAHIP
potential to describe the mixed molecule interactions and simulations. Using the isoPAHAP
potential to describe these interactions showed very similar results.
8.2.3 Molecular dynamics
Cluster configurations are produced using a multi-step molecular dynamics simulation
process. Clusters are initialised in a mixed configuration, with molecules randomly placed
within a large spherical volume using the PACKMOL software [222]. Excess energy is
removed by an energy minimisation step using the steepest descent algorithm, followed by
the low-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method [48].
Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulations are used to rapidly produce
equilibrated cluster systems. Modelled after Monte Carlo parallel tempering [161], REMD is
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an advanced form of molecular dynamics that involves evaluating simultaneous isothermal
systems, called replicas, across a temperature range [313]. At regular intervals throughout
the simulation, neighbouring replicas are able to exchange spatial information based on a
Boltzmann-weighted temperature dependent probability. This method allows efficient and
rapid sampling of the potential energy landscape of the system since low energy replicas are
able to explore new configurations generated by higher energy replicas.
REMD simulations are conducted for 3 ns. A large temperature range is selected to include
solid-like and liquid-like particle morphologies. For clusters containing only A, only B, A
and B, and A and C this corresponds to temperature ranges of 200–800 K, 400–1600 K,
200–1600 K and 200–800 K, respectively. These require between 27 and 84 REMD replicas
to maintain an acceptable replica exchange acceptance. As in previous work, replica tem-
peratures for REMD simulations are selected using an exponential temperature distribution
given in Equation 4.1. The j and m parameters, given in Table 8.1, are selected for each
cluster system to allow satisfactory exchange between replicas using these temperature
ranges. Exchange acceptances for simulations conducted in this chapter have an average
between 0.20 and 0.35 with small system ranges, which indicates robust replica exchange
with a good balance between equilibration within replicas and exchange between replicas.
Replica exchange attempts are made every 100 fs, since frequent exchanges have been shown
to increase efficiency without affecting the ensemble being sampled [301, 302].
As described in detail in Chapter 4, a flat-bottomed spherical position potential is applied
within the REMD simulations to address complete evaporation of small molecules from the
cluster at high temperatures. Individual 1 ns simulations using classical molecular dynamics
(MD) are then conducted at each desired temperature from the final REMD configurations.
No position potential is implemented for these post-REMD MD simulations.
In the REMD and MD simulations the NVT ensemble, where a constant number of atoms,
system volume and temperature are maintained, is sampled using a chain of 10 Nosé-Hoover
thermostats for temperature control. A velocity Verlet integrator [336] is used to advance
the configuration in 1 fs time steps and all simulations are conducted in vacuo without
periodic boundary conditions. Intramolecular forces are determined using the OPLS-AA
force field [179] for molecular bonds, angles, dihedral and improper dihedral angles. The
curPAHIP intermolecular potential developed in Chapter 7 is used to describe interactions
between cPAHs and intermolecular cut-offs are set to 3.0 nm. All minimisation, REMD and
MD simulations are conducted using GROMACS 5.1.4 [4]. Purpose-made scripts are used to
the process the output and the software VMD [162] provides visualisations.
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Table 8.1 Replica temperature selection parameters and temperature ranges (in K) for cPAH
clusters considered in this chapter.
Cluster m j lowest T highest T
A25 0.054 0-26 200 ≥ 800
A40 0.050 0-29 200 ≥ 800
A50 0.040 0-35 200 ≥ 800
A100 0.025 0-59 200 ≥ 800
A200 0.017 0-86 200 ≥ 800
B25 0.045 0-32 400 ≥ 1600
B40 0.032 0-44 400 ≥ 1600
B50 0.030 0-47 400 ≥ 1600
B100 0.024 0-59 400 ≥ 1600
A20B20 0.030 0-71 200 ≥ 1600
A50B50 0.025 0-83 200 ≥ 1600
A30B10 0.036 0-59 200 ≥ 1600
A10B30 0.028 0-74 200 ≥ 1600
B40K1 0.030 0-47 400 ≥ 1600
A40K1 0.050 0-29 200 ≥ 800
A40K2 0.050 0-29 200 ≥ 1600
8.2.4 Structural analyses
A number of different metrics, including density, intermolecular spacing, coordination
number, alignment angle and radial distance, are used to evaluate system structural properties.
All metrics are averaged over the final 500 ps of the post-REMD MD simulation of the
lowest temperature replica (i.e. 3.5–4.0 ns of total simulation time) using a timestep of 1 ps.
Many calculations require the identification of near neighbours for each molecule within
the system. For this, molecules are considered neighbouring if their centres of mass are
within the cut-off radius R for at least half of the 500 ps production period. Unless otherwise
stated, values of R are selected to allow > 85% of molecules to have at least one identified
neighbour. This results in cut-off radii of RA = 0.7 nm, RB = 0.5 nm, and RC = 0.5 nm for
A, B and C, respectively. The sensitivity of the cut-off values on calculated cluster properties
is discussed in Appendix C.
Diameter and density values are determined using the solvent-excluded surface of the cluster
calculated using a rolling sphere algorithm [284], as in previous work of fPAH clusters [62]
(given in Chapter 5). This provides values that are more accurate than commonly used
spherical approximations since they are directly calculated from the three-dimensional
surfaces. Molecular alignment angles are calculated to provide information on the relative
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configurations of neighbouring molecules within the clusters studied. An alignment angle is
defined as the angle between normal vectors to the central rings (for A this is the pentagonal
ring and for B this is the central hexagonal ring) of the neighbouring cPAHs considered.
Appendix C provides a schematic of the alignment angle between two neighbouring A
molecules. A quantitative measure of the degree of stacking order in the molecular structures
is provided through the use of coordination numbers (CNs), calculated as the number of
near neighbours averaged over each molecule type (see Equation 6.2). To consider only
π-π stacking interactions within this metric, values of R are selected to include sandwich-
type stacked interactions between molecules but exclude molecules more than one layer
away. Dimer distances at the minimum energy provide the minimum R values for each
molecule type as RA = 0.4 nm and RB = 0.5 nm. Radial distance is defined as the distance
between a molecule type and the cluster centre averaged over all atoms (see Equation 6.1)
and provides insight into the spatial partitioning of molecule types within a cluster. This
metric is particularly useful for understanding the self-assembly of heterogeneous systems.
8.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 8.3 shows all of the low energy cluster geometries and Table 8.2 provides a summary
table containing the corresponding structural metrics. The discussion of these results will be
structured around questions in materials and combustion science including:
• Do cPAHs self-assemble into an ordered phase? cPAHs clusters are analysed to
explore the impact curvature has on the development of an ordered mesophase.
• What is the internal nanostructure of cPAH nanoparticles? cPAH clusters are
evaluated with additional metrics (densities, radial distances and energetics) to explore
properties particularly relevant to combustion-generated nanoparticle pollutants and
nanoparticle synthesis.
• How do complex cPAH systems self-assemble? Clusters containing cPAHs with
fPAHs or ions are structurally and energetically analysed to provide insights into real-
world systems such as janus nanoparticles, battery materials and combustion-generated
nanoparticles.
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Fig. 8.3 Visualisations of the corannulene molecule (A, coloured green), C42H14 molecule (B,
coloured purple), coronene molecule (C, coloured orange) and potassium cation (K, coloured
grey), and clusters studied in this chapter. Ion-containing clusters are shaded to emphasise
the solvation shell surrounding the ion(s).
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Table 8.2 Cluster diameter (nm), density (g/cm3), intermolecular energy (kJ/mol per
molecule), intermolecular spacing (nm), coordination number, and radial distance, r, of
molecule A and molecule B (nm) for all clusters studied in this chapter.
Cluster Diameter Density Energy Spacing CN rA rB
A25 2.36 1.50 -75 0.59 0.01 0.91 –
A40 2.77 1.49 -82 0.59 0.02 1.07 –
A50 3.00 1.47 -84 0.60 0.01 1.14 –
A100 3.79 1.45 -92 0.59 0.00 1.46 –
A200 4.79 1.45 -97 0.60 0.01 1.85 –
B25 2.96 1.59 -144 0.44 1.57 – 1.27
B40 3.49 1.55 -152 0.45 1.58 – 1.45
B50 3.76 1.55 -157 0.45 1.43 – 1.49
B100 4.77 1.52 -165 0.45 1.36 – 1.92
A10B30 3.31 1.58 -147 0.44 1.04 1.53 1.30
A20B20 3.16 1.55 -125 0.44 0.92 1.31 1.20
A50B50 4.31 1.52 -135 0.51 0.70 1.85 1.49
A30B10 2.98 1.52 -103 0.54 0.74 1.21 1.04
A20C20 2.88 1.46 -80 0.43 0.74 1.18 1.21 (rC)
A40K1 2.78 1.49 -88 0.61 0.10 1.06 –
A40K2 2.79 1.48 -94 0.58 0.20 1.05 –
B40K1 3.50 1.54 -149 0.46 1.21 – 1.35
8.3.1 How do cPAHs self-assemble?
As mentioned, mesophase formation (the molecular alignment of aromatic molecules) is
critical for graphitisation. The intermolecular spacing, coordination number and alignment
angle values of molecules within homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters of cPAHs will be
compared with similar clusters of fPAHs and experimental systems to provide insights into
this question regarding cPAH self-assembly.
Average intermolecular spacing is an important experimental quantity when tracking the
formation of a mesophase and subsequent graphitisation as well as the presence of curvature
in combustion carbons [41]. The homogeneous cPAH clusters evaluated have intermolecular
spacings that do not change significantly with cluster size but depend strongly on the
constituent molecule size. Clusters containing A possess an average intermolecular spacing
of 0.59 nm while clusters containing B have an average spacing of 0.45 nm. This shows that
the spacings within homogeneous clusters are controlled by the molecular composition of
the cluster rather than the number of molecules in a cluster. Intuitively, one would expect
the intermolecular spacing to increase with molecule curvature due to steric effects that
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prevent the molecules from interacting closely, however the opposite trend is observed. This
suggests that these two cPAH molecule types configure in different arrangements that are not
controlled solely by steric effects.
To provide a comparison to reference molecule arrangements, the spacings of cPAH dimers
using electronic structure calculations from Figure 8.1 are (a) 0.36 nm, (b) 0.42 nm, (c),
0.44 nm, and (d) 0.46 nm. This shows that the average spacing of A within a homogeneous
cluster is significantly larger than that of its sandwich dimer. The average intermolecular
spacing within a single layer of the A crystal structure characterised by X-ray crystallography
is 0.57 nm, suggesting the cluster structure of A likely possesses significant contributions
from CH-π interactions, in which the more positive region at the rim of one molecule is
almost perpendicular to the negative region and the bottom of another molecule in a T-shaped
configuration, rather than tight sandwich interactions. Further information on the A crystal
structure is provided in Appendix C. In contrast, the average intermolecular spacing of
a B cluster is similar to that of its sandwich dimer and similar to the spacing found in
crystal structures of similarly curved indenocorannulene species (0.34–0.37 nm [110]). The
intermolecular spacings within clusters containing B do not change readily with the cut-off
distance used, indicating that B have distinct near neighbours, for example in a highly stacked
configuration. In contrast, A spacings are strongly correlated to the cut-off distance selected,
suggesting that the molecules are not arranged in structured stacked layers. Intermolecular
spacings are reported for a number of cut-off distances in Appendix C.
The intermolecular spacings within heterogeneous cPAH clusters suggest that both the
molecular ratio and cluster size play a role in the average spacing. This is investigated
further in Table 8.3, which breaks down the average results by considering the molecule type
contributions to the intermolecular spacing. The interactions between molecules of the same
type maintain spacings similar to those in the homogeneous clusters, so that the spacings
between A are larger than those between B. As in the homogeneous clusters, the B-B spacings
are similar to that of a minimised B dimer and reasonably uniform across all heterogeneous
clusters. Cluster size does not influence the A-A spacing, however the proportion of A plays
a role. The mixed molecule interactions have similar spacings to those of the larger cPAH
suggesting that B promotes the close stacking behaviour of π-π interactions with A. This
is more pronounced in clusters with a higher proportion of B compared to A and is also
cluster-size dependent. The differences between average spacings for the heterogeneous
clusters (for example comparing A20B20 and A50B50) are therefore observed to be largely
due to the number of neighbouring A or B within each cluster rather than the molecule type
intermolecular spacings. This molecule type behaviour is likely due to the difference in
curvature between these two cPAHs rather than the molecule sizes alone, since fPAH clusters
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containing a disparity of molecule sizes do not possess these differences (for example, a
cluster containing 16 C and 16 D has an average spacing of 0.42 nm, with C-C spacings of
0.43 nm, C-D of 0.40 nm, and D-D of 0.41 nm),
Table 8.3 Intermolecular spacings within heterogeneous clusters, considering average dis-
tances between molecule types A and B.
Cluster B-B B-A A-A
A10B30 0.43 0.43 0.53
A20B20 0.43 0.41 0.61
A30B10 0.44 0.48 0.58
A50B50 0.44 0.47 0.60
These intermolecular spacings are significantly increased compared to planar carbons, es-
pecially for heterogeneous clusters. For example, a cluster containing fPAH 100 C [63]
has an average intermolecular spacing of 0.43 nm while all heterogeneous clusters have
spacings ≥0.44 nm. In flame-produced soot particles similar spacings are found (0.38–
0.48 nm depending on the particle maturity using high resolution transmission electron
microscopy [41, 15]) to those seen for B and heterogeneous cPAH clusters. These results
suggest that A or homogeneous clusters are not complete representations of these experimen-
tal systems and the intermolecular spacing is a useful quantity for detecting the presence of
curvature in nanoparticles and carbon materials.
Coordination number values provide information on the extent of stacking interactions, which
can help explain the intermolecular spacing results by identifying near neighbour patterns.
In particular, this metric shows whether T-shaped interactions (in which molecules do not
possess any near neighbours) or sandwich interactions (in which each molecule has one
or two near neighbours) dominate. The homogeneous A clusters show an average CN of
0.01 ± 0.01, indicating predominantly T-shaped interactions, while the B clusters possess a
CN of 1.48 ± 0.09, suggesting that they self-assemble with sandwich interactions. As seen
in the cluster snapshots, B interact closely such that each molecular bowl inserts into the
concave surface of its neighbour, allowing each molecule to possess on average more than
one near neighbour in a stacked configuration. This is very similar to the arrangements of
fPAH within clusters (for example, C100 has an average CN of 1.6 [64]) and cPAH hybrids
that form tight stacks [97]. In contrast, A within clusters do not have near neighbours within
stacking distance and the molecular bowls do not pack tightly within each other. As discussed
by Liu et al. [206], Adkins et al. [6], molecular stacking is an important factor for the band
gap of a PAH nanoparticle.
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To further examine the influence of compositional heterogeneity, CNs are compared for
different clusters each containing 40 cPAH molecules in Figure 8.4. The molecule-specific
CNs within these heterogeneous clusters align with those calculated for homogeneous
clusters. The B within all clusters have CNs above 1, indicating that on average these
molecules have more than one near neighbour in a stacked arrangement. In contrast, all A
have CNs significantly below 1, which shows that these molecules do not arrange in close
stacks. This suggests that the formation of an ordered phase is more likely with larger cPAHs
compared to small species such as A. This molecule type difference, where smaller molecules
possess lower CNs than larger molecules within a cluster, is also seen in fPAHs (for example,
CNs of 2.00 and 1.25 for the C and D, respectively, within a C16D16 cluster) and is linked to
the presence of smaller PAHs on the cluster surface (often by capping the ends of molecule
stacks) compared to the bulk-residing larger PAHs. The CNs for both cPAH sizes follow
the trend A40 < A30B10 < A20B20 < A10B30 (shown with a solid arrow), illustrating that the


































Fig. 8.4 Molecule type coordination number values for clusters containing 40 PAHs.
Understanding which molecule types are present as near neighbours within these heteroge-
neous systems is also of interest. It is observed that the CNs of A have no contribution from
A, meaning that all A stacking interactions come from neighbouring B. The majority of B
stacking interactions come from other B, however some of the interactions are with A in
proportion to the molecular ratios within the cluster, shown as insets with horizontal lines in
Figure 8.4. This highlights that the smaller cPAH A interacts most strongly in the concave
surface of the larger cPAH B, in agreement with calculated DFT dimer energies and previ-
ous suggestion that interactions between bowl-complementing heterogeneous cPAH dimers
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could remove the strict steric constraints limiting the interaction strengths of homogeneous
cPAHs [217].
Figure 8.5 presents histograms of the molecular alignment angles, illustrating the relative
configurations of neighbouring molecules within the homogeneous clusters studied. It is
again immediately clear that the two molecule sizes behave differently but these trends are
consistent across all cluster sizes considered (additional cluster size plots can be seen in
Figures 8.6, C.1 and 8.7). The systems containing B (in the top row) show a single significant
peak around 20◦. This suggests that nearly all of the molecules interact in a tilted stack
formation, forming one dimensional columns in which the molecule bowls possess a concave-
to-convex alignment with dipole moment vectors nearly aligned. This small alignment angle
provides significant π-π overlap that, within columnar structures, is identified as a feature of
materials with good performance in organic electronic devices. This dominant alignment
angle is the same as that observed between a minimised B dimer (shown as a dashed
vertical line), indicating that this is a stable arrangement. Similar self-assembled structures
are observed in crystals containing indenocorannulene molecules [110] and other highly
curved cPAHs that form polar crystals with strong photoluminescence [66]. Neighbouring
columnar stacks of B have opposite bowl directions and weak CH-π interactions provide
little interaction between columns. Interestingly, the columns show significant tilting at their
ends such that parallel columns curve to be nearly continuous, which is not a feature of
crystal structures and likely influences cluster surface properties. fPAH clusters, such as
the representative C100 shown in Figure 8.5, show even sharper angle peaks, suggesting a
strong mesophase formation. However, these peaks are centred around 0◦ and 180◦, which
both correspond to aligned molecular planes (since the alignment angle calculation uses a
normal vector). The variance in the fPAH alignment angles are likely from shifted interacting
molecular planes as well as small tilting angles. This π-π stacking arrangement combines
with CH-π interactions to produce a herringbone-like structure within both clusters and bulk
crystal fPAHs [184], without the column curving present in cPAH clusters.
In contrast, clusters containing A (bottom row of Figure 8.5) show a dominant but broad
peak around 45◦, with smaller wide peaks around 130◦ and 170◦. This agrees with previous
work that shows A do not pack with any long-range order [139, 255, 180, 349, 294] (the
angles found in the crystal structure are shown as vertical dashed lines), with some CH-π
interactions but limited π-π interactions. As seen in the dimer energies, the molecule shapes
enhance the interaction energy of T-shaped dimers in these small cPAHs so that, in contrast
to the preferred stacked structure of fPAHs, this configuration becomes favoured for extended
systems. It is interesting that this bulk molecular arrangement is observed even within the
small nanocluster systems examined here. The method constraints of this work highlight that
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this structure is not due to the rapid bowl inversion dynamics or induced polarities within the
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Fig. 8.5 Alignment angle distributions for homogeneous B and A clusters across different
cluster sizes, with a fPAH cluster containing C included for comparison.
Given that the two molecule types self-assemble with different alignment angles, how
mixing these molecules influences the alignment angle distributions is explored. Figure 8.6
(second row) shows heterogeneous clusters each containing 40 molecules alongside the
corresponding homogeneous clusters (third row). Additional results from larger clusters are
shown in Figure 8.7. In all heterogeneous clusters, the individual molecule alignment peaks
align reasonably well with those seen in the homogeneous clusters, A crystal structure and B
dimer, with the majority of B around 20◦ and many A around 45◦. There is an additional
small B peak around 45◦, indicating some deviations from columnar stacking that align with
the dominant arrangement of A. This is more pronounced in clusters containing ≥50% A,
suggesting that A molecules are located within B columns. The molecule proportions also
influence A angles, with shifts towards lower angles and reduced values around 130◦. The
A30B10 cluster shows a distribution similar to that of the homogeneous A cluster, although
the peaks are much broader. As the proportion of B increases their influence is felt on A
so that in the cluster containing equal ratios of both molecules (A20B20), the A peak at 45◦
is spread out towards 0◦ and the former 135◦ peak is pushed towards 170◦. In the cluster
containing 75% B (A10B30), the largest angle peak for A aligns with that of B at 20◦. This
indicates that A are stacking in a similar fashion to B, which can be seen in the corresponding
cluster snapshot (Figure 8.3) where A predominantly interact individually at the ends of B
stacks, fitting in the concave or convex surfaces. Although similar molecule size interactions
are observed in heterogeneous fPAH clusters, these planar aromatics do not self-assemble
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with different alignments depending on molecule size and thus heterogeneous clusters show
the same highly aligned columnar stacking behaviour as homogeneous clusters, for example
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Fig. 8.6 Alignment angle distributions for A and B clusters containing 40 molecules. The
third row shows the homogeneous clusters, with red arrows showing the heterogeneous
clusters (second row) and curved arrows indicating ion-containing clusters (bottom row).
Angle distributions for a heterogeneous fPAH cluster (top row) is provided for comparison.
This detailed evaluation of intermolecular spacing, CNs and alignment angles shows that the
self-assembly of cPAHs depends strongly on their molecular geometry and not the cluster size.
Strong CH-π attractions between molecule rims and bowl centres control the arrangement of
A while dipole-dipole attractions and dispersion interactions control the nanostructure of B
clusters. This molecule size dependent structure is observed within the crystal structures of
cPAHs and also influences the behaviour of heterogeneous systems. Systems containing B
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Fig. 8.7 Alignment angle distributions for homogeneous and heterogeneous A and B clusters
each containing 100 molecules.
show high CNs and low alignment angles, suggesting good molecular alignment similar to
clusters of fPAHs. However, cPAH clusters containing even small proportions of A disrupt
mesophase formation.
8.3.2 What is the internal structure of cPAH nanoparticles?
Characterising the internal nanostructure of cPAH clusters provides valuable information
relevant to the formation and composition of combustion-generated nanoparticles as well as
the design of nanoparticles for optoelectronic applications. In this section cluster densities
and energies will be discussed and radial distances will be used to consider the partitioning
behaviour of clusters containing different ratios of molecule sizes.
Cluster diameters and densities show that cPAHs form tightly packed clusters. Homoge-
neous B clusters possess densities of 1.52–1.59 g/cm3, which is comparable to mature
graphitised soot particles (1.50–2.08 g/cm3 [174]) although still significantly lower than
graphite (2.09–2.23 g/cm3). Cluster densities for A are between 1.45 and 1.50 g/cm3, higher
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than that of the A crystal structure (1.36 g/cm3 [255]) and comparably sized fPAH clusters
(1.39–1.46 g/cm3 [64]) but still within the range ascribed to young soot particles (1.12–
1.50 g/cm3 [323, 51]). All cluster densities decrease with increasing cluster size, although
this effect is muted for cPAH clusters compared to their fPAH counterparts. The diameter and
density values of heterogeneous cPAH clusters are consistent with simple mixing averages of
the analogous homogeneous cPAH clusters, suggesting that heterogeneity does not cause a
dramatic change in the overall cluster shape and packing.
There is particular interest in whether cPAHs show the same core-shell partitioning seen in
fPAH systems, where the cluster core consists of the larger fPAHs and the shell contains
the smaller fPAHs, which has been suggested to explain the core-shell nanostructure seen
in young combustion carbons. Average radial distances between each molecule type and
the cluster centre are calculated to provide an indication of the molecule type positioning
within each cluster, tabulated in Table 8.2. For the homogeneous cases, the two molecule
types show similar relative average radial distances at 77–85% of the total cluster radius,
similar to the fPAH clusters (for example, C100 has a value of 77% [64]). However, in all
clusters containing two molecule types A possess larger average radial distances (located
within 80–90% of the total cluster radius) than B (70–80% of the cluster radius). This is
indicative of a core-shell structure in which the larger molecules reside in the cluster core,
as seen in fPAH clusters (for example, the average radial distances of C and D are 89% and
65% of the cluster radius, respectively, for C16D16).
Although the average radial distances show a core-shell partitioning of molecule sizes,
the distribution of radial distances shows that this radial separation is less distinct for
clusters containing cPAHs compared to similar fPAH clusters. Figure 8.8 shows that there
is significant mixing of the molecule types within the cPAH clusters and molecules of
both types are present near the cluster centre, regardless of cluster size or molecular ratio.
This core-shell structure confirms that like fPAH clusters, cPAH clusters show the inverse
molecular arrangement compared to that observed experimentally for mature combustion
particulates [41], indicating that the core-shell nanostructure arises from carbonisation rather
than physical partitioning of different sized PAHs.
The contribution of flexoelectrically polarised aromatics to soot formation was explored
previously [216] and it follows that long-range dipole-dipole interactions between cPAHs
may allow cPAH clusters to possess increased stability compared to fPAHs. This would
be of particular interest to contexts in which stable PAH nanoparticles are present, such as
combustion and interstellar medium. To address this hypothesis, the intermolecular energies
as a function of mass for cPAH and fPAH clusters are presented in Figure 8.9. The energies
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Fig. 8.8 Normalised atomic radial distance distributions for heterogeneous clusters containing
curved and planar PAHs.
are shown per atom in the system in order to facilitate direct comparison between systems
of different cluster and molecule sizes. It is clear that in all cases the energy decreases with
cluster mass. Homogeneous clusters containing fPAHs (all coloured similarly here to allow
for ease in reading), taken from Chen et al. [64, 61], show relatively consistent energy trends
across molecule sizes from pyrene to circumcoronene, with heterogeneous clusters, taken
from the work described in Chapter 4, generally at lower energies. Clusters containing cPAHs
tend to have lower energies than fPAHs, as predicted based on their increased electrostatic
attraction, although this is dependent on cPAH cluster composition. Clusters containing
B show energies similar to those of heterogeneous fPAH clusters and A clusters possess
lower mass-weighted energies. All cPAH clusters show significantly lower energies than the
corresponding cPAH dimer interactions, which possess energies of −0.93 to −1.28 kJ/mol
atom. For reference, the experimental binding energy of graphite is −3.4 kJ/mol atom with a
large range from −2.4 to −4.8 kJ/mol atom [25].
The effect of heterogeneity in cPAH clusters shows a distinct effect of molecular ratio: an
increased proportion of B in the cluster decreases the energy. When there are equal numbers
of both molecules, the heterogeneous cluster energies reflect those of homogeneous A clusters
across cluster sizes. However, changing the molecule proportions affects the cluster energies
significantly in that A30B10 possesses a high energy while A10B30 has a significantly lower
energy, producing the highest and lowest energy clusters of all the cPAH clusters evaluated.
This suggests that in all cases the presence of B increases cluster stability if the composition
is above 50%.









































Fig. 8.9 Intermolecular energy per atom versus cluster mass for all clusters considered in
this chapter. Lines are drawn for the cPAH homogeneous clusters to guide the eye and black
arrows show the energy changes caused by the addition of a cation(s). The subscript y is
used to denote an unspecified number of molecules in order to consider multiple clusters.
The experimental binding energy of graphite [25] is shown as a horizontal dashed line.
These energy trends are in agreement with the structural metrics discussed previously, so that
a higher degree of order within the heterogeneous cPAH clusters (increased stack formation as
quantified by CNs, for example) corresponds to a greater interaction strength. This highlights
that the stacking of A within the bowls of B decreases the cluster intermolecular energy until
a proportion (>50% A) at which the presence of A disrupts B stacking by inserting within
columns instead of only residing at column ends, thereby destabilising the cluster. These
stable cPAH particles may present a potential nanostructure of soot particles but the enhanced
cPAH-cPAH interactions are not sufficient to explain their rapid formation in flames.
8.3.3 How do complex cPAH systems self-assemble?
Many practical applications involve systems that contain many molecule types. Of particular
interest to combustion and materials scientists are cPAH systems that also contain fPAHs
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or ions. Relevant representative clusters are investigated using all of the metrics previously
discussed to show the influence of different molecule curvatures and ion interactions within
cPAH systems.
Particles containing cPAHs and fPAHs
To evaluate the self-assembly of clusters containing curved and flat PAHs, the cluster A20C20
is considered. As seen in Figure 8.3, this cluster shows a distinct partitioning of the molecule
types in a janus configuration, in contrast to the mixed arrangement seen in homogeneous
clusters and the core-shell structure seen in heterogeneous clusters containing either fPAHs
or cPAHs. The average intermolecular spacing of 0.43 nm (Table 8.2) comes almost entirely
from neighbouring C and matches the spacing calculated for a homogeneous C cluster [63].
This suggests that the fPAH molecules orient in a stacked configuration, but the constituent
cPAHs do not. This is highlighted in a detailed CN evaluation which shows constituent C have
a CN of approximately 1.5 while A have no near neighbours within a stacked configuration
cut-off radius (CN of 0.0). These structural values agree with the respective homogeneous C
and A clusters, as do the molecular alignment angles shown in Figure 8.10. The distinct types
of local ordering cause the mixed fPAH and cPAH cluster to produce a janus particle with two
different halves, highlighted by similar molecule type radial distances (see Table 8.2). This
cluster containing both curved and flat PAHs has an energy similar to that of homogeneous
cPAH clusters, indicating that the mixing of molecule types does not enhance molecule

















Fig. 8.10 Alignment angle distributions for the A20C20 cluster containing both cPAHs and
fPAHs.
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Dispersive and electrostatic interactions dominate the attractive forces between homogeneous
interactions of fPAHs and cPAHs. However, this mixed molecule system is hindered by
sterics and mismatched polarities and thus produces weaker interactions and a relatively low
density. In this way the stronger interactions between like molecules contribute to a particle
system in which the two molecule types are immiscible. Many material systems, such as
coal and soot particles, are seen experimentally to possess both curved and flat aromatics.
These results suggest that when molecule type separation is not observed in such systems,
self-assembly through physical interactions does not control the molecular structure. For
example, covalent bonding between fPAHs and cPAHs may explain why soot particles do not
form janus particles [250, 251]. These results are also of interest in developing janus colloidal
systems where interesting flow dynamics and self-assembly are predicted [369, 280].
Particles containing cPAHs and ion(s)
The influence of heterogeneity is further explored by considering clusters containing 40
molecules (A or B) and one or two potassium cations. These systems can be directly
compared to homogeneous systems of the same size. Potassium ions are selected because
they are known to interact with cPAHs in systems of interest [300] and, importantly, because
the intermolecular interactions between K+ and cPAHs have already been parametrised within
the curPAHIP potential. As seen in Table 8.2, the inclusion of ion(s) within the cPAH clusters
appears to increase the cluster diameter, and thus decrease the cluster density, slightly.
The cation(s) seems to have an effect on molecular arrangement that depends on the con-
stituent cPAH size. The average CN of the B cluster decreases with the addition of K+ (shown
by a dotted arrow in Figure 8.4), suggesting a disruption of the highly stacked ordering in
agreement with an increased intermolecular spacing. Conversely, the A clusters show in-
creased ordering with a higher CN (dashed arrow in Figure 8.4) and decreased spacing. This
effect increases with the addition of a second cation suggesting that the cation influence
is additive, although the CNs are still lower than those of the B clusters. The addition of
a potassium cation(s) also results in decreased average radial distances for both molecule
types, so that average molecular distance values are around 75% of the total cluster radius. In
agreement with these structural metrics, the presence of cation(s) in the cluster has opposite
effects on cluster energies: B clusters with K+ show an increased energy, while clusters with
A containing K+ showed a decreased energy in proportion with the number of ions. These
differences are shown with black arrows in Figure 8.9, again showing that the presence of an
ion(s) influences molecular interactions and cluster structure in different ways depending on
the molecule size.
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The majority of B within an ion-containing cluster remain in tilted stacks with the alignment
angle distribution, seen in Figure 8.6 (bottom row), showing a dominant peak at 20◦. Unlike
the homogeneous B cluster, however, additional angles are present around 55◦ and 135◦.
This shows that the addition of a cation causes some disruption to the stacked structure
otherwise seen in homogeneous or heterogeneous clusters containing B. This is visible in
the cluster image in Figure 8.3, which shows that the B40K1 possesses more short stacks
compared to the long columnar structure of B40. The alignment angle distributions of A
clusters containing K+ are significantly different than the homogeneous and heterogeneous
cases as well as the crystal structure, with a broadening and splitting of the 45◦ peak, shift
and increase of a peak around 110◦, and disappearance of high angles above 140◦.
These quantitative differences suggest that the addition of a cation promotes stacking within
the A cluster and disrupts the existing stacking within the B cluster. This can be observed in
the cluster visualisations in Figure 8.3, which highlight the atoms immediately around the
cation(s). All clusters show a solvation shell of four molecules around each cation with the
cPAH electron-rich convex surfaces facing towards the cation(s). cPAHs form a tetrahedral-
like formation, called a "flower” motif previously (Chapter 7), compared to the staggered
triangular "propeller” motif adopted by fPAHs around a cation [21]. Steric effects allow
this motif to serve as a seed for the A structure while disrupting the long stacks otherwise
present in B clusters. This indicates that the self-assembly behaviour around cations depends
on the cPAHs considered and so the addition of cations does not always increase molecular
alignment and stability in large homogeneous clusters. These results also support the idea
that a small cluster of 1–5 cPAH can be stabilised as an ionic nuclei that could contribute to
other mechanisms for soot nanoparticle formation [216].
8.4 Conclusions
Curved carbons are ubiquitous and understanding such systems holds great promise in
many systems and applications such as pollution reduction, novel carbon nanomaterials, and
sensors. This chapter provides a first detailed exploration of the self-assembly of particles
containing cPAHs, examining their nanostructure in homogeneous clusters containing one
molecule type only, heterogeneous clusters containing different cPAH sizes and ratios, and
complex cPAH clusters containing fPAHs or cations. The previously developed curPAHIP
potential is extended to capture the interactions between large cPAHs and mixed cPAH
systems and allow the simulations necessary for this analysis. Three questions in materials
and combustion science are addressed, seeking to understand the ability of cPAHs to self-
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assemble into an ordered phase, the characteristics of the internal nanostructure of cPAH
nanoparticles, and the influence of fPAHs and ions within cPAH systems.
The presence of cPAHs generally disrupts mesophase formation, although the structures
formed depend on the constituent cPAHs. Structural metrics, including intermolecular spac-
ing, coordination number and alignment angles show that the nanostructure of homogeneous
cPAH particles is dependent on molecule size but unaffected by particle size (from 2–5 nm).
Clusters containing C42H14 (B) form parallel stacked columns similar to fPAHs but with
a distinct tilt in the molecular alignment angles. In contrast, clusters containing C20H10
molecules (A) do not possess short-range order. Both homogeneous particle systems show
similarities to the crystal structures of comparable cPAHs. Mixing of cPAH sizes influences
the structure of a nanoparticle. The addition of A to a particle containing B serves to enhance
the π-π stacking and interactions of A, resulting in lower energy particles. CN and energy
values show that B clusters with some added A (<50%) form stable nanoparticles arranged
in molecular stacks that have stronger intermolecular interactions than homogeneous and
heterogeneous clusters containing cPAHs and/or fPAHs. Regardless of molecular ratio,
heterogeneous cPAH particles show a core-shell type arrangement similar to the partitioning
observed in fPAH particles but less distinct due to bowl complementarity. Particles containing
cPAHs and fPAHs self-assemble into janus particles with minimal interaction between the
molecule types, suggesting that the two molecule types are not miscible and may provide
nanoparticles with interesting electronic properties. The addition of cations within cPAH
particles causes the formation of a solvation shell that influences the internal particle structure.
A show enhanced local order extending from the cation(s), while the stacked structure of B
is disrupted due to the cation’s presence.
This chapter provides a detailed evaluation of the molecular structure of cPAH-based nanopar-
ticles. The systems evaluated are not exhaustive but serve as a guide for how compo-
sition, such as molecule curvature, size, ratio, type and number, influences nanoparticle
self-assembly. This provides insight into the probable arrangement of curved aromatics
within systems of interest to both ubiquitous natural materials and those developed for ap-
plications. Further work to thoroughly develop a fPAH-cPAH intermolecular potential and
test the effect of molecular composition should be done to further explore the formation and
potential applications of semi-polar janus particles containing cPAHs and fPAHs. In addition,
future studies should examine the influence of ion charge, size and number on these structural
properties. The presence of additional atoms within cPAHs should also be considered since
the interactions between curved aromatic molecules containing heteroatoms, such as oxygen,
show increased dimer interactions that provide further electrostatic stabilisation [49].
Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
9.1 Summary
Investigations of the intermolecular clustering of PAH molecules in the context of soot
particle formation and behaviour have been ongoing for a number of decades. However,
previous studies have often been based on simple models that ignore any heterogeneity in the
particle composition despite experimental evidence showing that this is a prominent feature of
these systems. Very little attention has been paid to the structure and properties of young soot
particles using high accuracy methods at atomic resolution. In addition, no detailed studies
have explored how curved soot precursor molecules are able to dynamically interact and self-
assemble into particles. The interactions and behaviours of molecules within carbonaceous
particles are crucial to testing particle formation hypotheses and understanding the nature
of these ubiquitous nanoparticles and so the uncertainty surrounding heterogeneous particle
properties presents a barrier to the development of a detailed understanding of these systems.
To address this, this thesis investigates the self-assembly and structure of carbonaceous
nanoparticles in the context of combustion-produced soot particles through the development
and application of molecular modelling tools. This thesis can be categorised as contributing to
the extension of carbonaceous nanoparticle models to consider compositional heterogeneity
and its effects on particle formation and structure, the exploration of the potential role of
curved aromatic molecules in soot particle nucleation and carbon-based nanomaterials, and
method development to enable the high-accuracy evaluation of these complex PAH systems.
The main investigations and findings of each results chapter of the thesis are summarised
below.
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Replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations using the accurate isoPAHAP potential
were executed to provide stable structures of low energy clusters containing planar PAHs of
different sizes and proportions. An evaluation of these structures showed that, regardless of
initial configuration and molecule types, heterogeneous clusters partition into a core-shell
structure in which molecule sizes increase from the core to the shell. This is contrary to
what was expected from experimental images of mature soot particles, suggesting that these
microscope-observed arrangements are caused by chemical growth and interactions not
captured in this physical model used. These computational studies were proposed to be
representative of young soot particles that have not undergone significant carbonisation.
These results guided further experimental work mapping the radial distribution of molecule
sizes within nascent soot particles, which confirmed the predictions proposed here with
similar particle morphologies.
The surface features and composition of heterogeneous PAH clusters are crucial properties
that determine particle reactivity and growth/destruction. A detailed evaluation of heteroge-
neous soot particle surface properties was conducted using molecular modelling methods,
focusing on the influence of particle size, molecular composition, and temperature. This
showed for the first time the effect of molecular heterogeneity on the surface composition
of PAH clusters and provided relationships between particle diameter, temperature, and
composition with the particle morphology, particle roughness, and the availability of reactive
sites on the particle surface. This highlighted structural properties of these systems and
provided insight into parameters often used by combustion models to represent particle
properties and behaviour.
A global optimisation method was developed to find minimum energy configurations of
clusters containing a large number of planar PAH molecules. Previous studies using stochastic
methods to evaluate these systems had been plagued by sampling issues stemming from
the unphysical intersections of ringed molecules and were limited to small clusters. This
new method, called the Sphere Encapsulated Monte Carlo (SEMC) method, incorporates
sphere-based rearrangement and minimisation steps into the established basin-hopping global
optimisation method. It was applied to a variety of PAH clusters and its usefulness was
highlighted through the determination of low energy clusters with similar energetic and
structural properties to those calculated using REMD at a significantly reduced cost. In
addition, the SEMC method allowed the evaluation of large and more complex PAH clusters
beyond the scope of existing methods.
Experimental and computational studies showing a significant presence of curved PAHs in
combustion environments and their distinctive steric and electronic properties led to a hypoth-
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esis that the physical interactions of curved aromatics play a role in soot particle nucleation
and their presence influences particle nanostructure. To explore this using high-accuracy
dynamic studies, an intermolecular potential called curPAHIP was developed. This potential
extends the isoPAHAP potential for planar PAHs by including flexoelectric dipole moments
and enhanced dispersion interactions between curved molecules with embedded pentagonal
rings. The curPAHIP potential was applied within molecular dynamics simulations examin-
ing the clustering behaviour of curved and planar PAHs with and without cations. Curved
PAHs and cations showed significant and rapid nucleation of small stable clusters compared
to all other systems, suggesting that long-range electrostatic interactions may play a role in
soot nucleation.
The nanostructure of clusters containing homogeneous and heterogeneous curved PAHs was
evaluated using REMD simulations, focusing on the effects of molecule size and curvature,
particle molecular composition, and interactions with planar PAHs or ions. This involved
extending the curPAHIP potential to larger cPAHs and highlights its potential for further work
examining flexoelectric effects in carbon materials. The simulations showed that molecule
curvature provides a similar core-shell structure within nanoparticles as seen with planar
PAHs. However, for small curved PAH sizes molecular alignment was disrupted, suggesting
that the graphitisation of these carbon materials would be impeded. The presence of ions
stabilised small clusters of curved PAHs and changed the cluster internal structure while no
mixing took place between curved and planar PAHs within a cluster.
9.2 Suggested future work
There remain many important open questions regarding the mechanism of soot formation
and the nanostructure of these small self-assembled particles. There are many avenues for
potential future work, some building directly off the work in this thesis and others that go
beyond the methods and systems addressed here.
9.2.1 Surface properties of clusters containing curved PAHs
Following the work presented in Chapters 5 and 8, a natural next step would be to apply
solvent-excluded surface analysis to the clusters containing curved PAHs. This would provide
further information about the detailed structure of nanoparticles relevant to combustion and
may highlight features that make these systems useful to other applications.
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9.2.2 Nucleation of large cPAHs and other ions
Another useful study would involve expanding the work presented in Chapter 7 to explore
more complex systems relevant to soot formation. This could help refine an understanding
regarding whether large curved PAH molecules are able to form stable clusters at higher
temperatures than observed for corannulene. In addition, an analysis of the influence of ion
size and charge (for example, comparing cations versus anions and/or studying chemi-ions)
would further the understanding of nucleating interactions within the combustion process.
The use of advanced free energy methods within molecular dynamics could provide further
information on the nucleation cluster size and clustering free energy.
9.2.3 Heterogeneous cluster melting points
It may be possible to extract useful thermodynamic information from the multi-temperature
trajectories of cPAH clusters such as those produced in Chapter 8. Using energy- and
movement-based metrics, such as intermolecular energy changes and the Lindemann Index,
melting and boiling points could be determined. This fundamental information would
be useful for understanding nanoparticle behaviour in temperature-dependent processes,
including soot particle nucleation and growth.
9.2.4 Extension to study curved carbon materials
Although focused on soot particles, many of the contributions in this thesis may have
relevance to carbon materials in other contexts and further work should explore this. In
particular, the charge polarisation found in carbon curved by pentagon integration has
significant implications for the use of carbon materials in applications such as batteries (for
example, ion batteries could be influenced by the charge polarisation of carbon electrodes)
and adsorption (for example, both polar and non-polar adsorbents could interact strongly
with flexoelectric materials). A rigorous evaluation of these interactions and their role in
different contexts would involve the development of a more general form of the curPAHIP
potential developed in Chapter 7 that incorporates polarisability and adaptable point charges
for varied and complex carbon materials. This potential would provide a framework from
which molecular dynamics and grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations could understand
and optimise existing materials and propose new nanoengineered carbon materials.
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9.2.5 Dynamic study of soot formation incorporating both physical and
chemical interactions
The mechanism of soot formation is an area of ongoing investigation and it is increasingly
clear that no single mechanism can fully account for the formation of soot particles. Recent
work has suggested new mechanisms that combine both physical and chemical interactions
between gas-phase molecules. Martin et al. [219] identified that PAHs possessing five-
membered ring(s) on the molecule edge can be partially saturated localised π-radicals that
possess a high reactivity and are found in reasonably high concentrations in the flames.
These molecules are able to form covalent bonds and also physically condense in so-called
“pancake bonds”. This is supported by calculations by Gentile et al. [122]. Johansson
et al. [175] have suggested that resonance-stabilised radical species may react with other
hydrocarbon molecules to form and grow particles through covalent bonding. Frenklach and
Mebel [119] has suggested that collisions between an aromatic molecule containing an edge
five-membered ring and an aromatic radical are able to form a cross-link with the formation
of rotationally-activated dimers. These proposed pathways show promise although further
work is required to investigate these interactions in dynamic environments and identify
the rates and identities of both precursor molecules and nucleated particles. Molecular
dynamics provides a useful method to investigate these findings and provide insight into the
mechanisms and rates of soot particle nucleation. This would require the parametrisation
of a reactive force field that is able to capture both the physical and chemical bonding and
energetics of relevant PAHs.
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B.1 Corannulene geometry and charges
Corannulene elements, geometry (x, y, z in nm) and charges, in the curPAHIP potential. The
element X represents the virtual mass-less atoms used to describe the flexoelectric effect,
which are held above and parallel to the pentagon ring using intramolecular forces.
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CORANNULENE with curPAHIP charges
C 0.103 0.064 0.085 0.020
C 0.093 -0.078 0.085 0.020
C -0.045 -0.112 0.085 0.020
C -0.121 0.008 0.085 0.020
C -0.030 0.117 0.085 0.020
C 0.205 0.129 0.022 0.177
C 0.310 0.049 -0.032 -0.201
C 0.300 -0.090 -0.032 -0.201
C 0.187 -0.156 0.022 0.177
C 0.143 -0.279 -0.032 -0.201
C 0.007 -0.313 -0.033 -0.201
C -0.090 -0.225 0.022 0.177
C -0.242 0.016 0.022 0.177
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C -0.296 -0.103 -0.032 -0.201
C -0.222 -0.222 -0.032 -0.201
C -0.280 0.142 -0.031 -0.201
C -0.190 0.250 -0.031 -0.201
C -0.059 0.235 0.023 0.177
C 0.049 0.310 -0.032 -0.201
C 0.178 0.258 -0.032 -0.201
H -0.221 0.345 -0.072 0.133
H 0.031 0.408 -0.072 0.133
H 0.259 0.317 -0.073 0.133
H 0.398 0.097 -0.072 0.133
H 0.380 -0.149 -0.075 0.133
H 0.215 -0.348 -0.073 0.133
H -0.024 -0.408 -0.074 0.133
H -0.265 -0.312 -0.073 0.133
H -0.396 -0.103 -0.074 0.133
H -0.378 0.155 -0.073 0.133
X 0.103 0.064 0.132 -0.063
X 0.093 -0.078 0.132 -0.063
X -0.045 -0.113 0.132 -0.063
X -0.121 0.008 0.133 -0.063
X -0.030 0.117 0.133 -0.063
B.2 curPAHIP parameters in SI units
Table B.1 Parameters of curPAHIP in SI units
Atom pair ρ (nm) α (nm−1) C6 (kJmol−1nm6)
C C 0.2993 35.49 0.0017458
C H 0.2610 33.18 0.00072665
H H 0.2180 26.54 0.00030083
B.3 K+ interaction parameters in SI units




C.1 C42H14 molecule description
The following elements, geometry (x, y, z in nm) and charges are used for the C42H14
molecule (B) in the curPAHIP potential. The element X represents the virtual mass-less
atoms used to describe the flexoelectric effect, which are held above and parallel to the
pentagon ring using intramolecular forces.
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2PENT15RING MOLECULE with curPAHIP charges
C -0.200 0.000 0.135 -0.309
C -0.317 0.000 0.043 0.425
C -0.365 -0.132 -0.016 -0.126
C -0.126 -0.124 0.159 0.041
C -0.126 0.124 0.158 0.041
C 0.014 0.124 0.176 0.070
C 0.093 0.000 0.174 -0.190
C 0.014 -0.125 0.177 0.070
C 0.065 -0.244 0.122 -0.117
C -0.486 -0.127 -0.098 -0.225
C -0.543 0.000 -0.139 0.010
C -0.486 0.127 -0.096 -0.225
C -0.365 0.131 -0.016 -0.126
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C -0.277 0.252 -0.001 0.253
C -0.162 0.242 0.091 -0.109
C -0.044 0.318 0.073 0.039
C 0.065 0.244 0.122 -0.117
C 0.197 0.251 0.059 0.008
C 0.282 0.128 0.056 0.150
C 0.229 0.000 0.111 0.038
C -0.029 0.421 -0.031 0.157
C 0.110 0.463 -0.060 -0.365
C 0.219 0.365 -0.036 0.346
C -0.154 0.458 -0.100 -0.163
C -0.275 0.373 -0.088 -0.210
C 0.284 -0.130 0.058 0.150
C 0.198 -0.252 0.060 0.008
C 0.401 0.126 -0.034 -0.116
C 0.347 0.366 -0.109 -0.392
C 0.435 0.249 -0.107 -0.017
C 0.220 -0.365 -0.036 0.346
H -0.526 0.219 -0.137 0.128
H -0.629 0.001 -0.205 0.090
H 0.369 0.449 -0.175 0.162
H 0.127 0.540 -0.134 0.161
H -0.153 0.535 -0.176 0.116
H -0.356 0.391 -0.157 0.133
C 0.402 -0.128 -0.032 -0.116
C 0.473 0.000 -0.054 -0.115
C 0.352 -0.369 -0.100 -0.392
C 0.437 -0.250 -0.105 -0.017
C -0.278 -0.253 0.001 0.253
C -0.162 -0.243 0.092 -0.109
C -0.044 -0.318 0.072 0.039
C -0.030 -0.418 -0.035 0.157
C 0.109 -0.458 -0.067 -0.365
C -0.280 -0.378 -0.079 -0.210
C -0.156 -0.455 -0.103 -0.163
H -0.363 -0.398 -0.146 0.133
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H -0.153 -0.525 -0.186 0.116
H -0.527 -0.218 -0.140 0.128
H 0.126 -0.534 -0.142 0.161
H 0.376 -0.453 -0.165 0.162
H 0.520 -0.246 -0.173 0.104
H 0.558 -0.001 -0.121 0.129
H 0.523 0.248 -0.171 0.104
X -0.132 0.148 0.204 0.044
X -0.170 0.266 0.137 -0.107
X -0.051 0.340 0.119 0.041
X 0.060 0.267 0.169 -0.115
X 0.008 0.148 0.223 0.072
X -0.050 -0.341 0.118 0.041
X -0.169 -0.267 0.138 -0.107
X -0.132 -0.148 0.205 0.044
X 0.060 -0.267 0.168 -0.115
X 0.009 -0.148 0.223 0.072
C.2 Cut-off distance sensitivities
The selection of the cut-off distance, R, influences the calculated average intermolecular
distances, coordination numbers and alignment angles. Due to the disordered molecular
arrangements of the homogeneous A clusters (that is, sandwich-type stacking is not present),
these results are the most sensitive to the selection of R.
Figure C.1 shows the alignment angle distributions for all homogeneous clusters using four
different cut-off distances. The influence of the cut-off distance is minimal in the B clusters,
which show a very high proportion of molecules with at least one near neighbour at all cut-off
distances (indicated by the inset percent values listed). At the higher cut-off distances, a
second peak corresponding to further molecule layers (i.e. not the nearest neighbours alone)
appears. The A clusters show some differences between angle distributions across the cut-off
distances and the percent of molecules with a near neighbour increases dramatically between
R = 0.5 nm and R = 0.6 nm. Note that for all systems, no neighbouring molecules are found
using a cut-off distance of 0.4 nm or smaller.
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Fig. C.1 Alignment angle distributions at different cut-off distances, R, in nm for the following
clusters: (a) A25, (b) A40, (c) A50, (d) A100, (e) A200, (f) B25, (g) B40, (h) B50, (i) B100.
Dashed lines correspond to the A crystal structure (for (a)-(e)) and the minimised B dimer
(for (f)-(i)). Percent values in the upper right hand corners of each angle distribution refer to
the percent of molecules within the cluster that have at least one near neighbour.
Table C.1 presents the average intermolecular distances of homogeneous clusters as a function
of the cut-off distance used in analysis. For the A clusters, the cut-off distance selected
influences the average intermolecular distance calculated. Intuitively, an increase in the
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cut-off distance produces an increase in the average intermolecular distance, since the cut-off
distance simply increases the range between ‘neighbouring’ molecules. At low cut-off values
(R = 0.5 nm and R = 0.6 nm) very few molecule pairs exist and so these averages are
not a clear picture of the true average intermolecular spacing throughout the cluster. At
R = 0.7 nm, the majority of molecules (≥ 95%) have at least one near neighbour and
therefore this provides the best indication of the cluster average. In contrast, the cut-off
distance does not have a large impact on the average intermolecular spacing of homogeneous
B molecules. This highlights the highly stacked configuration of these molecules.
Table C.1 Average molecular intermolecular distance, in nm, for homogeneous clusters with
varying cut-off values, R in nm, used.
Cluster
Intermolecular distance (nm)
R = 0.5 R = 0.6 R = 0.7 R = 0.8
A25 0.45 0.55 0.59 0.68
A40 0.45 0.55 0.59 0.67
A50 0.47 0.55 0.60 0.67
A100 0.48 0.55 0.59 0.68
A200 0.47 0.55 0.60 0.68
B25 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.49
B40 0.45 0.45 0.46 0.47
B50 0.45 0.45 0.48 0.50
B100 0.45 0.45 0.48 0.52
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C.3 Corannulene crystal structure
Several of the structural metrics used in this paper were applied to the known crystal structure
of corannulene in order to provide a benchmark. As early as 1975, it was shown through
X-ray analysis that corannulene crystallises in a close-packed structure mostly stabilised
through CH-π interactions, in space group P21/c [139] (see Fig C.2).
Fig. C.2 Snapshot of corannulene crystal structure (left) with alignment angle distribution
(centre) and a schematic illustrating an alignment angle of 30◦ between two neighbouring A.
A crystal structure containing 18 molecules from X-ray data provided by Petrukhina et al.
[255] through the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre provides an independent verifica-
tion of the analyses used in Chapter 8 as well as a known experimental structure useful for
comparison. The average intermolecular spacing values are 0.57 nm, 0.72 nm, and 0.76 nm
considering 1, 2, and 3 neighbouring molecules, respectively. The individual distances
between corannulene monomers within the crystal structure calculated in this analysis are in
excellent agreement with those reported in Sanyal et al. [285]. Figure C.2 shows the crystal
structure and alignment angles examined in Chapter 8.
